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ABSTRACT

The present report contains the texts of the invited presentations delivered at the Second
IAEA Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) on "Activation Cross Sections for the
Generation of Long-Lived Radionuclides of Importance in Fusion Reactor Technology" which
was hosted by TSI Research at Del Mar, California, and held from 29 to 30 April 1993.
This RCM was organized by the IAEA Nuclear Data Section (NDS), with the cooperation
and assistance of local organizers from TSI Research and Westinghouse Hanford Company.

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss and evaluate the results of the researches
carried out by each participating laboratory under this CRP and to review the status and
remaining gaps in the required cross sections for those well-defined activation reactions
leading to long-lived radionuclides supposed to be of most importance for radioactive waste
disposal and material recycling for fusion reactor materials and, if necessary, to identify
further measurements and calculations needed to fill these gaps.

For a summary report of the meeting containing agenda, list of participants, conclusions
and recommendations see the report INDC(NDS)-288/L.
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SOME RESULTS ON THE PRODUCTION OF LONG-LIVED
RADIONUCLIDES IN FAST NEUTRON INDUCED REACTIONS*

J. Csikai

Institute of Experimental Physics, Kossuth University
Debrecen, 4001, Pf. 105, Hungary

Abstract: High purity C, Al, KHCO3, Zn, Cu, Ni, Mo, Si3N4 and SiO2 samples
were irradiated with 14.6 MeV neutrons in Debrecen to produce long-lived
radionuclides in fast neutron induced reactions. The determinations of the
reaction products are in progress by using either the radiochemical
separation method or the classical and accelerator mass spectrometry in
collaboration with Jiilich KFA, Cologne and Hannover Universities. Cross
section curves were measured for the 151Eu(n,2n)150mEu and 159Tb(n,2n)158Tb
reactions in 8.7-10.7 MeV range in co-operation between Julich and
Debrecen. Properties of cyclotron D-D neutron sources were studied and
improved to increase the precision of the cross section measurements. In
addition, the combination of the threshold detector and the physical
integration methods rendered it possible to determine the volume averaged
flux density spectra for extended samples.

1. Introduction
Measurements and calculations of activation cross sections for

production of long-lived isotopes at around 14 MeV neutron energy are of
primary importance for radioactive waste estimates as well as for testing
nuclear reaction models in addition to the cosmochemical investigations.
Cross section data available for such reactions are very scare and
contradictory even in the vicinity of 14 MeV. The excitation functions of the
dosimetry reactions require more precise data especially beetween 5 and
12 MeV. A systematic investigation has been started to complete the
experimental data between 2 and 15 MeV and for testing the different reaction
model codes.

For the determination of the reaction yields of long-lived or stable
residual nuclei the following methods are intended to use: radiochemical
separation (RC), combination of radiochemical separation and the accelerator
mass spectrometry (RC + AMS), classical mass spectrometry (CMS), in addition

This work was performed under the "14 MeV Coordinated Research Programme"
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna and supported by
the Hungarian Research Foundation (Contract No. 1734/91).



Table I. Dosimetry reactions used for unfolding the neutron spectra Table II Samples irradiated with high fluences of 14.6 MeV neutrons

Reaction

^AlOy^Mg

^(n^Se

47Ti(n,p)47Sc

^ f a p ^ S c

^efap^Mn

56Fe(n,p)56Mn

59Co(n2n)58m+«Co

59Co(n(a)56Mn

58Ni(n2n)57Ni

58Ni(n,p)58m+gCo

^ Z n ^ p ^ C u

90Zr(n2n)89Zr

115In(n,n')115mIn

T l / 2

9.46 min

15.02 h

83.83 d

334 d

43.7 h

3122 d

258 h

70.92 d

258 h

36.1 h

70.92 d

12.70 h

327 d

4.49 h

<ke$)

843.7
1014.4

1368.5

8892

11205

159.4

9835

10375
1312.1

834.8

1810.8

846.8

1810.8

810.8

846.8

1810.8

1377.6

810.8

511

909.2

336.2

(%)

73
29.1

100

99.98

99.98

68.0

100

975

100
99.98

272

98.9
272

99.4

98.9

272

77.9

99.4

35.8

99.0

45.8

Sample

C
Al

KHCO3

Cu

Zn

Ni

Si3N4
SiO2

Mo

Fluence

(xl012n/cm2)

8.7

8.7

12.9

41.9

125

45

43

3.9

122

Date

(1992-93)

24.10-12.02

24.10-12.02

24.10-12.02

09.10-10.10

24.10-06.11
06.11- 1Z02

06.11-12.02

06.11-1Z02

09.10-10.10

D+

15mm

-GBBB
WOBBLING

TiT TARGET
SAMPLE

Al, U Fe, Co, NL Zn, Zr,
Nb, In, Au, Al
THRESHOLD
DETECTOR

FOILS

Fig.L Irradiation arrangement for the determination of the <&(E) values for
Al, and Pb samples. The Cu sample was placed in 125 degrees to the D +

beam direction.



to the usual gamma- (GS) and X-ray (XR) spectrometry and the beta counting
(BC). The low yields of the reactions require to use extended samples in
which the flux density spectra $(E) can change significantly. Therefore,
methods for the determination of volume averaged $(E) values should be
developed.

This report describes the present status of these investigations and
the future plan.

2. Experimental procedure
High purity samples (Goodfellow) of different dimensions were irradiated

with about 14.6 MeV neutrons by the neutron generator of the Institute of
Experimental Physics in a scattering free arrangement.

The 27Al(n,a)24Na, 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb and 90Zr(n,2n)89Zr reactions were
applied as fluence and energy monitors, respectively, for thin samples. A
wobbling target system has been used to assure long irradiation time with TiT
targets. For the unfolding of neutron flux density in the case of extended
samples the dosimetry reactions summarized in Table I were applied. Cross
section curves were taken from the IRDF-85 dosimetry file. The $(E) functions
were measured for Al, Pb and Cu samples at 14.6 and 13.8 MeV neutron
energies, respectively, placing the activation foils in the positions
indicated in Fig. 1. The activities of the foils have been measured by HPGe
and Ge(Ii) detectors. For the evaluation of the gamma spectra the GAMANAL
code was used.

Samples irradiated with 14.6 MeV neutrons for the determination of cross
sections of reactions resulting stable or long-lived isotopes are summarized
in Table II together with the total neutron fluence values. Table HI
indicates the reactions whose cross sections are expected to determine. The

—15high sensitivity of the AMS method (10 g/g) gives a possibility to measure
the production cross sections of very long-lived ( l ( r - 1 0 y) isotopes.

The CV28 and MGC-20 variable energy cyclotrons in Jiilich and Debrecen,
respectively, rendered it possible to measure the excitation functions of
neutron induced reactions in the 5-13 MeV range.

On the basis of a systematic investigation the cyclotron neutron source
based on deuteron gas target was improved. Furthermore, to increase the
reaction products a large amount of detector and sample materials in mixed
powder form was used. The volume averaged flux density spectra are intended
to deduce from the measured activities of the powder mixed carefully after
irradiation.



Table III. Reactions and methods considered to use for cross section

measurements

Reaction

C(n,a) ^Be

fe^c }
18O(n,na)14C

39K(n,p)39Ar
39K(n,a)36a

^Cafop)40*:
58Ni(n,a)55Fe

^ ( n . p J ^ C o

60Ni(n,2n)59Ni

66Zn(n,a)63Ni

63Cu(n,p)63Ni

92Mo(n,p)92Nb

94 94^io(iijp) No +

95Mo(n,d)94Nb

96Mo(n,a)93Zr +
07 <rt }

Mo(n,na) Zr

Half life

1.62-106y

5730y

6.345 s
7^xl05y

269 y

3x10^

1.28 109y

2.73 y

10.47 m
5.27 y

75xl04y

100.1 y

10.15 d
3.6xl07y

6.26 m

2xl04y

1.5xl06y

Decay
Ey(keV)

f

f

e

1808.6

(T
e.P~

E

rr.js"
1173.2

13325

e

f

E

934.5
561.1

rr,/T
702.6

871.1

f

Method

AMS

B Q R C

GS, AMS

CMS, BC

AMS

AMS

XR

GS

AMS

RC+BC, AMS

GS
RC+AMS, RC+GS

AMS, RC+GS

AMS

Results and discussion
Details of cross section measurements on Eu(n,2n) Eu and

159Tb(n,2n)158Tb reactions will be discussed by Dr.Qaim at this CRP
Meeting [1] together with the status of Cu(n,p) Ni reaction.

The 63Cu(n,p)63Ni and 66Zn(n,a)63Ni reactions can be used for
intercalibration of the AMS and RC meethods.

A typical cross section curve for Zr(n,a) Sr reaction is shown in
Fig. 2. The calculations were carried out by the STAPRE code [2],

Determination of production cross sections of long-lived radioisotopes
are in progress [3]. Some unknown data can be estimated from the (N-Z)/A and
isotopic trends observed in the a(n,a) and a(n,p) data.
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The energy integrated neutron yields from deuteron interactions with
different elements measured at 4, 7 and 10 MeV incident energies have shown
that the W, Ta and Pt can be recommended as construction materials for D-D
sources to optimize the signal-to-background ratio [4]. As can be seen in
Fig. 3 the total neutron yields obtained at O° emission angle depend strongly
on the atomic number. The angular yields of neutrons shown in Fig.4 clearly
indicate the advantages of the W as a beam aperture and gas cell material to
suppress the background [5]. Considering the errors in the neutron energy and
fluence determinations and through them the possible precision of the cross
sections no gas-out runs are required for E^ < 10 MeV if the D2 gas cell
materials are selected properly.
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Flux density spectra of neutrons measured for Al, Cu and Pb samples
around 14MeV in a geometrical arrangement shown in Fig.l are presented in
Fig.5. Results indicate that the SULSA unfolding code [6] can be used to
describe the 4>(E) function of primary neutrons. The evaluation of the volume
averaged flux density spectra for thick IiOH and Ei^Oo powder samples mixed
with the threshold detector materials are in progress. A typical composition
of the powder sample was the following: pure element and alloy powders of
A150/Fe50 0.6 g, Nb56/Ti44 0.8 g, In 0.15 g, Zn 0.2 g, Au 0.15 g, Ni
0.3 g, ZrC 0.4 g and 8g EiuO., were mixed carefully and placed into two
identical aluminium sample holders of thin walls for irradiations. Details of
the irradiation, measurement and evaluation will be described elsewhere [7].
Samples were irradiated with 11.2 MeV neutrons at the CV28 cyclotron in
Julich.The same arrangement was used for the cross section measurements on Sn
and simultaneously on the energy and fluence detector materials.

On the basis of the results obtained for thick Al, Pb and Cu samples one
can conclude that the distorsion of the high energy tail of the spectrum can
be neglected. Therefore, only the energy and fluence of the primary neutrons
must be measured. In the case of samples in which hydrogen or elements of low
atomic numbers are present the flux density spectra $(E) should be
determined. The evaluation of the measurement for I iOH will give information
on the magnitude of the distorsion of primary neutron spectrum inside the
sample. For reactions of high threshold the contribution of break-up neutrons
to the activity is unimportant.
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RESULTS FROM THE ARGONNE, LOS ALAMOS, JAERI COLLABORATION*

J. Meadows and D. Smith, Engineering Physics Division
L. Greenwoodb, Chemical Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439, U.S.A.

R. Haight, Physics Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

Y. Ikeda and C. Konno, Reactor Engineering Department
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, Japan

ABSTRACT

Four sample packets containing elemental Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Nb, Ag,
Eu, Tb and Hf have been irradiated in three distinct accelerator
neutron fields, at Argonne National Laboratory and Los Alamos National
Laboratory, U.S.A., and Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai,
Japan. The acquired experimental data include differential cross
sections (at 10.3 and 14.7 MeV) and integral cross sections for the
continuum neutron spectrum produced by 7-MeV deuterons incident on a
thick Be-metal target. The U-238(n,f) cross section was also measured
at 10.3 MeV as a consistency check on the experimental technique. This
is the third progress report on a project which has been carried out
under the auspices of an IAEA Coordinated Research Program entitled
"Activation Cross Sections for the Generation of Long-lived
Radionuclides of Importance in Fusion Reactor Technology". The present
report provides the latest results from this work. Comparison is made
between the 14.7-MeV cross-section values obtained from the separate
investigations at Argonne and JAERI. Generally, good agreement is
observed within the experimental errors when consistent sample
parameters, radioactivity decay data and reference cross values are
employed. A comparison is also made between the experimental results
and those derived from calculations using a nuclear model.
Experimental neutron information on the Be(d,n) neutron spectrum was
incorporated in the comparisons for the integral results. The
agreement is satisfactory considering the various uncertainties that
are involved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives and details of this experiment have been presented
in two earlier reports in this series which were prepared at Argonne
[Mea+90,Mea+91] and in corresponding reports from JAERI [IK91,Ike+91].
There is no need to repeat these discussions here. Additional
information on the method of analysis employed at JAERI is documented

Vork sponsored in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Research Programs (Contracts V-31-109-Eng-38 and V-7405-Eng-36) and
the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Agreement No.
5064/CF).
Present address: Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland,
Washington 99352.
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Table 1: Properties of sample materials in the irradiation packets

Nominal Sample
Dimensions (cm)b

2.540 dia x 0.0254 thick

2.540 dia x 0.0508 thick

2.540 dia x 0.0254 thick

2.540 dia x 0.0254 thick

2.000 dia x 0.0100 thick

2.540 dia x 0.0508 thick

2.060 dia x 0.318 thickc

2.060 dia x 0.318 thickc

2.060 dia x 0.318 thickc

8 Range of masses encountered for individual samples of this type.
b Exact dimensions vary somewhat from sample to sample.
« These are the approximate dimensions of the oxide region itself. The

overall dimensions of the sample, including the encapsulating
material, are approximately 2.54 dia x 0.476 cm thick.

Element

Ti

Fe

Ki

Cu

Nb

Ag

Eu

Tb

Hf

Chemical Form

Element (metal)

Element (metal)

Element (metal)

Element (metal)

Element (metal)

Element (metal)

Oxide (powder)

Oxide (powder)

Oxide (powder)

Mass
(gram)a

0.546-0.576

1.910-2.032

1.132-1.147

1.163-1.174

0.200-0.300

2.715-2.742

1.057-1.223

1.864-2.498

2.879-3.184

Table 2: Reactions considered in the present work

Ti-46(n,p)Sc-46g+mb

Fe-54(n,p)Mn-54<*

Fe-54(n,a)Cr-51<i

Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+me

ffi-60(n,p)Co-60g+mf

Cu-63(n,o)Co-60g+m

Hb-93(n,2n)Hb-92ni

Ag-107(n,2n)Ag-106m

Ag-109(n,2n)Ag-108m

Eu-151(n,2n)Eu-150g

Tb-159(n,2n)Tb-158g+m

Hf-176(n,2n)Hf-175<i

Hf-179(n,2n)Hf-178m2

Hf-180(n,2n)Hf-179m2

U-238(n,f)

Target Isotopic
Abundance (7.U

8.0*0.1

5.9*0.2

5.9±0.2

68.077±0.005

26.223*0.005

69.17*0.02

100

51.839*0.005

48.161*0.005

47.8*0.5

100

5.206*0.004

13.629*0.0057.

35.100*0.006

Enriched deposits

0-value (MeV)a

-1.584,-1.728c

0.085

0.844

0.402,0.377c

-2.042,-2.10lc

1.715,1.656c

-8.966

-9.627

-9.296

-7.934

-8.133,-8.243«

-8.165

-8.546

-8.493

a Ref. Tul90.
b Vhat is actually measured in the experiment is the production of
Sc-46 from neutrons on natural Ti, i.e., the Ti(n,X)Sc-46 reaction.
The contribution from Ti-47(n,np)Sc-46 is included. However, the
cross section is computed as if all the Sc-46 yield came from Ti-46.

c Multiple Q-values correspond to the ground state and those indicated
isomeric levels which are included in the measured cross section.

d There are no isomeric states in the reaction product nucleus.
« Primary reference cross section for this experiment.
f Vhat is actually measured in the experiment is the production of

Co-60g+m from neutrons on natural Ni, i.e., the Ni(n,X)Co-60g+m
reaction. The contribution from Ni-61(n,np)Co-60g+m is included.
However, the cross section is computed as if all the Co-60g+m yield
came from Ni-60.

s Calibrated uranium deposit No. U-238-26 [Mea90]. Mass: 950*60 /ig.
Composition: U-235 (0.4157.), 1-238(99 5857.).

b NA: Not applicable.



in another report from that laboratory [Ike+88]. Since 1991, attention
has been paid to selection of a common set of sample parameters,
radioactivity decay data and reference standards in order to
consolidate individual contributions from the participants in this
research program. It was decided to reject all data associated with
the Eu-153(n,2n)Eu-152g+m2 reaction since it was concluded, from
independent analyses conducted at JAERI and Argonne, that the
corrections necessitated by (n,7) reactions on Eu-151 were too large
to permit a reliable determination of the (n,2n) cross section for
Eu-153. Separated-isotope samples will be needed to do a proper job of
determining this cross section. The results for Ti-47(n,p)Sc-47 and
Ti-48(n,p)Sc-48 have also been discarded because of the large
uncertainties associated with requisite decay correction factors for
the relatively short-lived Sc-47 and Sc-48 activities. The work at
JAERI produced cross sections for the reactions Ni-60(n,p)Co-60g+m and
Hf-179(n,2n)Hf-178m2 which were not obtained from the Argonne
investigation. The reason for this is that it was possible at JAERI to
re-count the samples after the shorter-lived, interfering activities
had died away, whereas this was not possible at Argonne because the
research program was terminated there and the experimental facilities
employed in the Argonne activity measurements were dismantled in 1992.

For completeness, most of the tabular material provided in the
second Argonne report [Mea+91] is included here, with some alterations
in form and content as needed to account for changes in the parameters
and methods of analysis which have occurred since 1991. Table 1
describes the samples used in the experiment. Niobium foils were
placed at the front and back of the sample packet which was irradiated
at JAERI and retained there for analysis. The other three sample
packets did not include niobium. Table 2 lists the reactions
considered, the relevant isotopic abundances and the pertinent
reaction Q-values. Table 3 summarizes the pertinent radioactive-decay
properties of the reaction products. Modifications in the analyses
carried out at both JAERI and Argonne since 1991 have led to
significant revisions of the cross section values reported earlier
[Mea+91,Ike+91,IK91]. A notable change for the JAERI irradiations was
a revision of the effective neutron energy, from 14.8 MeV to 14.7 MeV.
The present results correspond to use of a common set of sample
parameters, radioactive decay data and reference cross section values.
The 14.7-MeV cross section results from Argonne and JAERI now are
entirely based on a value of 292 ± 7 mb for the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m
reference cross section at this energy. This cross section is derived
from earlier studies carried out at JAERI [Ike+88]. Its use leads to
very good overall consistency in neutron fluence determinations, when
taken in conjunction with the value 459 ± 11 mb for the
Nb-93(n,2n)Nb-92m secondary reference cross section (see Table 4).
Unlike the investigation at JAERI, the analysis carried out at Argonne
did not consider niobium foil activation data. Also, the analysis at
Argonne originally employed a higher value (304 mb) for the
Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross section at 14.7 MeV, based on
ENDF/B-VI [ENDF90]. Although this cross section differs by only 4.17.
from the 292 mb value accepted for present purposes, its use would
noticeably affect the observed consistency in neutron fluence
determinations, as established by the analysis at JAERI. Since it is
evident that the cross sections from ENDF/B-VI are not so well
substantiated in the 14-MeV region, because of an obvious scatter in
the available data, there is no reason to prefer the ENDF/B-YI result
over the JAERI experimental value at 14.7 MeV. There have been no
changes in the assumed Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross sections for
10.3 MeY and for the Be(d,n) spectrum, relative to those results
reported in the second Argonne report [Mea+91].
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Table 3: Decay properties of the radioactive nuclei involved in the
present investigation

Activitv

Sc-46gc
Sc-46mc

Cr-51ef

Mn-54eg

Co- 58gh
Co- 58mbi

Co-60gj
Co-60mu

Nb-92mk

Ag- 106ml

Ag- 108mm

Eu-150g°

Tb-158gP
Tb- 158mP

Hf-175e<3

Hf-178m2f

Hf-179m2s

Excitation
Energy Half

JT (MeV) Lifea

4+
1-

7/2-

3+

2+
5+

5+
2+

2+

6+

6+

5-

3-
0-

5/2-

16+

25/2-

» r •

g.s.
0.143

g.s.

g.s.

g.s.
0.025

g.s.
0.059

0.136

0.090

0.109

g.s.

g.s.
0.110

g.s.

2.446

1.106

83.810*0.010 d
18.75*0.04 s

27.702*0.004 d

312.12*0.10 d

70.82*0.03 d
9.15*0.10 h

5.2714*0.0005 y
10.47*0.04 m

10.15*0.02 d

8.46*0.10 d

418*15 y"

35.8*1.0 y

180*11 y
10.5*0.2 s

70*2 d

31*1 y

25.1*0.3 d

Decay
Model

0-
IT

EC,(/J+)

EC,(/?+)

EC,/?+
IT

IT,(/?-)

ECJ+

EC.&fc)

EC,/J+,IT

EC,(/?+)

m,0*,0-
IT
EC

IT

IT

Beasure
7 Ray
(MeVi

0.889
NAd

0.320

0.835

0.811
NA

1.333
NA

0.934

0.512

0.434

0.334

0.944
NA

0.343

0.325

0.454

:d Relevant
7 Branch

99.984*0.001
NA

10.08*0.23

99.976*0.001

99.448*0.008
NA

99.982*0.001
NA

99.07*0.04

87.7*0.5

90.5*0.6

96*3

43.9*1.3
NA

87.0*0.5

94.11*0.17

68.6*3.6

a s (second), m (minute), h (hour), d (day), y (year).
b Decay branches marked by (•••) are negligibly weak.
c Ref. Alb86
d NA: Not applicable.
e There are no isomeric states for this nucleus.
f Ref. Chu91 g Ref. GJJ87 h Ref. Pek90
1 Isomeric activity not measured directly in this investigation. Decay
contributes indirectly to the measured ground state activity.

J Ref. AEL86 ^ Ref. Bag92 1 Ref. Fre+88
•"Ref. Bla91 " Ref. SSD92 ° Ref Mat86
p Ref. Lee89 q Ref. Min76 r Ref. Bro88a
s Ref. Bro88b

Table 4: Comparison of 14.7-MeV neutron fluence determinations based
on the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m and Nb-93(n,2n)Nb-92m reference
reactions'1

Neutron Flux (n/cin2/sec)
Ni-58fn.pKo-58g+m Nb-93(n,2n)Nb-92m

Cu

Ag

Eu

Tb

Hf

4.68 x 108 (0.906)*>

7.08 x 108 (0.923)

5.00 x 108 (0.907)

5.86 x 108 (0.913)

6.70 x 10« (0.915)

4.78 x 108

7.16 x 108

4.87 x 108

5.77 x 108

6.69 x 108

Ratio

1.02

1.01

0.97

0.98

1.00

Based on the sample packet investigated at JAERI. Reference cross
sections assumed at 14.7 MeV are [Ike+88]: Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m,
292 * 7 mb; Nb-93(n)2n)Nb-92m, 459 * 11 rob.
Correction factors to the reaction rates of Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m for
low-energy (degraded) neutrons are shown as (•••). They are
calculated as the ratio of the reaction rate for neutrons above
11 MeV to the total reaction rates. These values are determined
using neutron spectra calculated using the D0T3.5 [RM73] and
MORSE-DD [NM84] codes, with a model of the sample geometry. These
calculations also utilized neutron-reaction cross section values
from JENDL-3 [Shi+90]. An error of 37. is assumed for these
calculated factors.



2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental cross sections obtained from this collaborative
experiment are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Total errors associated
with these cross sections are also provided in these tables. The
results in Table 5 are based entirely on the activity measurements and
analysis carried out at Argonne while the values reported in Table 6
are derived from the investigations carried out at both JAERI and
Argonne. A review of the analysis carried out at Argonne offered no
compelling reasons for altering most of the estimated error components
first reported in the second Argonne report [Mea+91], in spite of the
obvious differences between the cross section values given earlier and
those provided here. The relevant error components for the Argonne
results are listed in Tables 7-9. Table 10 gives information on
experimental errors for the results derived at JAERI.

Table 5: Experimental cross sections obtained from this investigation
for the Be(d,n)-spectrum and 10.3-MeV neutrons

Cross Section (nullibarn)*
Reaction Be(d,n)b 10.3 K

Ti-46(n,p)Sc-46g+ra 36.1 (± 2.27.) 244 (± 5.27.)

Fe-54(n,p)Mn-54 177 (± 2.47.) 464 (± 3.17.)

Pe-54(n,a)Cr-51 3.49 (± 2.9%) 42.7 (± 4.97.)

Cu-63(n,a)Co-60g+m 1.92 (± 2.27.) 30.3 (± 4.77.)

Ag-107(n,2n)Ag-106ra 0.99 (± 4.97.) 13.3 (± 4.47.)

Ag-109(n,2n)Ag-108m NAd 38.5 (± 10.67.)

Eu-151(n,2n)Eu-150g 14.4 (± 5.87.) 215 (± 7.9%)

Tb-159(n,2n)Tb-158g+m 25.9 (± 9.67.) 575 (± 9.87.)

Hf-176(n,2n)Hf-175 37.2 (± 5.07.) 532 (± 7.27.)

Hf-180(n,2n)Hf-179m2 2.40 (± 7.77.) 11.9 (± 8.57.)

U-238(n,f) NA 1119 (± 6.57.)"

a Absolute cross sections are derived from the following reference
cross section values for the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+ra reaction:
Be(d,n)-spectrum neutrons, 240 millibarn; 10.3-MeV neutrons, 589
nillibarn [ENBF90]. The reference integral cross section is also
based on the Be(d,n) spectrum representation from Meadows [Mea91].
The errors are derived from the information provided in Tables 7
and 8. Errors in the applicable standard cross sections are not
included.

b A M irradiation. Sample counts and analysis conducted at Argonne.
c LANL irradiation. Sample counts and analysis conducted at Argonne.
d HA: Not available from the present investigation.
e Includes a 6.37. fission-deposit mass error [Mea90] in addition to
the error components shown in Table 8.

3. COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA VITH CALCULATED RESULTS

Figs. 1-6 show comparisons of the experimental differential
cross-section results at 10.3 and 14.7 MeV from this work (see
Tables 5 and 6) with corresponding available calculated values. One
set of calculated values was produced by one of the authors (JVM)
using the code GNASH [Art88,YA90], and "default" parameters. These
calculated results were found to be very sensitive to the details of
the assumed level structures. For the most part, this information was
derived from Ref. LS78. Three other sets of calculated cross-section
values are also included in this report. The values from Chadwick
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Table 6: Experimental cross sections obtained from this investigation
for 14.7-MeV neutrons

Cross Section (millibarn)a
Reaction

Ti-46(n,p)Sc-46g+m

Fe-54(n,p)Hn-54

Fe-54(n,a)Cr-51

Ni-60(n,p)Co-60g+m

Cu-63(n,o)Co-60g+m

Ag-109 (n,2n)Ag-108m

Eu-151(n,2n)Eu-lS0g

Tb-159(n,2n)Tb-158g+m

Hf-176(n,2n)HM75

Hf-179(n,2n)HM78m2

Hf-180(n,2n)Hf-179m2

Ai

306

283

85-6

41.9

694

1257

2037

1772

22.5

rgonneb

(± 2.27.)

(* 2.27.)

(± 2.57.)

n
(± 2.27.)

(* 4.57.)

(* 5.8X)

(* 7.97.)

(± 5.07.)

NA

(* 7.17.)

311

288

138

40.2

682

1258

2072

1986

7.2

JAERIc

(*

(*

NAc

(*

(*

(*

(*

(*

(*

(*

NA

5.67.)

2.77.)

1

2.87.)

2.87.)

4.77.)

4.27.)

8.27.)

4.07.)

7.97.)

Ratio

1.02

1.02

NA

NA

0.96

0.98

1.00

1.02

1.12

NA

NA

a Absolute cross sections are based on an assumption of 292 ± 7 mb for
the Ki-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross section at 14.7 MeV [Ike+88].
The errors are derived from Tables 9 and 10. The error in the
reference cross section is not included.

b JAERI irradiation. Sample counts and analysis conducted at Argonne.
Indicated error does not include 4.67. for neutron fluence
determination using the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross section.

c JAEEI irradiation. Sample counts and analysis conducted at JAERI.
Indicated error does not include 4.67. for neutron fluence
determination using the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+in reference cross section.

d NA: Not determined in the present investigation.

Table 7: Error sources for the Be(d,n)-spectrum neutron cross-section
determinations

Estimated Error Component (%)

Reaction

Ti-46(n,p)

Fe-54(n,p)

Fe-54(n,o)

Cu-63(n,a)

Ag-107(n,2n)

Eu-151(n,2n)

Tb-159(n,2n)

Hf-176(n,2n)

Hf-180(n,2n)

Yield

2.1

2.0

2.5

2.2

2.3

4.0

6.8

2.1

5.5

Half
life

Neg°

Neg

Neg

Neg

0.1

2.8

6.1

2.9

1.2

7
Branch

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

0.6

3.1

3.0

0.6

5.2

Activ.
Decav

0.1

0.5

1.4

0.1

4.2

Neg

Neg

Neg

1.0

Geom.

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

Neut.
Trans.

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Mult.
Scat.

0.6

1.2

0.3

0.3

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

(n.-r)a

NAc

Neg

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3.4

Neg

Total
Error

2.2

2.4

2.9

2.2

4.9

5.8

9.6

5.0

7.7

a Uncertainty in the estimated correction for capture activation,
b Neg: Negligible (< 0.17.).
c NA: Not applicable.



Table 8: Error sources for the 10.3-MeV neutron cross-section
determinations

Table 9: Error sources for the 14.7-MeV neutron cross-section
determinations at Argonne

Reaction

Ti-46(n,p)

Fe-S4(n,p)

Fe-54(n,a)

Cu-63(n,a)

Estimated Error Component
7 Half 7 Activ Neut Mult' Empty Total

Yield Life Branch Decay Geom Trans Scat (n.7ia Cell Error

2.3 Negb Neg

2.1 Neg Neg

2.7 Neg Neg

2.2 NegJ Neg

Ag-107(n,2n) 2.6 0.1 0.6

Ag-109(n,2n) 7.4 3.6 0.6

Eu-151(n,2n) 2.8 2.8 3.1

Tb-159(n,2n) 3-1 6.1 3.0

If-176(n,2n) 2.2 2.9 0.6

HM80(n,2n) 2.4 1.2 5.2

U-238(n,f) NA NA NA

3.8

0.5

0.8

Neg

2.1

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.9

NA

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

Neg

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.8

0.3

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.3

1.2

NAc

NA

NA

NA

NA

6.0

NA

NA

0.4

Neg

Neg

2.5

2.2

3.9

4.1

2.7

2.7

5.0

5.4

5.2

5.2

1.2

5.2

3.1

4.9

4.7

4.4

10.6

7.9

9.8

7.2

8.5

1.7

a Uncertainty in estimated correction for capture activation,
b Neg: Negligible (< 0.17.).
« NA: Not applicable.

Reaction

Ti-46(n,p)

Fe-54(n,p)

Fe-54(n,a)

Cu-63(n,a)

Estimated Error Component (7.)
7 Half 7 Activ. Neut. Mult. Total

Yield Life Branch Decay Geom. Trans. Scat. fn.7)a Errorb

2.1 Negc Neg

2.2 Neg Neg

2.5 Neg Neg

2.2 Neg Neg

Ag-109(n,2n) 2.2 3.6 0.6

Eu-151(n,2n) 2.1 2.8 3.1

Tb-159(n,2n) 2.1 6.1 3.0

HM76(n,2n) 2.1 2.9 0.6

Hf-180(n,2n) 3.1 1.2 5.2

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.6

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.3

3.4

3.4

3.4

3.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.7

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.7

0.5

0.3

0.3

NAd

NA

NA

NA

0.5

NA

NA

Neg

Neg

2.2

2.2

2.5

2.2

4.5

5.8

7.9

5.0

7.1

a Uncertainty in estimated correction for capture activation.
b Indicated error does not include 4.67. for neutron fluence
determination using the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross section,

c Neg: Negligible (< 0.17.).
<• NA: Not applicable.
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Table 10: Error sources for the 14.7-MeV neutron cross-section
determinations at JAERI

Estimated Error Component (7.)
7 Half 7 Det. Sum Isot. Low-En Total

Reaction Yield Life Branch Eff. Coin. Abun. Weut. Errora

Ti-46(n,p) 4.2 Negb Neg

Fe-54(n,p) 0.7 Neg Neg

Ni-60(n,p) < 0.3 Neg Neg

Cu-63(n,o) 0.5 Neg Neg

Ag-109(n,2n) 0.9 2.9 0.8

Eu-151(n,2n) 0.5 2.8 2.0

Tb-lS9(n,2n) 0.4 6.1 5.1

Hf-176(n,2n) 1.3 2.9 0.6

Hf-179(n,2n) 5.8 3.2 2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

NA<=

1.0

1.0

3.0

1.0

NA

NA

3.0

1.3

1.7

Neg

Neg

Neg

1.0

Neg

0.1

Neg

1.0

Neg

1.0

1.0

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

Neg

5.6

2.7

2.8

2.8

4.7

4.2

8.2

4.0

7.9

Indicated error does not include 4.67. for neutron fluence
determination using the Ni-58(n,p)Co-58g+m reference cross section.
Neg: Negligible.
NA: Not applicable.

Table 11: Integral/differential comparisons for the Be(d,n) neutron
spectrum

Integral Cross Section (barn)
Reaction

Ag-107(n,2n)Ag-106m

Ag-109(n,2n)Ag-108m

Eu-151(n,2n)Eu-150g

Tb-159(n,2n)Tb-158g+m

EM76(n,2n)Bf-175

HM80(n,2n)Hf-179m2

Experimental (E)

0.00099

NAa

0.0144

0.0259

0.0372

0.0024

Calculated

0.00173

0.00157

0.0100

0.0164

0.0129

0.0000229
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Figure 1: Differential cross sections for Ag-107(n,2n)Ag-106m. Data
6 points: A1»L(#). Curves: MEADOVS (J.V. Meadows, this

work); CHADVKK (Ref. Cha93).
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Figure 3: Differential cross sections for Eu-151(n,2n)Eu-150g. Data
points: A N L ( * ) ; JAERI ( # ) . Curves: MEADOVS (J.V.
Meadows, present work); CHADVICK (Ref. Cha93). Note that ANL
and JAERI data points are nearly superimposed at 14.7 MeV.
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Figure 5: Differential cross sections for Hf-176(n,2n)Hf-17S. Data
points: A N L ( * ) J A B R I ( # ) . Curves: MEADOVS (J.V.
Meadows, present work).

[Cha93] were generated using code GNASH. Default parameters were used,
but details on the assumed levels were not available. The results from
Yamamuro [Yam93] were also based on a code package built around GNASH.
No details were available on the assumed parameters. Finally, some
results from Grudzevich [Gru93j were included. No information on these
calculations was available either, other than the fact that the code
STAPRE was employed.
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Figure 6: Differential cross sections for Hf-180(n,2n)Hf-179m2. Data
points: A N L ( * ) . Curves: MEADOVS (J.V. Meadows, present
work).

A comparison was also made between measured (E) and calculated
(C) integral results for several reactions. An experimental integral
result for the Be(d,n) spectrum is of little worth unless it is
compared with what can be calculated from a knowledge of the Be(d,n)
spectrum <j> and the reaction differential cross section a, using the
formula «r> = /o-(E)cj)(E)dE. The Be(d,n) spectrum representation derived
from the experimental work of Meadows [Mea9l] was employed for this
purpose. Differential cross sections were obtained either from
ENDF/B-VI or were computed by one of the authors (JVM) using the
nuclear-model code GNASH. The results of these integral/differential
comparisons appear in Table 11.

4. DISCUSSION

Vith the exception of Hf-176(n,2n)Hf-175, where a modest
discrepancy remains to be resolved, good agreement (within errors) is
observed between the 14.7-MeV results derived from the work at JAERI
and Argonne, using distinct samples, activity measurements and
analysis techniques, in a common irradiation environment. This
suggests that there are no serious systematic errors in the
experimental or data analysis procedures, and that the error estimates
are reasonable.

The calculated cross section curves generally agree within a
factor of two wherever comparisons can be made (see Figs. 1 - 6). The
agreement between the calculated and measured cross sections in the
vicinity of 14 MeV are reasonably good, but at 10.3 MeY the
comparisons are far less favorable. Since the agreement between the
experimental results reported in Table 5 for the (n,p) and (n,a)
results and ENDF/B-VI [ENDF90] is quite reasonable, we tend to believe
that our results for the (n,2n) reactions are acceptable. Therefore,
the problem can probably be traced to inadequate knowledge of the
level parameters in carrying out the model calculations. These
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calculations are very sensitive to such details, and to channel
competition, in the threshold region. Generally, the calculated
results are considerably larger than the corresponding experimental
values.

The integral/differential comparisons shown in Table 11 reflect
the significant uncertainties in the model calculated cross sections,
and in the neutron spectrum itself, in the region of major response to
the Be(d,n) neutron spectrum.

Taken together, these results provide a good basis for estimating
the activities which might be generated in a fusion reactor by the
reactions considered in this investigation.

5. FUTURE VORK

The following tasks remain to be completed in this project:

1. Resolve the discrepancy between ANL and JAERI for the
14.7-MeV cross section of Hf-176(n,2n)Hf-175.

2. Provide recommended experimental 14.7-MeV values based on
averaging the results from the work at Argonne and JAERI.

3. Compile other relevant experimental cross-section results
from the literature for comparison with the present values.

4. Prepare a detailed formal report on this work for journal
publication.

It is planned to complete this project, as defined here, within about
a year. It should be pointed out, however, that further counts of the
samples retained in Japan may be carried out in the future, when the
interfering shorter-lived activities will have died away to a
manageable level. As a consequence, additional cross section results
could be forthcoming at a later time.
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Measurements on the cross sections for 94Mo(n,p)&95Mo(n,np)94Nb,
158Dy(n,p)158Tb, 182W(n,na)178m2Hf and 187Re(n,2n)186mRe reactions

at 14 MeV region

Y. Ikeda and C. Konno

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken 319-11, Japan

Abstract: Results for recent measurement of some activation cross sections at
FNS are presented. Enriched samples were used for 94Mo, 9^Mo and 182W. The
data of the ^ M o f o p ^ N b reaction agreed with data previously reported. Cross
sections of the 95Mo(n,np)94Nb reaction were measured for the first time. There
was significant reduction of interfering radioactivities in the y-ray spectrum of the
Dy sample irradiated 3.5 year before. Unreasonably large cross section value,
however, was obtained by the present measurement. It could be strongly
suggested that there is impurity of Tb with 250 ppm in the Dy sample. In spite of
enriched I82\y (94.4%), the radioactivity of 178m2Hf was very weak to have a
reasonable counting statistics. The present data is consisted with the previous
data. It was concluded that it is needed to reduce interference by waiting for 2 to 3
years for 186mRe activity measurement.

1. INTRODUCTION

In response to the further data need in the summary document of the last RCM1) in
November 1991, cross sections for for 94Mo(n,p)&95Mo(n,np)94Nb, 158Dy(n,p)158xb,
182W(n,na)178m2Hf and 187Re(n,2n)186mRe reactions at 14 MeV energy region have been
measured by performing a new irradiation experiment in 1991 using enriched isotopes or re-
counting of samples which were irradiated in 1989. Although the summary document gave a
status for 94Mo(n,p)94Nb as adequate and no more data required, contribution of 95Mo(n,np)
reaction for ^Nb production is of important and no experimental data has been reported so far.
In the present measurement aimed at discriminating contributions from both reactions of
9 4Mo(n,p)9 4Nb and 9 5Mo(n,np)9 4Nb by using isotopic enriched samples. For the
measurement of the 182W(n,n'a) 178m2Hf reaction, an enriched sample was also used because
of low activity yield, the cross section of which was expected to be less than several tens micro
barn according to the previous investigation. 2) For the reaction of 158Dy(n,p)158Tb and
187Re(n,2n)186mRe, we have tried to determine the cross sections by counting the samples
irradiated in 1989, putting longer cooling time. The longer cooling time more than 3.5 year

enabled us to count y-ray lines from 158Tb decay in the Dy sample sufficiently. The new
measurement, however, gave unreasonably large cross section value of more than 500 mb.
Possible source of this extremely dubious data was investigated. On the other hand, we found
that additional cooling time of 2 to 3 years is still needed for activity measurement of 186mRe in
order to reduce interfering radioactivity in the Re sample.
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2. EXPERIMENTS

The neutron source of FNS and irradiation configuration in 1989 were described

somewhere in detail.2) The new irradiation in 1991 lasted for 288,000 seconds with total D-T

neutron yield of 2.74 x 1017 at the target. The Mo samples were placed at 10° and 90° with

respect to incident d+beam direction. The 182W sample was placed at 10°.The neutron flux

was monitored by using the 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb reaction with 459 +-10 mb at 14 MeV region.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results for the present measurements were summarized in Table 1 along with data

in the literature. The decay data except the half-life of 158Tb were taken from Table of

Radioactive Isotopes.3)

3.1 94Mo(n,p)*>4Nb

The contributions of the 95Mo(n,np)94Nb reaction to the 94Nb productions were
subtracted even though the enriched isotopes were used. Insufficient y-ray counting statistics
dominated experimental errors for each measurement. This was due to the use of small
amounts of samples being about 50 to 60 mg. The uncertainty of half-live (+- 6.1 %) was the
secondly large error contributor. The present data are in good agreement within experimental
errors with data previously reported2-4) as shown in Table 1. Figure 1 gives a mass
dependency of (n,p) cross sections at 14.8 MeV for Mo isotopes. The data measured at FNS5)
are used as the cross sections for 95 ' 96> 97» 98Mo. The systematic trend support the adequacy
of presently measured cross section values. As noted in the last summary document of the
RCM, it is confirmed that there is no urgent need for this cross section at 14 MeV.

3.2 »5Mo(n,np)"Nb

The contributions of 94Mo(n,p)94Nb were subtract from the 94Nb production using

isotopic abundance data as in the 94Mo(n,p)94Nb case. The mass dependency of cross sections

at 14. 8 MeV for Mo isotopes is shown in Fig. 2. Also data other than 95Mo(n,np)94Nb are

referred from data at FNS. The large error is due to the y-ray counting statistics. However, the

systematic trend suggests that the present data gives the reasonable range of cross sections. The

present results demonstrated that due to the appreciably large cross section at 14.8 MeV, the
95Mo(n^ip)94Nb reaction should be taken into account for the long-lived activity production as

well as

3.3

After 3.6 year cooling, y-lines of 158Tb were clearly observed in a y-ray spectrum

shown in Fig. 3. The cross section for the 158Dy(n,p)158Tb reaction was derived from the y-

ray peak counts measured. The results shown in Table 1, however, gave unreasonably large
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Table 1 Results of measured cross sections

Reaction Cross section (mb) Reference values
14.1 MeV 14.8 MeV Energy (MeV) (mb)

94Mo(n,p)*»Nb

158Dy(n,p)158Tb

l82W(n,n'a)178ln2Hf

58+-12 54+-9

19 -t~ 7 91 4- 0

620+-85
(10-20)*

0.026+-0.013

14.1
14.5
14.8
14.8

14.8
14-15

14.8
14 9

44 +-
48 +-
58 +-
53.1 +-

100 +-
<100

18
20
17
5.3

80

0.014 +-0.008
<0.04

a)
a)
a)
b)

a)
c)

a)
d)

a)Bceda; Ref. 2)
b) Greenwood; Ref. 4)
c) IRK evaluation; Ref. 1)
d) KRI meaurement; Ref. 1)
* Estimation assuming 250 ppm Tb impurity in the Dy sample
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99

value more than one order of magnitude. From the reaction systematics, the cross section
should be around 10 mb. The IRK evaluation1) also indicated that cross section should be less
than 100 mb. The previous measurement at FNS gave cross sections of 100 +- 80 mb. The
value was still very tentative because of extremely poor counting statistics. The present new
measurement gave much better counting statistics with + -11%. We concluded that there must
be some error source in the present measurement. This situation could be explained by the
impurity of Tb in the Dy sample. Assuming there was some amount of impurity of Tb in a Dy
sample and 10 mb for 158Dy(n,p) reaction cross section, al least 200 ppm of Tb should be
there to give the 158Tb activity corresponding to the count rate. Unfortunately, there was no
data for the impurity composition in the Dy material used. A data of 250 ppm of Tb in Dy,
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which was available in some literature, was remarkably consistent with the estimation. If the
sample constituent is carefully measured by some chemical analysis, we would say that there is
no need to have expensive enriched 158Dy sample any more a long as this assumption is true.
Nevertheless, it is still recommended to pursue a measurement with enriched sample of 158Dy.

3.3 1 8 2 W ( n , n ' a ) 1 7 8 m 2 H f

Using enriched sample, still very poor counting statistics for the y-ray line of 178m2Hf.
This is simple due to the extremely low reaction cross section being less than 0.1 mb.1'2)
Nevertheless, slight improvement was achieved in the measurement with the enriched sample
in comparison with the last one using sample with natural abundance. The cross sections
determined in the present measurement agreed with in experimental error with the previous
data. The results is shown in Table 1.
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3.4

It was concluded that it is needed that we have to wait for 2 to 3 year to reduce
interference activities (184Re [T1/2=165 d] and 182Ta [72/2=115 d]. In order to avoid
unnecessary controversial discussion on the data with large uncertainty. The long-lived activity
allow unlimited cooling time as long as we keep this in our mind.
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Measurements of 14 MeV Neutron Cross-sections
for the Production of Isomeric States in Hafnium Isotopes

B.H. Patrick, M.G. Sowerby, C.G. Wilkins and L.C. Russen
(presented by R.A. Forrest)

(AEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

1. Introduction

The neutrons produced in a fusion power station using D-T fuel will generate
activation products in surrounding structural materials. There will be obvious
economic benefits from choosing materials which minimise activation or reduce it
to very low levels after a reasonable delay time, so that the materials may be
recycled for reuse. Indeed, the possibility of decoupling activation from power
production, by suitable material choice, is one of fusion's attractive features.

To address such issues, some years ago the UK Fusion Programme initiated a
search for suitable engineering materials for use in the first wall of a fusion power
station. Part of that Programme is devoted to the establishment of a nuclear data
library and associated inventory code to enable activation to be calculated with
sufficient accuracy. The neutron flux will be such that sequential reactions in a
given nucleus will be possible, driving the products well away from the stable
region of the chart of the nuclides. For this reason, such a library must contain
cross-sections for reactions in unstable isotopes as well as stable ones. To enable
the search for low activity materials to be as comprehensive as possible, the
nuclear data library also needs to be essentially complete; missing cross-sections
could terminate a particular reaction path in calculations of activation, possibly
causing misleading conclusions to be reached regarding the suitability of some
elements.

In studies of potential first wall materials, it was suggested that an alloy
containing small quantities of tungsten and tantalum might have suitable
activation properties. From an inspection of the chart of the nuclides in the region
of these elements (see Figure 1) a possible problem was identified due to the
presence of the 31-year isomeric state, 178m2Hf. The production of significant
numbers of nuclei in this state might make recycling difficult to achieve. The
situation is further complicated by the presence of a 25-day isomeric state, 179m2Hf.
This state could live long enough for an (n,2n) reaction to take place leading to the
31-year state in 178Hf. This latter reaction is expected to have quite a high cross-
section, consequently any 179m2Hf formed would have a significant probability of
being transformed into 178m2Hf.

A search of the literature yielded no relevant measurements or theoretical
calculations of cross-sections leading to the isomeric states in 178Hf and 179Hf, and
the question then arose as to how reliable data could be derived. A solution to
this problem came when the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
offered to irradiate a package of materials, including tantalum, tungsten and
hafnium, on the intense 14 MeV neutron generator, RTNS-II, to enable activation
cross-sections to be measured.
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Fig 1. The chart of the nuclides in the region of tungsten, tantalum and hafnium.

2. Procedure

2.1 Sample Irradiation on RTNS-II

A package of 15 mm diameter foils of various materials was irradiated on the
intense (d,t) neutron generator, RTNS-II, at LLNL in March 1987, on the x=0 axis
close to the tritiated target. The accelerator produced 360 keV deuterons giving a
maximum neutron energy of 15.6 MeV. The mean neutron energy was 14.8 MeV.
The package was subjected to a fluence of about 1018 neutrons/cm2 over a period
of 11 days.

The materials consisted of one foil each of hafnium, tantalum, tungsten, titanium
and a low-activation stainless steel, together with neutron fluence monitor foils of
nickel, cobalt, gold, manganese and copper, the entire package being wrapped in
thin aluminium foil. The package was approximately 6 mm thick, so that there
was a significant flux gradient from front to back. Details of the materials are
given in Table 1. The monitor foils were chosen because under irradiation by 14
MeV neutrons they produce, with accurately known cross-sections, y-ray emitting
isotopes with suitable half-lives. The package was to be returned to the UK after
irradiation and as it was not clear how long shipment would take, short half-lives
were ruled out as inappropriate. Care was taken to prevent any possibility of
cross-contamination of the foils for which cross-sections were to be measured by
ensuring that the foils of these materials were sandwiched between monitor foils.

As an independent check on the fluence, niobium foils were placed on the front
and back of the package during the irradiation. The activity in these was
measured at LLNL before the package was returned to the UK and the estimated
neutron fluences were found to be in agreement with subsequent measurements
using the monitor foils (see Section 4.1).
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Sample
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

* 88% Mn, 12% Ni
** stainless steel

Material

Ni
Cu
Au
Ni
Co
Mn/Ni*
Ni
Hf
Ni
W
Ni
Ta
Ni
Ti
SS**
Ni
Mn/Ni*
Co
Ni
Au
Cu
Ni

Thickness
(mm)
0.01
1.10
0.005
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.01
1.00
0.01
1.00
0.01
1.00
0.01
0.10
0.14
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.005
0.10
0.01

Table 1

Details of materials irradiated on RTNS-II

The foils, 15 mm diameter, were packaged in the order shown, sample number 1
being nearest to the neutron target.

Mass

0.016
0.154
0.017
0.015
0.018
0.060
0.016
2.386
0.017
3.170
0.016
2.884
0.015
0.075
0.188
0.016
0.063
0.018
0.016
0.017
0.154
0.014

The time distribution of the neutron fluence during the 11-day irradiation period
was measured at LLNL by recording the counts at regular intervals in a fission
chamber placed some distance from the package. This enabled corrections to be
made for decay of activation during the irradiation.

2.2 Measurement of Foil Activity

The activity of each foil was determined at intervals over a period of time using a
Ge(Li) detector connected to a 4096-channel pulse height analyser system. The
resulting (dead-time corrected) spectra were stored on a local VAX computer from
which they were transferred to an IBM-PC compatible computer for subsequent
data analysis.

The detector was mounted inside a lead castle into which the foil samples were
placed for measurement. The distance of a foil from the detector was varied
depending upon its activity to achieve a suitable count rate. The detector
efficiency as a function of y-ray energy had already been determined using
standard sources mounted at 75 mm from the detector. When- used with a foil
mounted at a distance other than this, an inverse square correction was applied to
the efficiency data.

Detector energy calibration was carried out prior to spectrum collection using
standard sources but, as will be explained in Section 3.2, independent energy (and
resolution) calibration was carried out during later analysis of the spectra using
the y-ray lines produced by the foil samples.
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3. Data Analysis

3.1 Spectrum Analysis

The stored spectra were analysed using the SABRE software packaged This suite
of programs works by identifying y-ray peaks in a spectrum. The intensity (I) or
area of a given peak above the continuum background is proportional to the
activity (a) of the isotope responsible according to the following expression:

« = -?- Bq (1)
cB

where:
e = the efficiency of the detector at the energy of the y-ray

peak
B = the fractional abundance of the y-ray lifie from the isotope

The SABRE software uses a peak search algorithm to locate all peaks above a
predetermined threshold, determines the energy of the peak, its area and width.
A gaussian fit is performed on each peak located in the spectrum to determine
these three parameters; this technique even enables overlapping peaks to be
measured.

3.2 Isotope Determination

Isotope identification is carried out with reference to a comprehensive y-ray
library. This computerised catalogue of y-ray isotope lines is based on the
GAMDAT-78 library®. It contains 2000 y-emitting isotopes and lists over 12000 y-
ray energies. In the SABRE package there are two programs which use different
approaches to carry out this type of analysis. The first of these, SPAN (SPectrum
Analysis of unknown Nuclides), makes a general search of the y-ray library for
each peak it finds in the spectrum. Certain constraints may be applied to the
candidate isotopes (e.g. half-life lower limit, atomic mass range etc.) but apart
from this no other assumptions about the isotopes present are made. SPAN was
therefore found to be useful when analysing the early sample foil spectra which
contained large numbers of unknown y-emitting isotopes.

The other program, SPIC (SPectrum analysis of Identified Components), performs
a library directed search for peaks in a y-ray spectrum. This was found to be most
useful for analysing spectra for which the main isotopes present were well known.
It works from a list of the isotopes of interest; each peak found is then compared
against library entries for these few isotopes.

Both SPIC and SPAN require an energy calibrated y-ray spectrum. The SABRE
program, ENCAL, determines the calibration function. A rough energy calibration
for the detector was carried out using standard sources (133Ba, 57Co, 60Co and
^Mn). ENCAL was used to obtain a more accurate calibration for each of the foil
spectra in turn. Using the rough calibration as a starting point it searched the foil
spectrum for y-ray peaks known to be present, and used these to determine the
energy calibration. ENCAL also determined the resolution calibration (peak width
versus energy) using all peaks in the spectrum; the resolution as a function of
energy is used to help carry out the peak fitting in SPIC and SPAN.
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Having located a peak in an energy (and resolution) calibrated spectrum, SPIC
and SPAN calculate, for each candidate isotope assigned to the peak, the amount
of the isotope present (expressed as an activity) using equation (1). When more
than one isotope has been assigned to a given peak, selection of the correct one is
often possible by looking for the presence of other y-ray lines emitted by those
isotopes (if they exist). Because each foil had been measured a number of times at
intervals since the irradiation, confirmation of the identity of candidate isotopes
could also be performed by determining the half-life from the rate of decay of the
activity calculated from peaks in successive spectra.

This method was also used to combine the results of the successive measurements
to obtain a more accurate overall determination of the activity of the isotope
originally produced; a weighted least squares fit was performed on the activity
versus time data to determine the activity produced at the time of the irradiation.

3.3 Fluence Determination

The neutron fluence was determined from measurements on the monitor foils of
the activity of specific reaction products, the production cross-sections for which
are well known. As detailed in Section 3.2, the amount of each reaction product
in a given foil at the end of the irradiation was calculated from the successive
measurements made on the foil by least squares fit and extrapolation.

Because the irradiation took place over a prolonged period (11 days) a correction
was made for decay during the irradiation. Knowing the relative intensity of the
neutron beam as a function of time throughout the irradiation (from half-hourly
fission chamber measurements) it was possible to calculate in each half hour
period, how much of a given isotope produced would have decayed (from
knowledge of its half-life). Successive calculations of this kind were summed over
the entire irradiation period to calculate the fraction that would have decayed by
the end of the irradiation.

Having made the decay correction it was possible to calculate the neutron fluence
(F) seen by each foil from the expression:

L (2)
mNa

where:
k = a (known) constant
a = the activity of the reaction product isotope, calculated at

the end of the irradiation
a = the cross-section for the reaction producing the isotope
N = Avogadro's number
A = atomic mass of the target isotope
m = mass of the target isotope in the sample

To obtain the neutron fluence seen by each sample foil, the mean of the fluences
seen by the two adjacent monitor foils was used.
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3.4 Cross-Section Determination

Having determined the neutron fluence measured by the monitor foils, a similar
method was used to calculate the cross-sections for the reactions producing the
isotopes seen in the sample foils. As for the monitor foils, all isotope activities
were extrapolated back to the time of the end of the irradiation from the several
measurements that had been made on the foils. The same correction was made
for decay during the period of the irradiation. The production cross-section was
then calculated using the inverse of equation (2):

mNF

It should be noted that, as natural elements were used in the experiment, it is not
strictly possible to obtain unique cross-sections in many cases as there are a
number of reactions which could lead to the production of a given isotope.
However, using a priori knowledge of 14-MeV cross-sections and being guided by
theory, it is sometimes found that one cross-section dominates the route to a
particular activity and it has been assumed that all the activity arises from this
reaction.

3.5 Self-Absorption Correction

In addition to the correction for decay of the reaction product isotopes during the
irradiation of the foils, a further correction factor was applied to the thicker foils
(thicknesses 1 mm and above) to take into account the attenuation of the emitted
Y-rays within the foil material. This (y-ray energy dependent) correction factor is
as follows:

C.F. = miW (4)

where:
T(E) = e^

and:
E = the y-ray energy
u = the linear absorption coefficient for the foil material (at

energy E)
x = the foil thickness

The linear absorption coefficient for the foil material in question was obtained
from standard data tables(3>.

4. Results

4.1 Neutron Fluence Measurements

Table 2 shows the reactions in the monitor foils that were used to determine the
neutron fluence. Nickel was the primary monitor material; the fluence results
obtained from the 9 nickel foils distributed throughout the package were those
used in all subsequent calculations of cross-sections in the main sample foils. The
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Table 2

Monitor

Foil Material

Nickel

Copper

Gold

Cobalt

Foils - Reactions Used

MNi
"Ni

"Cu

197Au

Co
Co

(n,p)
(n,pn)
(n,p)

(n,a)

(n,2n)

<n,p)
(n,2n)

MCo
''Co
"to
MCo

19*Au

MCo

Manganese (n,2n)

Mean Neutron Fluence
Measured In Nickel Foils
and Other Monitor Foils

1 A
14

12

10

8

6

4

2

n

Mean

- 0

•

-

-

-

-

Fluence (n/cm**2) (1E17)

+

i I I i I I I 1

3 4 5 6 7

Ni Foil Number

- —

o
Ni

Cu

foils

foils

+
0

Co

Nb

foils

(RTNS-II)

* foils

Fig 2 Mean neutron fluences measured with NFi, Co and Mn monitor foils

fluence measurements from thee other monitor materials were used simply as a
check on the nickel results.

The fluence results are given in Table 3(a) and plotted as a function of position in
the foil package in Figure 2. As expected, they show a gradual reduction in the
fluence from the front to the back of the package. The results from the other
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Table 3

(a) Monitor Foils - Fluence Measurements

Nickel Foil Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Measured Neutron Fluence
(n/cm2)

1.016 x 101B

1.038 x 10"

9.360 x 1017

6.885 x 10"

5.996 x 10"

5.673 x 10"

4.817 x 10"

5.053 x 10"

5.550 x 10"

(b) Sample Foils - Fluence Values Used

Material

Hafnium

Tungsten

Tantalum

Titanium

Stainless Steel (SS)

Neutron Fluence
(n/cma

(8.12 ± 0.57) x 10"

(6.44 ± 0.45) x 10"

(5.83 ± 0.41) x 10"

(5.39 + 0.38) x 10"

(5 10 ± 0 36) x 10"

Position of Material

Between Ni foils 3&4

Between Ni foils 4&5

Between Ni foils 5&6

Between Ni foil 6 & SS

Between SS & Ni foil 7

monitor foils, including the two external niobium foils, generally agree with the
nickel measurements.

To determine the fluence seen by a particular sample foil, the mean of the fluences
measured by its two neighbouring monitor foils was used. Table 3(b) lists the
fluence value used for each sample foil in the package.

4.2 Hafnium Foil Measurements

The activity of the hafnium foil was dominated for the first year after irradiation
by the decay of 179m2Hf and of 17SHf (half-lives 25 days and 70 days respectively).
Only after this activity had largely decayed away did the y-rays from the 31-year
isomeric state, 178m2Hf begin to show clearly. Figure 3 shows a spectrum taken
several weeks after the irradiation and Figure 4 is one taken two years later. Note
particularly the spectra in the region 500-650 keV. In the earlier one, there is
virtually no sign of peaks, while in the later one several peaks from the decay of
178m2H£

Table 4(a) lists all of the significant y-emitting isotopes identified in the 10 hafnium
foil spectra that were taken. Some of these (?5Zx and 95Nb) originated from
reactions involving impurities in the foil samples and others were due to cross-
contamination from neighbouring (nickel monitor) foils, in spite of the precautions
taken. Cross-section results for reactions involving hafnium are given in Table
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179nl2Hf
I73Lu

Table 4

(a) Hafnium Foil - Gamma-emitting Isotopes

>pe Likely Origin

176Hf(n,2n)175Hf
179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf
t8OHf(n,2n)179m2Hf
174Hf(n,2n)173Hf -» 173Lu
from Zr impuri ty in Hf foil
decay product of ^ Z r

"Co
J- contamination from Ni foil

J

(b) Hafnium Foil Reaction Cross-Sections

Reaction

176Hf(n,2n)17SHf

'"Hfln^n) 1 7 8 1" 2 !^
178Hf(n,n')178m2Hf}

18OHf(n,2n)179nl2Hf)
179Hf(n,n)I79m2Hf}

174Hf(n,2n)173Hf

Measured Cross-section
(b)

2.25 ± 0.25

(6.75 ± 0.80) x 10 3

(2.92 ± 0.35) x 10"2

3.70 ± 0.44

Theoretical Cross-sections'*
(b)

2.95 x 10"3

1.31 x 10-2

4(b). In deriving these, it has been assumed that the following cross-sections are
zero at a mean neutron energy of 14.8 MeV:

178Hf(n,n')178m2Hf
178Hf(n,y)179m2Hf
179Hf(n,n')179m2Hf

Cross-sections for the production of high-spin states arising from 14-Mev neutron-
induced reactions in hafnium have been calculated by Chadwick and Young(4)

using pre-equilibrium and compound nucleus theories. Considering the
difficulties involved in doing the calculations and the assumptions which had to
be made, the agreement is remarkably good, as shown in Table 4(b).

4.3 Tungsten Foil Measurements

Table 5(a) lists the y-emitting isotopes seen in the tungsten foil during the 9
measurements made on it since irradiation. Again, anumber of these were due to
cross-contamination by neighbouring nickel foils. Table 5(b) gives the cross-
sections calculated for the tungsten activation products. Two possible reactions
were identified as the potential source of both 182Ta and 185W. Because it was not
possible to say whether, in these cases, a particular reaction dominated, cross-
sections are given assuming that the stated reaction is solely responsible.

The isotope 178m2Hf was not seen in any of the tungsten spectra, from which fact it
was possible to put the upper limit of 9.7 ub to the reaction:

182W(n,na)178m2Hf
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Table 5

(a) Tungsten Foil - Gamma-emitting Isotopes

Isotope

I81Hf
182Ta

185W

"Co
MCo
"Co

Likely Or ig in

I84W(n,a) I81Hf
182W(n,p)182Ta

or I83W(n,pn)182Ta
186W(n,2n)185W

or 184W(n/y)185W

1
1
} contamination from Ni foil

1

(b) Tungsten Foil Reaction Cross-Sections

Reaction Cross-section (b)

184W (n,a) 181Hf (1.02 ± 0.12) x 10"3

m W (n,p) 182Ta (7.21 ± 0.87) x 10^ '
183W (n,pn)1S2Ta (1.33 ± 0.16) x 10"2 '
186W (n,2n) 185W 1.77 ± 0 . 2 1 '
1 MW (n/y) 185W 1.63 ± 0 . 2 0 '

"Assumes this reaction is the only one responsible for the production of the measured isotope

Table 6

(a) Tanta lum Foil - Gamma-emit t ing Isotopes

Isotope Likely Origin

18IHf l81Ta (n,p) 181Hf
182Ta 181Ta (ivy) 182Ta

(b) Tan ta lum Foil Reaction Cross-Sections

Reaction Cross-section (b)

181Ta (n,p) 181Hf (4.20 ± 0.50) x Iff3

181Ta (n,y) 182Ta (2.13 ± 0.26) x Iff2

Table 7

(a) Ti tanium Foil - Gamma-emi t t ing Isotopes

Isotope Likely Origin

"Sc «Ti (n,p) ^ c
or 47Ti (n,pn) ^ c

57Co 1
^Co } contamination from Ni foil
" C o I
MMn J

(b) Ti tanium Foil Reaction Cross-Sections

Reaction Cross-section (b)

*Ti (n,p) 4 ^ c 0.27 ± 0 . 0 3 *
^Ti (n,pn) 46Sc 0.31 ± 0 .04 '

'Assumes this reaction is the only one responsible for the production of the measured isotope
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Table 8

(a) Stainless Steel Foil - Gamma-emi t t ing I so topes

Isotope Likely Or ig in

51Cr 52Cr (n,2n)
MMn MFe (n,p) a M n

or s M n (n,2n) M Mn
4<Sc contamination from Ti foil

(b) Stainless Steel Foil Reaction Cross-Sections

Reaction Cross-section (b)

(n,2n) ^Cr 0.42 ± 0.05
MFe (n,p) MMn 0.41 ± 0.05 *
^Mn ( n » M M n 2.60 ± 0.31'

'Assumes this reaction is the only one responsible for the production of the measured isotope

4.4 Tantalum Foil Measurements

Table 6 gives the results for the tantalum foil. Only two isotopes were seen in this
sample and both of these were produced from reactions involving 181Ta whose
cross-sections are given.

4.5 Titanium Foil Measurements

Table 7(a) lists the isotopes seen in the titanium foil. All apart from one of these
were due to contamination by the neighbouring nickel foil. As shown in Table
7(b), two possible reactions could have produced the 46Sc. As in the case of the
tungsten foil reactions, cross-sections are quoted in each case assuming a single
production route.

4.6 Stainless Steel Foil Measurements

The results for the stainless steel foil are given in Tables 8(a) and 8(b). Cross-
contamination of 46Sc is seen originating from the titanium foil, which was
immediately in front of the stainless steel foil in the sample package. Of the two
isotopes produced by reactions in the steel constituents, the MMn could arise from
either of two reactions. Again, cross-sections are quoted assuming a single
production route.

5. Conclusions

A comparison of the measured cross-sections with the corresponding theoretical
ones shows a very good level of agreement. To calculate these small isomeric
cross-sections to within a factor of about two compared with the measurements
has to be viewed as remarkably satisfactory and provides some degree of
confidence that such calculations can be used to obtain cross-section data of this
type for improving fusion cross-section files.
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Recent Radiochemical Studies of Some Long-lived Soft fl Emitting
Radioisotopes Formed in Fast Neutron Induced Reactions

S. M. Qaim

Institut fiir Nuklearchemie, Forschungszentrum Jiilich GmbH,
5170 Jiilich, Fed. Rep. Germany

Progress Report

In continuation of our recent cross section measurements on

long-lived activation products formed in fast neutron induced

reactions [cf. Refs. 1-6], we investigated two further reactions,

namely 45Sc(n,p)45Ca and ^^Cu(n,p)^%i, over the neutron energy

range of 6 to 12 MeV. Both the reaction products emit only soft R~

radiation. Radiochemical separations and low-level J3~counting were

therefore mandatory.

45Sc(n,p)45Ca (T1/2 = 163 d;
 IB"=100%; Efi~= 258 keV)

About 1 g SC2O3 (> 99.9% pure) was pressed to obtain a pellet

of 1.3cm dia and 0.35cm thickness. Al and Fe monitor foils were

attached at the front and back of the sample. Irradiations were

done in the 0° direction for about 2h with quasi-monoenergetic

neutrons produced via the 2H(d,n)%e reaction on a deuterium gas

target at the variable energy compact cyclotron CV28. The average

neutron energies were calculated. The average neutron flux density

was obtained using the monitor reactions 2\Al(n,a) Na and
56Fe(n,p)56Mn.

The method for chemical separation of 4^ca was essentially the

same as described earlier in connection with studies on the
48Ti(n,a)45Ca reaction [4,6]. After dissolution of the irradiated

Sc2C>3 in HC1 some CaCl2 carrier was added. On neutralization

Sc(OH)3 was precipitated. Thereafter calcium was precipitated as

oxalate and heated at 500°C to convert it to CaCC^. The

radioactivity was assayed via low-level anticoincidence R~

counting.

The activities of the monitor and reaction products were

corrected for contributions from background neutrons (gas in/gas

out results, dd breakup neutrons). Cross sections were calculated

using the well-known activation equation.

The preliminary experimental results on this reaction are

shown in Fig. 1. Around 14 MeV some information existed in the
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Fig. 1: Excitation function of *5Sc(n,p)*^Ca reaction [9].

literature [cf. 7,8]. Between 6 and 13 MeV, however, the cross

sections have been measured for the first time. Nuclear model

calculations are underway in the framework of the statistical and

precompound effects, using the code STAPRE.

A detailed paper dealing with this and several other reactions is

in preparation [9].

6 3Cu(n,p)63Ni (T1/2 = 100 a? IR~= 100 %; BR- = 66 keV)

About 70 g of high purity copper (99.9998 %) in the form of a

compact piece (1.9cm dia, 2.9cm length) was used as the sample. Al

monitor foils were attached at the front and back of the sample.

Irradiations were done in the 0° direction with the dd neutrons as

described above. The same sample was irradiated several times.

After each irradiation the ^^Na activity induced in the Al foils

via the ^'Al(n,a)-reaction was determined. The total accumulated

irradiation time for each sample amounted to about 25 hours. In

all 4 samples were irradiated; the average neutron energies were

calculated to be about 7, 8, 9 and 10 MeV.

The average neutron flux density effective at each sample was

determined via two methods:

(i) The 24Na activity induced in the front and back Al monitor

foils was measured. It allowed the determination of the flux

gradient along the length of the sample. Therefrom the average

flux was calculated as described earlier [5].
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(ii) The compact copper sample was cut into pieces and the

whole material was dissolved in about 1.5L of conc.HCl containing

H2O2 and 50mg Ni as carrier. After thorough mixing about lOOmL of

the solution was subjected to 7-ray spectrometric analysis. The

amount of 6^Co activity formed via the ^Ca(n,a)^Co reaction was

determined and therefrom the average neutron flux density

effective for the sample was deduced.

The neutron flux densities determined via the two methods

(internal and external monitor products) agreed within 15 %.

From the solution of the irradiated material nickel was

separated chemically using anion-exchange chromatography (Dowex

1 x 8 , 100-200 mesh). Nickel was eluted with 10M HC1 while cobalt

and copper remained on the column. Further purification of nickel

and preparation of thin samples suitable for soft R~ counting are

in progress.

In addition to the dd neutrons (En« 7 to 10 MeV), a thick

copper sample was irradiated for 17 h with dt neutrons (En = 14.7

MeV) from a neutron generator at Debrecen. The neutron flux

density was determined via the two methods described above. The

radiochemical separation of nickel is in progress.

The investigations relevant to this reaction will be described

in due course of time in detail as a Julich-Debrecen cooperative

effort.
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Measurement of the cross sections for the reactions
fand mIr(n.2n)192m2Irat 14MeV*

Lu Hanlin, Zhao Wenrong and Yu Weixiang

China Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O. Box 275(3). Beijing 102413

Abstract: The cross sections of long-lived radionuclides of impor
tance in fusion reactor technology have been measured by activation
method for the l37Ba(n.p}137Cs.I82W(n.n'a>l78m2Hf and

mIr(n,2n)l92o2Ir at 14MeV. The neutron fluences were determined
by the cross sections of the *3N"b<n,2n>92nNb, 54Fe(n,a)slCr
and 3*Fe{n,p)54Mn reactions. The induced gamma-ray activities of
the irradiated Ba2O3, W and Ir samples and their monitor foils were
measured by means of calibrated Ge(Li) detector or anti-compton
gamma-ray spectrometer.

I . Introduction
The cross sections for production of long-lived radionuclides at the material of all

the major structural constituents and the probable impurities are important for the es-
timation of radiation damage and weste disposal. Since the 16th Meeting of the Inter-
national Nuclear Data Committee (INDC;, held in Beijing, People's Republic of
China. 12-16 October 1987, the considerable progress has been achieved on Activation
Cross Sections for the Generation of Long-lived Radionuclides of Importance in Fu-
sion Technology. The present situation for some reactions was not satisfied. For exam-
ple, for the l"Ba(n,p)137Cs reaction oniy one published datum can be found, for the
reaction 182W(n,nV)1?SnzHf two mutually consistent results are available, the third one
is expected and for the x93Ir(n,2n)l92m2Ir reaction, the cross section is still an open ques-
tion on the measurement.

E. Experiment

Irradiation of Ir and W samples was carried out in 27 July 1988 at Intense
Neutron Generator of Lanzhou University (INGL). The sample package was placed at
80°angle relative to beam direction of 5cm distance from D-T source. It was irradiated
for 7.36 hours with intense neutron source about (l-3.3)x 1012n/ s • 4?r. The sample
package was consisted of Eu, Ir, Ag, W and Tb. The neutron fluence in the each sam-
ple was determined by the Nb monitor foih, which were sandwiched with samples. The

* The research was conducted for the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, in accordance
with Research Agreement No.5060 / CF
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crros section of 457 5+ 4.5nib at 14.l9MeV for the reaction "Nb(n,2n)92tnXb was
taken from the literature'1'

For n7Ba<n.p)137Cs reaction, the irradiation was performed in 11 July 1992. The
Ba2O3sample was sandwiched with two Fe foils as monitor. The sample group was
placed at 20°angle in a distance of 4cm from D-T target. The irradiation lasted 434
hours at INGL. The tntegrated fluence on the sample group was about 7.05 x 1013(6.45
x 10"by HFe(n.arlCr reaction 7.65 x 10l3by !4Fe(n.p)54Mn). The reactions
of 5*Fe(n.x) 'Cr and 3+Fe(n,p) 4Mn were used as monitorial reactions and their values
of cross sections were 91.5 ± 2.3mb:2' and 286.2 ± 9.0mb at 14.8MeV l' respectively.

The decay characterstics of isotopes3' and natural abundances under ivestigation
are summarized in Table 1.

More than 4 years later after irradiation i.e. after decay of shord-iived activities,
the activity measurements were started for W and Ir samples by using a Ge(Li) detector
and a NaI(Tl)-Ge(Li) anti-compton y-ray spectrometer. For the 137Ba(n,p)l37Cs reac-
tion, the cooling time was only one mouth. The measuring time for each sample was
lasted 5-7 days and repeated two or three times. The errors of peak area analysis were
expanded to ~ 50% due to the very low activities for l7Sci2Hf and 192m2Ir isotopes. The
activities of monitor foils were measured in a weak or two months after irradiations.

HI. Results
Measured cross sections obtained from presnt work are summarized in Table 2.
The activation data were processed using conventional experimental techniques.

The corrections were made for the following: >—ray self-absorption in sample; the ef-
fect of sum-peak for product 178tn2Hf: variation of neutron flux during irradiation for
reference reactions. The low energy neutrons from contamination of neutron source
(D-d neutron) and scattered neutron produced in the vicinity of neutron source and
sample package were not considered in this work.

The main experimental errors in present work are as the following: peak area ana-
lysis (7-50%): efficiency of y-ray detector (1.0-2.0%): sum-peak correction (0.4%):
y-ray self-absorption (0.4-3.1%); decay constent (0.7-3.8%); y-ray branching
©.3-4%) and fluence monitor errors: reference cross sections (1.2-3.0%); activation
rate (2-3%); low energy neutrons (5-10%); variation of neutron flux (0.1-0.5%).

For 137Ba(n,p)137Cs reaction, no measured data have been published before Re-
search Coordination Meeting (RCM-1) in 11-12 November 1991, Vienna. In the
RCM-1 report, one experiment result 5± 1 mb and calculated values 8.2-13.3 mb in
13.4-15.0 MeV (EXIFON Code) have been given by J.Csikai[+!. Meanwhile, we have
obtained a datum 9.3± 0.9 mb at 14.3 ± 0.7 MeV before (to be published). Strictly
speaking, the cross section of l37Ba(n,p)l37Cs is mixed with the cross section
of 138Ba(n,np4-pn+d)137Cs, if the natural Barium sample is used, so the cross section is
1.0 ± 0.1 mb for Ba(n,x)l37Cs reaction. The present work gives the value 8.8 i 1.2 mb at
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14.8 ± 0.4 MsV, it is very close to our previous measurement and the calculated data by

I.Csikai and either high than his measured data.

The l82W(n,n'a)17Stn2Hfreaction

Two mutually consistant resutls are available in the R C M - L 0.0l4± 0.008 mb by

JAERI Y Ikeda 4 and < 0.04mb by KRI M.V.BUnov i]. The present average datum of

0.016± 0.010 mb(0.015 mb, 0.019 mb and 0 014 nib) at 14 19± 0.23 MeV is good

agreement with the datum of JAERI and KRI.

The l"lr(n.2n) l92ci2Ir reaction

Up to now. no experimental data can be found. The present measured datum of

1341 80 mb{121 mb and 148 mb) at 14.19 ± 0.23 MeV is agreement with the evaluated

datum of 184+ 44 mb at 14 MeV. which was provided by IRK-89 H.Vonach'-4'.

Table 1. Reactions and Associated Decay Data of Products

Reaction

13'Ba(n,p)!37Cs ;
l l3W<h,n /a)" ta2Hf '

mlr(n,2n)152o2Ir

Table 2.

Reaction

Half-life
(year)

30.0 ±0.2

31 ± 1

2*1 ± 9

Summary

Present

• Abundance

11.23± 0.04

' 26.3 ±0.2

62.7 ±0.5

of Cross Section

work

y-ray energy
(keV) ~

661.66

574.18

155.16

y-ray branching

8*.7± 0.3

83.7± 0.5

0.097+ 0.004

Measurements (mb)

Reference

)mCs • 8.8 ± 1.2 14.8 ±0.4 MeV 5 + 1 13.4-15.0 MeV

8.2-13.3* 13.4-15.0 MeV J.Csikai

9.3 10.9 14.3 ±0.7 MeV Lu Hanlin
lcW(n,n'i()" l° !Hf l 0.0161 0.010 14.191 0.23 MeV 0.0141 0.008 Y.Ikeda

<0.04 M.V.Blinov
l92Ir(r.,2n}m<a2Ir ' 134+80 14.191 0.23 MeV 1 8 4 + 4 4 " H.Vouacli

* Calculated by EXIFON Code
* * Evaluation IRK-89
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Cross Section Measurement For 1O8Cd(n*p)1O8mAg Reaction

Wang Vongchang Yuan Junqian Yang Jingkang Kong Xianzhong

Lanzhou University*Department of Modern Physics 73OOOJ

1. INTRODUCTION
The activation cross section data of 14 Mev neutrons are important

for development of fusion power reactors.The activation cross s-ections

leading to the production of long- lived radionuclides especially

attract the human attention*for they effect a series of problems* such

as re-applying the old structure material of a fusion reactor.* reducing

its radiation background and disposing the nuclear waste* etc. . So a

Coordinated Research Program was organized by the IAEA to measure some

activation cross sections leading to the production of long- lived

radionuclides in 1988.Cadmium is an important material in a fusion

reactor.The half-life of the product nuclei for 1OBCd( n* p> 1O8mAg

reaction is 418 Yr.But up to now* there is no data about the cross

section for the 1O8Cd(n*p)1O8mAg.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Irradiation of the sample was carried out at the ZF-300-Ii Intense

Neutron Generator at Lanzhou University and lasted 12 h. with a yield

~1 to 3xl012n/s. Neutrons were produced by the T(d»n)4He reation with

an effective deuteron beam energy of 125 Kev and beam current of 20 mA.

The tritium-titanium(T-Tr) target used in the generator was-0.9mg/cm2

thik. The neutron flux was monitored by a uranium fission chamber so

that corrections could be made for small variations in the yield. The

sample of 30 mm diameter was made of 99, 992 purity natural metal

cadmium foil* 0.8mm thick . The cadmium sample was sandwiched between

two niobium foils. The niobium foils were employed to evaluate the

neutron fluence on the sample. The neutron energy was determined by the

method of cross-section ratios for zirconium and niobium. The noutron

energy was determined to be M.60Mev.

After having been irradiated* the sample was cooled for 1. 96 years*

The activities of108mAg and82mNb gamma rays were determined by a

CH8403 coaxial high-purity germanium detector made in the People's

Republic of China with a relative efficiency of 207. and an energy

resolution of 3Kev at 1.33 Mev. The efficiency of detector was calibrated

using the standard gamma source* Standard Reference Material 4275 from

the National Institute of Standards and Technology of IL S. A"3. The

error in the absolute effiency was estimated to be 27*. the decay data

used in this study were taken from the literature"3: 10. 15- day half

-life* 934.5-kev gamma-ray energy* and 99. 0% gamma- ray intensity. The

abundance of 98Nb is 1007. for the 83Nb(n,2n)82mNb reaction.For the
1O8Cd(n*p)1O8mAg reaction,the abundance of 1O8Cd is 0.897..The half-life

*gamma-ray energy»and intensity used for lo*mAg are 418 yr» 433. 9 Kev
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and 90.57.* respectively. In the measurement of gamma activities* some
corrections were made to account for the effects of neutron intensity
fluctuation and gamma—ray self-absorption in the sample and foi the
coincidence sum effects in the investigated nuclide and the counting
geometry.

3. RESULT
The measured 1O8Cd(n»p>1O8mAg reaction cross section data m the

work is shown in Table I.

Table 1. data and measured cross section

Reaction En<Mev> C.S.<mb> Ab.<7,> Ti/2<Y> Er<Kev> Ir<7.)

1O8Cd<n,p)1O8mAg 14.60 17.5±3.2 0.89 418 434 90.5

The B3Nb<n,2n)S2mNb cross section data was taken from Ref.C33.The

major uncertainties of the experimental result were estimated as follows

: neutron fluence and standard cross section 17,: counting statistics

17%; relative efficiency of the detector 27,; weight of the sample

0. 15^: self-absorption of gamma ray 17.; coincidence sum effect of

cascade gamma rays 17,-, and neutron energy determined by the reaction

cross section ratio of zirconium and niobium 17,. The sum of the

uncertainties is 18.5X.
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Activation cross section measurement for
the n9Hf(n,2n>178in2Hf reaction

Yu Weixiang, Lu Hanlin and Zhao Wenrong

( China Institute of Atomic Energy, P.O.Box 275(3), Beijing 102413 )

Abstract- The cross section of the l79Hf(n,2n)l78m2Hf reac-
tion is measured at neutron energy 14 MeV. The data for the
cross section of the l8OHf(n,2n)!79m2Hf reaction are also giv-
en.

Key words- Long half-life, 179Hf(n,2n)l78m2Hf

With the development of modern controlled fusion technique, the prospect
of applying fusion reactor technique becomes more clear. However, in a fusion
reactor, a lot of high energy neutrons will be produced by the T(d,n)*He reac-
tion. So the cross sections of the product nuclei of long half-life for fast neutron
reactions are very important. They effect a series of problems, such as re-ap-
plying the old structure meterial of a fusion reactor, reducing its radiation
background and disposing the nuclear waste, etc. A CRP was carried out by
IAEA in May, 1988. Our group is a member of the CRP. Hafnium is an impor-
tant material in a fusion reactor. So the cross section value for

179Hf(n;2n)i78m2Hf reaction was included in the data offered by IAEA in this
CRP. We measured the cross section for l79Hf(n,2n)178in2Hf reaction by
activation method at neutron energy of 14 MeV. Because the product nucleus

i79m2Hf Q5UJ 2 5 - / 2 ) for l8OHf(n,2n)179nl2Hf reaction can produce
l78m2Hf by (n,2n) reaction in a fusion reactor for long time operation, we also

measured the cross section for it.

The sample discs of Hf 20 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness were
made of natural oxide hafnium powder by pressing, and after being weighted
were packed in nylon gluey tape to protect the powder from losing.

The samples were irradiated at the Cocker oft-Walton accelerator of CIAE
and the Intense Neutron Generator of Lanzhou University. Neutrons were
produced by the T(d,n)*He reaction. The 93Nb(n,2n)92cttNb reaction was used
as a neutron fluence monitor, whose cross section values were taken from our
evaluated data[I) and shown in table 3. Each sample was sandwiched between
two Nb foils 20 mm in diameter and 0.05 mm in thickness. Because of the long
half-life of the product nuclei, the samples were placed in front of the target as
close as possible so that the neutron fluence could be more intense and for long
time irradiation. Meanwhile, the background sample which could determine the
effect of the room background neutrons was placed at a distance of 2m from
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the target . But the effect wasn't observed when the background sample was
measured. Table I shows the irradiated conditions in detail.

Table 1 The irradiated conditions

. Lanzhou University

Neutron energy, MeV

Neutron fluence rate, 6m"2j"'

Irradiated time, h

Distance from sample to target

14.2

3.54 x 10*

-7.38

~ 7 cm

CIAE

14.8

0.88x10'

- 5 0

— 1.5 cm

The activities of the samples were determined by a Ge(Li) detector with a
computer system. The volume of the detector is 136 cm3. Because the activity
of I79m2Hf was intense, the sample was placed far from the surface of the
detector when it was measured. Since 178m2Hf has very long half-life but very
weak activity, the sample was measured on the surface of the detector. The ef-
fect of the sum peak was rather big. It included two parts: the reduced part and
the increased part. The increased part was very small {< 0.3% for the 574 keV
y- ray). We only did correction for the reduced part. The decay scheme of

178m2Hf is shown in Fig.l, which is taken from "Table of Isotopes*121. From
Fig.l we can see that the 495 and 574 keV y-rays are above, but the 325 and 426
y-rays are below the state of mm2Hf(4.0s), while the effect of Kx-ray in the sum
peak is strong for the 325 and 426 keV y-rays but weak for the 495 and 574 keV
y-rays. Therefore, we choose the 495 and 574 keV y-rays to determine the activi-
ty of I78ln2Hf. After six months of irradiation we came to observe 495 and 574
keV y peaks on the spectrum. However, the last data of l78m2Hf activity are

2447.4

12"

11-

10"

9~

8"

8 +

3 / \ 2433 3

i 2136.5

^ ,-, 1859.1

& <$ 1601. 5

• ^ 1364.1

<§> 1147.4

306.6

Fig.l The decay scheme of l/BmHf

31v

4.0 s

632.2

93.2
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measured after 2-year-long irradiation in order to reduce the contamination of
other product nuclei activities (see Fig.2). The collected time of the y-specturm
was about 100-150 hours and the total counts of peak are about 10000. The
characteristic y-ray energies of the product nuclei, their intensities, half-lives and
other constants are listed in table 2, which were taken from "Table of
Radioactive Isotopes*131.

Table 2 Some Constants

•—•• i "SB? Isotope """*- ; 522
Nb ! 92.9064 ! >3Nb • 1.00

HfO2 210.4888

WmN b

0.13629 ; m a B 2 H f

1 i —1

0.351 j l 7»m2Hf

HalfUfe

10.15 d

Er, keV j Ir, %
i

934

31.1 y j 574

j 495

25.1 d j 454

99.0

83.8

68.92

66.0

Some corrections were made for the cross section values in present work,
such as y- ray self- absorption (5-8 %), sum peak effect (47% and 48%
for 1780l2Hf ),fluctuation of neutron fluence (0.4-1.3 %), etc.

a

10s

10<

103

t

-

1 *?1

) 256

3

J
A,

2

1
1

j

2
i 3

17
3

512

2

1
3

i
768

2
1

DC *ii

>

I S

1024

•ocno,

1 iS

1
X

i1280

Channel

Fig.2 Hf spectrum taken' after 2 years irradiation

The stability of the activity measurement system is very important for this
work, so the error of the y- ray activity measurement is also bigger. The
uncertainties of the cross sections are shown in Table 3.

Table 4 shows the change of the cross section valueswith the measured time
of the y-spectrum. The sample was bombarded on April 14,1989.

From Table 4 we know there was interference in 495 keV peak. Perhaps it
came from the sum-peak effect of 354 keV y-ray and 144 keV y-rays of I75Hf.

The results of this work are shown in Table 5 together with the Patrick's
data*41 published at the Argonne meeting.
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Table 3 The uncertainties of the cross sections

Main source of uncertatinty

Standard cross section

y-ray self-absorption

Weight and purity of sample

Efficiency of
y-ray full energy peak

Statistics and area
of y-ray full energy peak

Correction of sum peak

Total

17>Hf(n,2n)

0.9-1.1

0.5 K

0.5 °A

1.5 °/t

3.0 °/c

6.9 °/<

7.7-7.8

% :

t

I

% I

ltlHf<a,2n>n'Bl3Hf

1 1 0/I .1 70

0.5 %

0.5 %

1.3 /o

1.0 %

2.2 %

Table 4 Cross section values (mb)

Measured date

495

574

keV

keV

Oct. 27,

9.23

6.74

89 Feb

7

7

• 7,

.83

.03

90 Aug.

7.

15,

28

07

90 !
1

1
1

Apr

7.

7.

6,

17

03

9 1

Table 5 The measured results (mb)

Present
work

Patrick

Chadwiek*51

E

14.

14.

15

14

a,MeV

1910.23

7710.48

4 (Exp.)

(Theo.)

17'Hf(n,2a)inn2Hf

6.61 0

7.01 0

5.91+ 0

2.9

6

.6

64

25

29

.1

.5

13

>n

+

+

.1

>•

0

3

*

.5

.4

*

2Hf "Nb<a,2n)

457

458

.61

.91

»2n

4.

5.

Nb"

5

6

* the standard cross section. * * 17*Hf(n,n')+ l8OHf(n,2n)

Reference
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[2] Lederer C M . and Shirley V.S.. Table of Isotopes, 7th edition, 1978.

[3] Browne E. and Firestone R.B., ShirleyV.S., Table of Radioactive Isotopes, 1986.

(41 Patrick et a l , INDC(NDS)-232 / L

[5] Chadwick M.B. and Young P.G., LA-UR-89-3068, 1989.
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MEASUREMENTS OF SOME ACTIVATION CROSS-SECTIONS

FOR GENERATION OF LONG-LIVED NUCLIDES

M.V.Blijaav.J S.V.Chuvaev, A.A.Filatenkov, B.P.Gavrilov

V.G.Khlopin Radium Institute, St.Petersburg, 194021, Russia

In the time period that has passed since the last Meeting of

participants of the IAEA CRP on activation cross sections for the

generation of long-lived radionuclides of importance in fusion

reactor technology which took place in Vienna in November of 1991,

we continued the measurements of the cross sections of the reactions

i»2W(n, n'alpha)i7e»2Bf, isiguCn, 2n)1BOEu and i<5*Eu(n, 2n)^2gu i n

order to obtain the more precise values. Additionally, the

investigation of the reactions 2oeBi(n, 2n)2»»Bi, &*Mo(n, 2n)O3Mo,
e*Mo(n, p)s*Nb, sBMo(n, np)°*Nb and 18>irRe(n, 2n)18e»Re were begun.

The experimental method used was described in details in our

previous papers £1, 2], The main results obtained are as follows:

1. 182W(n, n'alpha)178»2Hf T = 31 y I = (16+) Q = -0-71 MeV;

Ten metallic foils of natural thungsten were irradiated by the

average fluence of 8.2*10a* n/cm2. The total weight of foils was

5.633 g. The foils were irradiated twice: in June of 1991 (the

fluence was 3,2*10** n/cm2) and in March of 1992 (the fluence was

5.0*10** n/cm2). In February - April of 1993 the gamma-spectra were

measured three times. The time exposure of each gamma-counting was

approximatelly 70 h. The time intervals between them were 20 days.

In the spectra, four strongest gamma-lines were searched, the yields

of which were C3]:

94.1%

96.9%

71.4%

89.1%

325.6
426.4

495.0

574.2

keV

kev

keV

keV

yield

yield

yield

yield

Since the spin of the isomeric state iTemagf is high (16+),

this excited state decays by a long cascade of gamma-quanta that

cause a rather essentional effects of cascade pulse summing in a

detector, particularly if the close geometry is used. Happy ly, in

a half pathway of deexcitation of the 2447 keV 16+ state, the level

1147 keV 8- is that has the half life 4 s. It breaks the cascades
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Fig. 1. Fragments of the gamma- spectrum of the W-sample

irradiated by 14.9 MeV neutrons. The sample weight is 5.633 g. The

total fluence recieved is S.2*^1* n/cm2. The cooling is 1.5 y. The

spectrum was accumulated for 133 h.

into two parts, deminishing approximately two times the

corresponding corrections for the pulse summed in the detector.

Nevertheless, the cascade effect remains usually noticable.

In the geometry we used in the last two gamma-countings, the

total gamma-ray efficiency was 5-7% that led to the gamma-peak

reduction which was due to the effect mentioned above, ranging from

0.82 to 0.89.

In Fig- 1, four gamma-spectrum fragments showing the vicinities

of the selected gamma-lines are presented. The searched peaks were

very small and the poor stat is t ics gave the main uncertainty of the
1S2W(n, a'alpha)iTs-zgf reaction cross section for which the value
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of 0.010*0.006 jab has been obtained. The neutron energy was

14.9 Hev.

2. 2o»Bi(n, 2n)2OSBi T = 368000 y I = (5~) Q = -7.453 MeV;

Two tablets Bade of the bismuth oxide were irradiated by the

neutron fluence of 0-8*10" n/cm2. Their total weight was 5.211 g.

After three month cooling the gamma-counting was carried out. In the

gamma-spectra the gamma-peak 2614.5 keV was observed that was

approximately 15% higher than in the background spectra measured

without sample. This gives the cross section of the 2OSBi(n,

2n)2OSBi reaction 2300*300 mb at neutron energy 14,9 MeV- The more

prolonged gamma-countings both of the background and the effect is

necessary to make in order to decrease the uncertainty.

3. 1OTHe(n, 2n)"*6-Re T = 200000 y I = (8*) Q = -7.521 MeV;

Two samples made of a renium salt recieved the neutron fluence

0.9*10" n/cm2. The pure weight of the re7Re nuclei In these

samples was 0.541 g. The samples were cooled for "three months. How,

the activities of the 18*Re and ie*»Re that are parallelly produced

in the iesRe(n,2n) reaction and have half lives 165 d and 38 d,

respectively, are still much higher than the activity from the

studied reaction. The measurements will be continued after an

additional cooling.

4. 94Mo(n, p)°*Nb T = 20000 y 1 = 6 * Q = -1.263 MeV;

»BMo(n, np)»*Nb Q = -8.71 MeV;
s*Mo(n, 2n)S3Mo T = 3500 y I = 5/2+ Q = -9.672 MeV;

Four metallic foils of the natural molibdenium weighing 0.1088

g were irradiated- The neutron fluence 0.85*10" was accumulated.

The activity measurements will be made after an appropriate cooling.

5. 1B1Eu(n, 2n)**°Eu T = 35.8 y I = (5") Q = -7.99 MeV;

2n)**2Eu T = 13.5 y 1 = 3 - Q = -8.555 MeV;

The new measurements with a better accuracy have been curried

out for seven neutron energy values in a slightly wider neutron

energy interval. A special attention was paid to deminish the role

of scattered neutrons because we used the natural europium which as
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Fig. 2. Excitation functions of the 1B1-1B3Eu(n, 2n)1BO-1B2Eu

reactions in the 14 MeV region.
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Fig. 3. Isomeric ratios for the 0- states of the Eu-isotopes.

The straight lines were drawn through the data by means of the least

square method. Their parameters are:

IR(Eu-15n=0.435-0.00947*En[MeV]; IR(Eu-153)=0.264-0.00745*En[MeV];

it was pointed out C2,4,51 is rather sensitive to a saall

contamination of the low energy neutrons that can distort the true

values of the XBaEu(n, 2n)1Bi:ZEu cross section. In our measurement,

the thin wall constructions and an air cooling of the target were

used. A possible share of the J-BZEu-nuclei produced in the

interfering reaction rsiEu(n, gamma) rB2Eu did not exeed 2%- The

cross sections obtained in the present work are shown in Fig. 2 and

listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Activation cross sections for "the production of the

long-lived europium radionuc1ides

1

1
1 17

| (MeV)

| 13-52

| 13.75

| 13-98

| 14-21

| 14-44

| 14.67

1 14-90

Cross

1127(66)

1167(63)

1139(65)

1092(67)

1126(60)

1140(57)

1218(56)

Section

I

j1

I
I
f
I
I
I
1

(mb) j
1
i
1

1
1

1464(54) j
1515(59) |

1516(53) ]

1500(61) |

1445(52) j

1545(49) j

1460(44) |

Table 2- Decay data used in this work

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

i
1
1

Tl/2

Tl/2

Isotop

isoEu

= 35-8(10) y

1B2KU

= 13.54(1) y

t
j E« (keV)
j
1
j 334,0
J 439 - 4
I
I
j 121.8
j 244-7

| 344-3

[ 778.9

[ 1112.1

J 1408-0

1 t

1

j
1 1

96.0(30) ]
80.4(34) j

f
1

28.40(23) |
7.5K 7) j

26.58(19) |

12.96( 7) j

13.54( 6) j

20.85( 8) j

6.
1 5 a t Eu(n,

T -

T =

12,6

9,32

h

h

I

I
= o-
= o-

Q =

Q =

-7,99

-8.600

MeV;

MeV;

The purpose of t h e s e j seasureaen t s was t o o b t a i n a new

information on the isoaerie state production in the 14 MeV neutron

region. Both nuclei, 1&oEu and 152Eu, have the isomeric sta.tes that

decay with the relatively short half lives to adjacent nuclei only

[6, 7]. Therefore, the i&o™Eu and 15O«Eu as well as the ls2»Eu and
1E2sEu are produced independently in (n, 2n) reaction- The isaaeric

states have spins 0~ in both cases, but the ground states are
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5- in 15*Eu and 3~ in 1E2gu, Naturally, the latter offers a keener

competition in the isomeric state feeding that is seen in Fig, 3

where the behavior of the isomeric ratios obtained in the neutron

energy interval 13-5 - 14.9 Hev is shown. Both ratios fall slightly

with neutron energy, reflecting the decrease of the relative role of

the states having low angular momenta among the excited states.

In the nearest future we suppose to obtain also the similar

experimental ratio for the 18*mRe, that has the same spin (8-*) as

the aee""Re, data for which are so drasticaly scattered.
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EVALUATION OF SOME ACTIVATION CROSS-SECTIONS FOR FORMATION OF LONG-
LIVED ACTIVITIES IMPORTANT FOR FUSION TECHNOLOGY

H. Vonach and Maria Wagner

Institut fur Radiumforschung und Kernphysik,
Universitat Wien,
Vienna, Austria

Abstract: The cross-sections for the reactions 94Mo(n,p)94Nb, iO9Ag(n,2n)iO8mAg,
i5iEu(n,2n)i50mEu, i53Eu(n,2n)i52g+m2Eu, i59Tb(n,2n)i58Tb, i79Hf(n,2n)i78m2Hf and
!82W(nn'a)i78m2Hf were evaluated at E n = 14.5 MeV. Evaluated cross-sections and their
uncertainties were derived as weighted averages of all accepted and if necessary renormalized
experimental data. Correlations between different results due to use of common decay data were
taken properly into account.

Introduction

Following the recommendations of the International Nuclear Data Committee (INDC) the
IAEA Nuclear Data Section has established a Coordinated Research Programme ((CRP) on
activation cross-sections for the generation of long-lived radionuclides of importance for
radioactive waste problems in future fusion reactor technology. Fifteen reactions of special
importance for this purpose were identified by the INDC and selected as the main task of the CRP.
For a part of the reactions this task had been solved already at the time of the 1. Research
Coordination Meeting (RCM) in Vienna in November 1991 in the sense that several reliable
mutually consistent measurements had been performed by CRP participants /Wang Da Hai 1992/. In
order to obtain final results for the user community it was decided at that meeting to combine these
measurements by means of a careful evaluation into a set of unique recommended cross-section
values and corresponding uncertainties for each reaction for the important neutron energy range
around 14 MeV. This work was done at IRK Vienna and is presented in the following. At the 2nd
RCM of the CRP at Del Mar, April 29 - 30,1993, where this evaluation was presented, a number of
new measurements of these cross-sections were reported and some cross-sections values reported
at the first RCM were slightly revised. Accordingly the evaluation was updated after the meeting
and in its present form includes also all information presented at the Del Mar meeting.

Evaluation Method

The evaluation was done in the following steps
1) Selection of data
2) Renormalization of data to a common set of decay data and reference cross-sections and to a
nominal neutron energy of 14.5 MeV
3) Calculations of the evaluated cross-sections and their uncertainties from the renormalized input
data.

In detail the following procedures were used.
Experimental results were obtained from the CRP-participants in form of formal papers preprints
and private communications. In addition the data compilations CINDA and EXFOR were searched
for additional measurements. From this data base a few results were not included into the evaluation
because they deviated strongly from the mutually consistent bulk of the data or because
experimental conditions seemed unsatisfactory. Thus the result of /Ikeda 92/ for the reaction
i53Eu(n,2n)i52g+m2Eu was not used as the result suggests that it contains an appreciable contribution
from the !5iEu(n,y)i52m2+gEu reaction due to moderated source neutrons. The cross-section data for
all accepted experiments are given in table 1.

All cross-sections have been measured by y-spectroscopy, that is by determination of the
intensity of specific y-lines of the long-lived activities formed in the studied reactions. Neutron
fluence has been determined from the y-activities formed in monitor foils by means of reactions
with accurately known cross-sections.
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Table 1: Input data used for the evaluation

Reaction Reference Measured Cross-Section Renormalized C.S.
En(MeV) o(mb) at En = 14.5 MeV

(mb)

GREENWOOD 87

IKEDA 91

IKEDA 93 B

IKEDA 91

MEADOWS 92
BLINOV 91

SMITH 93

IKEDA 93 A

LU HANLIN 90

WANG 92

CSIKAI93
NETHAWAY 72

QAIM 74

LU HANLIN 90

BLINOV 91

14.55
14.78

14.1

14.5

14.8

14.1

14.8

14.8

14.8
13.7

14.1

14.5

14.9

14.7

14.19

14.28

14.44

14.77

14.83

13.64
13.79

14.03

14.33

14.6

14.8

14.6
14.8

14.7

14.19

14.41

14.77
13.70

14.10
14.50

14.90

57.2 ± 5.7
53.1 ± 5.3

44 ± 18

48 ± 20

58 ± 17

58 ± 12

54 + 9

212 ± 11

734 ± 29

186 ± 14

200 ± 15

204 ± 15

208 + 15

694 ± 31

682 ± 31

224 ± 6

215 ± 11

223 ± 10

230 ± 7

233 ± 7

223 ± 7
233 ± 18

227 ± 20

224 ± 18

232 ± 8

236 ± 7

716 ± 44
1180 ± 150

1270 ± 149

1190 ± 27

1215 ± 36

1219 ± 28
1050 ± 80

1177 ± 85

1150 ± 90

1070 ± 83

54.3 ± 5.00

50.6 ± 18.9

56 ± 10

716.8 ± 37.1

675.2 ± 27.2
688.1 ± 47.8

702 ± 23

689 ± 29.3
767.2 ± 27.4

795.4 ± 43.5

711 ± 44

1123.2 ± 134.8

1230.2 ± 145.3

1182.8 ± 30

1109.3 ± 68.4
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Table 1 (continued): Input data used for

Reaction Reference

i5iEu(n,2n)i50mEu IKEDA91

IKEDA93A

SMITH 93
MEADOWS 92

BLINOV 93

i53Eu(n,2n)i52(ni2+g)Eu QAIM 74

LUHANLIN90

BLINOV 90

IKEDA 91

MEADOWS 91
BLINOV 93

i59Tb(n,2n)i58Tb PRESTWOOD 84

LU HANLIN 90

QAIM 74

IKEDA 91

MEADOWS 91

IKEDA 93 B

SMITH 93

the evaluation

Measured
En(MeV)

14.10

14.50

14.80

14.70

14.80

13.52

13.75

13.98

14.21

14.44

14.67
14.90

14.7

14.77

13.7

14.1

14.5

14.9
14.1

14.5

14.8

14.8

13.52

13.75
13.98

14.21

14.44

14.67

14.90

14.8

14.19

14.7

14.7

14.8

14.8

14.7
14.7

Cross-Section
a(mb)

1215 ± 53

1170 ± 59

1276 ± 64

1257 ± 73

1258 ± 73
1282 ± 74.7

1127 ± 66

1167 ± 63

1139 ± 65

1092 ± 67

1126 ± 60

1140 ± 57

1218 ± 56

1614 ± 132

1544 ± 42

1580 ± 120

1659 ± 130

1480 ± 114

1514 ± 116
1326 ± 75

1533 ± 77

1659 ± 83

1909 ± 141.3

1464 ± 54

1515 ± 59
1516 ± 53

1500 ± 61

1445 ± 52

1545 ± 49

1460 ± 44

1930 ± 135

1980 ± 56

1968 ± 56

1801 ± 117

1775 ± 88

2110 ± 166.7

2072 ± 160

2037 ± 168

Renonnalized C.S
at En = 14.5 MeV

(mb)

1208 ± 59.6

1287 ± 40

1288 ± 53
1161.8 ± 76.2

1144 ± 62

1763.6 ± 144.5

1564.4 ± 43.2

1578 ± 118.7

1577.4 ± 81.3

1792.3 ± 142

1896.7 ± 60.8
1933.6 ± 75

1969.2 ± 138

2109.3 ± 120

1912 ± 108.8

2121 ± 61

2086 ± 94
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Table 1 (continued 2): Input data used for the evaluation

Reaction

179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf

Reference

PATRICK 90

IKEDA91

IKEDA93A

WANG 91

YU WEIXIANG 92

BLINOV93

IKEDA93B

LUHANLIN93
IKEDA 91

BLINOV 93

Measured
En(MeV)

14.8

14.8

14.7

14.8

14.19

14.9

14.8

14.8

14.8

14.9

Cross-Section
a(mb)

5.91 ± .64

6.30 ± .60

7.2 ± .56

6.04 ± .32

7.00 ± .60

.009 ± .005

.026 ± .013

.016 ± .016

.014 ± .008

.010 ± .006

Renormalized C.S
at En =14.5 MeV

(mb)

5.91 ± .60

6.37 ± .56

7.2 ± .51

5.83 ± .32

6.91 ± .60

Accordingly all experimental results were renormalized to the most recent decay data (half-
lives and emission probabilities for the y-lines used in the measurements) and cross-section values
for the monitor reactions. The decay data used in the present evaluation are shown in table 2. In
generally they were taken from the most recent issue of Nucl.Data Sheets, in a few cases, where
recent results of precision measurements became available the latter have been used. The most
important case in this respect is the half-life of iO9mAg which is given as 125 years in the Nuclear
Data Sheets, whereas a recent measurement at PTB Braunschweig /Schrader 93/ resulted in a half-
life of 433 ± 15 years. Use of this latter value removed the earlier large discrepancy between
experimental and theoretical values for the iO9Ag(n,2n)iO8mAg cross-sections. For the half-life of
i50mEu the new result of 36.9 ± .9 years /Thompson 93/ was used. For !52gEu the careful recent
evaluation of decay-data performed within a CRP on X-ray and gamma ray standards for detector
calibration was used /IAEA 91/. The monitor reactions used in the various experiments are listed in
table 3. Most cross-sections were measured relative to the cross-sections for the reactions
58Ni(n,p)59Co and 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb. For the 58Ni(n,p)59Co the experiments were renormalized to
the precision results of Pavlik et al. /Pavlik 85/, for 93Nb(n,2n)92mNb the cross-section is known to
be constant to better 1% in the 13.5 - 15 MeV range. Therefore a value of
460 ± 5 mb, the result of the careful evaluation of T.B. Ryves /Ryves 89/ at En = 14.7 MeV was
used for all neutron energies.

The existing cross-section measurements were performed for neutron energies in the range
13.7 - 14.8 MeV (see table 1) whereas the evaluations refer to one specific neutron energy chosen
as 14.5 MeV. Thus in principle it is necessary to renormalize all cross-sections to this energy.
Actually this was only necessary for the reaction iO9Ag(n,2n)iO8mAg. For this reaction the results of
Blinov 91, Lu Hanlin 90 and Wang 91 do show a small, but well established increase of the cross-
sections with neutron energy and all cross-sections were renormalized from the measured cross-
sections using the average value of the slope (45 mb/MeV) derived from the three mentioned
experiments. For all other reactions the energy dependence was neglected as for the remaining
(n,2n) reaction we are in the flat region of the maximum of the excitation function, where any
change of the cross-section with neutron energy is much smaller than the reported cross-section
uncertainties. For the 94Mo(n,p)9<*Nb reaction the two reported measurements are inconclusive even
concerning the sign of the slope of the excitation function in the 14 - 15 MeV range, thus - as also
supported by theoretical calculations - we are probably also in the maximum of the excitation
function and thus also the energy dependence of this cross-section was neglected. For the
i82w(nn'a)i78m2Hf reaction the gradient of the cross-section is probably quite large, however very
badly known. On the other hand all measurements were performed in the narrow neutron energy
range 14.8 - 14.9 MeV. Therefore in this case no attempt was made to renormalize the data to 14.5
MeV and in this one case a neutron energy of 14.85 MeV is assigned to the evaluated cross-section
(see table 4). The correlations due to use of common reference cross-sections were neglected as
they are very small due to the very low uncertainties of these standards (1 - 2%). By means of the
described procedures all cross-section values have been renormalized to common nuclear data and
a common neutron energy of 14.5 MeV. For those experiments giving results for several neutron
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Table 2:

Activation Product
(years)

94Nb

108mAg

150mEu

152g+m2Eu

158Tb

178m2Hf

Decay data

Half-life

(2.03 ± .16)104

433 ± 15

36.9 ± .9

13.56 ± .03

180 ± 11

31 ± 1

used for the

EyQeeV)

702.63

871.10

434.0
334

439.4

121.78

344.28

778.90

964.13

1408.01

944

325.56

574

495

evaluation

Iy (%)

98±2

100

90.5 ± .9
96 ±3

80.35 ± 3

28.37 ± .13

26.57 ± .11

12.97 ± .06

14.63 ± .06

20.85 ± .09

43.9 ± 1.3

94.1 ± .3

83.8

68.9

Table 3:

Experiment

NETHAWAY 72

QAIM 74

PRESTWOOD 84

GREENWOOD 87

LU HANLIN 90

PATRICK 90

BLINOV 91

IKEDA91

IKEDA 92

MEADOWS 92

WANG 92

YU WEIXIANG 92

BLINOV 93

CSIKAI93

IKEDA 93 A

IKEDA 93 B

SMITH 93 A

Neutron Fluence Monitor used in the various experiments

Fluence Monitor

27Al(n,a)24Na

various

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

various

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

58Ni(n,p)58Co

58Ni(n,p)58Co

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

58Ni(n,p)58Co

93Nb(n,2n)92mNb

58Ni(n,p)58Co
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Table 4: Evaluation Results, Cross-Sections at E n = 14.5 MeV

Reaction Eval.Cross-Section Chi-squ. Eval.Cross-S. Final Eval.
from direct exp. from indirect det. Cross-S.

(mb) (mb) (mb)

94Mo(n,p)94Nb 54.5 ± 6.1 (4.4) 1) 0.04 - 54.5 ± 6.1

!09Ag(n,2n)i08mAg 715.7 ± 30.5 (25.8) 1.75 665 ± 73 708 ± 28

i5iEu(n,2n)i50mEu 1212 ± 52 (47.3) 1.43 1385 ± 63 1282 ± 84

i53Eu(n,2n)iS2g+m2Eu 1563 ± 32.4 (-) 1.27 1585 ± 60 3) 1568 ± 28.5

i59Tb(n,2n)i58Tb 2001 ± 142 (136) 1.65 1917 ± 57 1929 ± 53

i79Hf(n,2n)i78m2Hf 6.29 ± .35 2) (.20) 1.68 - 6.29 ± .35

i82W(nn'a)i78m2Hf .0115 ± .0033 (.00038) .43 - .0115 ± .0033

1) Uncertainty contributions from decay data

2) Cross-section value for E n = 14.85 MeV

3) Revised because of new measurements by Blinov and Dceda indicating a much lower value
for cross-sections to short-lived isomer

energies these renormalized cross-sections were further combined to one value by simple averaging
all cross-sections and corresponding uncertainties of the respective data set. This procedure is
somewhat conservative as it assumes that the uncertainties within each data sets are mostly
systematic and thus highly correlated. Probably our procedure" thus overestimates somewhat the
uncertainties of the final renormalized cross-sections for those data sets giving several cross-
sections.

The final results of the described procedures one renormalized cross-section value for the
nominal energy of 14.5 MeV for each data set are also shown in table 1.

The uncertainties of these renormalized cross-section values include all the uncertainties
except those of the decay data.

Evaluated cross-sections were calculated as weighted averages of the renormalized input
cross-sections given in the last column of table 1.

Both the external and the internal error of the uncertainty of the evaluated cross-sections
were calculated and the larger of the two is used as evaluation results, that is in cases of slight
inconsistency all uncertainties were increased until a value of chi-square equal to unity was
reached. Finally the uncertainties of the decay data (see table 2) were added quadratically to the
uncertainties calculated before as they are common to all measurements.

Evaluation and results

The results of the evaluation are shown in table 4. The second column shows the evaluated
cross-sections derived from the experimental data given in table 1 and their uncertainties, column 3
shows the chi-square values per degree of freedom, indicating satisfactory consistency between the
different experiments. In parenthesis (in column 3) also the uncertainties are given which result
from the uncertainties of the decay data. As the table shows, this is now the largest source of
uncertainty for the !09Ag(n,2n)i08mAg, !5iEu(n,2n)i50mEu and i59Tb(n,2n)i58Tb cross-sections. In
column 4 we give for comparison results derived by a completely other method. In his contribution
to the 1989 CPR Vonach derived cross-section values for most of the (n,2n) reactions as difference
between total (n,2n) cross-sections taken from systemations and measured cross-sections for the
short-lived isomer /Vonach 89/. As the table shows, there is good agreement between the two
results for the iO9Ag(n,2n)iO8mAg, i53Eu(n,2n)i52g+m2Eu and i59Tb(n,2n)i58Tb reactions, whereas
for only one reaction, i5lEu(n,2n)i50g+in2Eu, a discrepancies on the 2 a level exists. Finally in the
last column the results from the direct and indirect method are combined to a final evaluation result.
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Comparison of 14 MeV Isomer Production of 178m2Hf and 179™2Hf
Using Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin and Exciton Preequilibrium Models

M.B. ChadwickW and P.G. Young(2)
1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550, USA

2Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

The 178m2Hf(16+) isomeric state has a 31-yr half life and could pose serious
radioactive problems in nuclear fusion reactors if its production in 14 MeV neutron-
induced reactions is significant. We present statistical/preequilibrium model calcu-
lations for the production of this isomer in the 179Hf(n, 2n)178m2Hf reaction, as well
as the 25-days 12.5~ isomer in the 179Hf(n, n')179m2Hf reaction, using two different
preequilibrium models: the exciton model and the Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK)
theory. Our calculations which use the exciton model agree well with measurements,
but those with the FKK theory underestimate measurements. Our calculations are
the first to probe angular momentum transfer effects in the FKK theory and suggest
that, as it is presently applied, high spin-transfer reactions are underestimated. We
suggest modifications to the FKK statistical averaging procedure which may result
in an improved agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Nuclear Data Section has es-
tablished a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on activation cross sections for
the generation of long-lived radionuclides of importance in radioactive waste prob-
lems in fusion reactor technology [1]. A number of reactions of particular importance
were selected, and the CRP organized both experimental and theoretical efforts to
determine production cross sections for these reactions. One reaction being consid-
ered is the 179Hf(n, 2n)178m2Hf (J* = 16+), the isomeric state having a 31 year half
life. There is a possibility that small amounts of tungsten and tantalum be included
in the first-wall material of the fusion reactor, and since the neutron fluxes are ex-
pected to be so high these nuclides might first be transmuted to hafnium and then
undergo (n, 2n) reactions to produce the long-lived 16+ isomer. This state, if formed
in sufficient quantity, could lead to the first wall being active for a long time after it
is removed from the reactor.

To assess the production of this isomer both experimental measurements and the-
oretical calculations are being performed. Indeed, in 1990 we performed calculations
of this isomer [2] with the GNASH nuclear model code before experimental measure-
ments were made, and obtained results which agreed to within a factor of two with
the later measurement by Patrick et al. [3]. Taking into account the very small cross
sections for isomer production (due to the high spin), and the uncertainties in the
theoretical modeling (particularly in the nuclear structure and optical potentials) our
results were very encouraging. Since then, more measurements [4] have been made
which have verified Patrick et a/.'s initial result. Furthermore, a number of devel-
opments to the GNASH code have been made which led us to recalculate isomer
production cross section. Even though experimental data exists at 14 MeV, they do
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not at lower energies, and thus theoretical calculations are of importance since they
can be normalized to the measurements at 14 MeV and used to provide cross sections
for lower neutron energies.

In this paper we apply the improved GNASH code system to calculate 14 MeV
neutron reactions on 179Hf to both the 16+ isomer in 178Hf and the 12.5~ isomer in
179Hf. Two calculations were compared which utilize different modifications to the
code: firstly, the exciton model preequilibrium calculation was modified so that the
spin distribution of residual nuclei after preequilibrium decay is obtained from the
exciton spin-dependent level density [5], and not from the compound-nucleus spin
distribution; and secondly, a version of the code, FKK-GNASH [6], which uses the
quantum mechanical Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK) [7] preequilibrium model.

The FKK theory has been used with success in calculating a range of different
reactions, with incident nucleon energies from 10 to 200 MeV [8]. The present work
is the first application of the FKK theory to probe angular momentum transfer ef-
fects in the multistep direct preequilibrium emission, and enables a comparison to
be made between angular momentum effects in the exciton and FKK models, since
the amount of high-spin isomer production depends sensitively on these effects. Most
exciton models predict the spin-distribution of residual nuclei after preequilibrium
emission from simple phase-space arguments and thus it is interesting to investigate
the predictions of the FKK theory, which explicitly determines the spin-transfer con-
tributions to the preequilibrium cross section. Soon after FKK presented their theory,
Herman, Marcinkowski and Stankiewicz [9] applied the multistep compound theory
to calculate (n, 2n) reactions and some isomer production cross sections. However,
recent work [6] on this theory has shown that the multistep compound mechanism
is much less important than multistep direct mechanism even for incident energies
below 20 MeV.

In Section II we describe the FKK theory, the exciton model, and the compound
nucleus model used, and in Section III we present our results, comparing both cal-
culations with each other and with data. Our conclusions and suggestions for future
work are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. The FKK Theory

The quantum mechanical multistep theory of FKK describes preequilibrium re-
actions as passing through a series of particle-hole states of increasing complexity
towards equilibrium. Emission from the early particle-hole states yields the pree-
quilibrium emission. Two different mechanisms are considered: multistep compound
(MSC) and multistep direct (MSD) emission, which we describe below.

MSD reactions occur when the unbound chain of states is populated so that at
least one particle is in the continuum. This particle maintains a 'memory' of the
initial direction of the projectile as it creates p-h states through scatterings with
bound nucleons, and results in forward-peaked emission.

MSD theory represents an extension of distorted-wave-Born-approximation the-
ory (DWBA) into the continuum, and can be derived from a Lippmann-Shwinger
expansion of the transition amplitude [10]. For the incident energies that we con-
sider, only one-step scattering needs to be included [6], and the one-step cross section
is given by
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(1)

where:-

• / is the orbital angular momentum transfer, which equals the spin of the lp-lh
excitation spin since we follow FKK in assuming zero spin-transfer. As we discuss
later, we remove the usual FKK assumption of a target spin-zero, and instead we
couple in the target nucleus ground-state spin to that of the p-h excitations when
determining the residual nucleus spin distribution after preequilibrium emission.

• p(lp, lh,E0 — E, I) is the density of Iplh states with energy Eo — E and spin /. In
general the density of states for a p-particle A-hole system can be partitioned into
the energy-dependent density multiplied by a spin distribution, p(p, h, E, I) =
u(p,h,E) Rn(l)- We use the Williams [11] equidistant expression with finite
well-depth restrictions [12]

-A-Aph- ]£F)n 1Q(E - A - Aph - jeF),

(2)

where n = p + h, and we take the single particle spacing as g = A/13. The
Pauli-blocking factor is Avh = [p2 + h2 + p — 3h]/4:g, tF is the Fermi energy which
we take as 35 MeV, and the pairing energy corrections (A) of Dilg et al. [13]
are used. The ©-function is unity if its argument is greater than zero, and zero
otherwise. A Gaussian angular momentum distribution is assumed,

with spin cut-off, a\ = 0.24nA2/3 [14].

^ g ° n o ) ] A
} is the average of DWBA cross sections exciting Iplh

states of energy EQ — E consistent with angular momentum and parity conser-
vation. The lplh states are obtained from a spherical Nilsson model [15].

We calculate the DWBA form factors for the various transitions with DWUCK4
[16] using a Yukawa potential of range 1 fm, and strength Vo, for lplh excitations. We
have used Vo=30 MeV in accordance with systematics developed in FKK analyses [17].
In this calculation, for each 1 MeV energy bin, we average about ten microscopic cross
sections for each /-transfer), and we have found it important to include twelve values
of /-transfer in Eq. (1) to ensure that all possible lplh excitation strength is accounted
for (and we include microscopic form factors leading to both neutron p-h and proton
p-h excitations). When calculating the form factors, unbound-state wavefunctions
were obtained from optical-potential scattering states using the Wilmore-Hodgson
potential [18], and bound-states from a real Wood-Saxon potential well with radius
parameter 1.2 fm and diffuseness 0.6 fm. We apply a Gaussian smoothing to our
calculated MSD cross sections of width 2 MeV, to remove artificial fluctuations which
would not arise if we used deformed Nilsson single-particle states.
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MSC processes occur when a chain of p-h states is populated in which all the
particles are bound. The MSC contribution is greatest for low incident energies,
becoming insignificant at high incident energies (above about 50 MeV), due to the
decreasing probability of forming bound preequilibrium states with increasing energy.
Matrix elements for MSC emission involving different total angular momenta, parity,
and other quantum numbers, are assumed random so that no interference terms
remain on averaging, yielding angular distributions that are symmetric about 90°.

Recent analyses of 14 MeV (n, n') reactions has pointed to the minor importance
of MSC in comparison with MSD, and our calculations for 179Hf(n, xn) confirm this:
our calculated MSC spectrum is less than 20% of the MSD spectrum. Due to the
relative unimportance of MSC we do not present the MSC formalism here, but refer
to Ref. [6] for full details.

Our calculations also include crossover processes in which preequilibrium states
in the MSD chain enter the MSC chain before nucleon emission, a mechanism which
a number of recent works have provided evidence for [6,19].

B. The Exciton Model

The GNASH code system uses the exciton model of Kalbach [20] to calculate
preequilibrium emission. This exciton model is spin-independent, and until recently
the code assumed that the spin distribution of residual nuclei left after preequilib-
rium emission can be taken from the Hauser-Feshbach calculated spin distribution.
We have removed this assumption, and obtain the spin distribution of residuals after
preequilibrium emission by coupling ((2 J + l ) times) the exciton model p-h spin distri-
bution (Eq. 3) to the target, projectile, and ejectile spins. This procedure was found
to be important [5] when analyzing specific gamma-ray transitions in residual nuclei
in 208Pb(n, xn'y) (x=l to 9) reactions for a white neutron source at LAMPF/WNR,
since in this case angular momentum effects are also very important.

We used default parameters for the exciton model calculation: namely, the damp-
ing matrix element was taken as 150 MeV3 and single-particle level densities as A/13
MeV-1.

C. Compound Nucleus Emission

Compound nucleus decay occurs in cases where the the chain of particle-hole
states reaches equilibrium without undergoing preequilibrium emission. It also ac-
counts for the decay of residual nuclei left in excited states after preequilibrium (or
equilibrium) emission. We use the Hauser-Feshbach theory to describe compound
nucleus decay, which conserves angular momentum and parity in the reaction.

Our Hauser-Feshbach calculations follow closely those in Ref. [2]. In brief, the
Gilbert-Cameron [21] level density model with pairing energies from the Cook sys-
tematics [22] was used to describe the continuum states, and matched on to low-
lying discrete levels. Rotational bands of experimentally undetected states were built
upon the 16+, 14~ levels in 178Hf and the 12.5" level in 179Hf, and embedded within
the continuum states. Gamma-ray transmission coefficients were calculated with the
generalized Lorenzian model of Kopecky and Uhl [23]. The coupled-channel optical
potential developed and checked against elastic and total scattering cross sections in
Ref. [2] was used. For full details, see our earlier paper [2].
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III. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we show the neutron emission spectrum for 179Hf(n, xn) calculated with
both the FKK and the exciton models. It is evident that the two models yield rather
similar preequilibrium spectras. This suggests that the value of 30 MeV that we used
for the residual interaction strength in the MSD calculation, and that we took from
systematics, is reasonable.

When we compare the spin distributions of residual nuclei after preequilibrium
emission (Fig. 2), significant differences are seen. In both cases the spin distribution
peaks at J = 4.5/i, which is the target (and residual) nucleus ground-state spin.
However, the exciton model spin distribution extends to much higher values than
the FKK distribution. As discussed earlier, the exciton model residual nucleus spin
distribution was obtained solely from phase space. However, the spin distribution
from the FKK theory rests upon two factors: the strength of microscopic DWBA
transition exciting p-h states for various spin transfers; and the Iplh phase space (see
Eq. 1). Since the averaged microscopic DWBA cross sections are dependent upon
the spin-transfer, the FKK and exciton models yield differing residual nucleus spin
distributions. This is likely to result in differences in the production cross sections
of high-spin isomers, with higher cross sections being expected for the exciton model
calculations.

In Table I we compare FKK and exciton model calculations with experimental
data. The different spin distributions obtained using FKK and exciton models leads
to significantly different isomer cross sections. The theoretical calculation of high-spin
isomer cross sections is notoriously difficult [2, 24], and uncertainties in the optical
model and in the nuclear structure result in theoretical uncertainties of about a factor
of 2 to 3 [2]. But even after this cautionary comment, it is clear from Table I that
the calculations using an exciton model agree well with the measurements, and those
with the FKK theory underpredict the measurements.

By considering the microscopic DWBA cross sections in the FKK calculation we
can determine why the spin distribution after FKK preequilibrium emission is so
great at low spins. For the case of a residual energy of 5 MeV, as shown in Fig. 2,
we find particularly strong DWBA cross sections for /-transfers of 1 and 3. In the
case of /-transferal, this is due to particularly strong transitions exciting the neutron
particle-hole state 2d3/2 — 2/5/2 and the proton particle-hole state 2pl/2 — 2<i3/2.
These strong low /-transfer transitions, when coupled in with the ground-state spin
of 4.5, yield residual nucleus spin distributions which are large near 4.5, and smaller
for high spins, as seen in Fig. 2.

Why, then, does the FKK theory fail in this case? We think that this may happen
because of the simplifying assumptions made in evaluating the theoretical predictions
computationally. Our approach to determining the averaged MSD cross section for a
given /-transfer follows that of other works, and is as follows: One averages a sample
of basic DWBA cross sections and multiplies the average by a spin-dependent level
density. A more accurate averaging procedure would be to omit the usual level density
term and instead determine all basic DWBA transitions, multiplying by the number
of possible states for each transition, obtained from a deformed Nilsson scheme. Such
an improved averaging procedure, whilst computionally more involved and computer-
intensive, may enhance the contributions from high-spin transfer processes.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of total and preequilibrium neutron emission spectra in n+179Hf
using FKK and exciton preequilibrium models.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of residual nucleus spin distribution at an excitation energy of 5
MeV in 1T9Hf using FKK and exciton preeqmlibrium models.

TABLE I. Theoretical 14 MeV Neutron-Induced Cross Sections for the Production of
Isomeric States in Hafnium Compared with Experimental Data

Reaction FKK Preeq. Exciton Preeq. Experiment

179Hf(n,2«)178m2Hf(16+)
179Hf(n,n')179m2Hf(12.5-)

2.11 mb
1.29 mb

9.72 mb
11.92 mb

6.29 ± .35 mb [4]
12.8 ± 1.5 mb [3]
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

With the recent modifications to the exciton model calculations in GNASH we
obtain high-spin isomer production cross sections that are in good agreement with
measurements, and agree more closely with measurements than those we published
in 1991 [2]. However, our calculations which utilize the FKK theory yield smaller
high-spin-transfer transitions than found with the exciton model, and underpredict
high-spin isomer production. We doubt that this underprediction represents a failure
of the basic physics of the FKK theory, but rather the inadequacy of its present imple-
mentation. Our formalism for implementing the FKK theory has been successful in
describing nucleon emission cross sections and angular distributions, and the present
investigation is the first to be sensitive to the transfer of large angular momenta.
More work is needed to investigate spin transfer effects in the FKK theory, and we
suggested a new method for averaging microscopic cross section which may remove
the discrepancies. The calculation of high-spin isomer production presents a partic-
ularly difficult challenge to the theory, and it would be useful in future to consider
processes in which lower angular momenta are involved. Two different phenomena
which could be investigated are the production of lower spin isomers, and the pro-
duction of various discrete gamma rays in (n,xnj) reactions [5], both of which are
sensitive to angular momenta effects.
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CALCULATED CROSS SECTIONS FOR PRODUCTION AND
DESTRUCTION OF SOME LONG-LIVED NUCLIDES OF
IMPORTANCE IN FUSION ENERGY APPLICATIONS*

M. A. Gardner and D. G. Gardner
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94550

ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the production and destruction of long-lived species via neutrons, pho-
tons, and charged-particles is required in many fusion energy applications, such as reactor
first-wall and blanket design, radioactive waste management, etc. Here we describe our
calculational results for the production, via the (n,2n) reaction, of the following long-
lived species: 15OEu(ti/2 = 36 y), 152Eu(ti/2 = 13 y), and 1 9 2 m 2Ir( t i /2 = 241 y). Some
comments on calculations that we've made for destruction reactions of these species are
also included.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, we have developed a set of calculational tools[GG92a] that gives us
the capability to compute nuclear reaction cross sections, isomer ratios, and particle- and
photon-spectra from threshold to 30 MeV, including those for photonuclear processes.
We have also calculated complete libraries of excitation functions for neutron-induced
reactions on ground-state and isomeric targets for suites of isotopes such as: 87Y-89y,
88Zr-90Zr j 170Lu.179Lu? 187Ir_194Ir? 204B i .210B i . Recently we have been studying
the low-energy physics necessary to produce complete sets of cross sections for l ^Eu-
154EU and ^^Gd-^^Gd[GG92b]. Because we have been interested in cross sections
for all of the production and for all of the destruction reactions of isomeric states as well
as of ground states, including those for neutron-deficient nuclei, we have concentrated on
making accurate calculations on unstable targets where no experimental data exist.

The versions of the codes that we use for our calculations: COMNUC, STAPLUS,
ECISPLUS, NUSTART, etc. are documented in Ref. GG92a. In the course of carrying
out nuclear reaction cross-section calculations of the statistical-model Hauser-Feshbach
type, we find it necessary to describe nuclei in the first few MeV above their ground states
with discrete levels in order to obtain accurate cross-section and isomer ratio calculations.
There appears to be no adequate way in which one can use a level-density expression to
represent or substitute for the level structure. The level information should not only con-
sist of those levels that are observed experimentally, but must be supplemented with the
level structure theoretically known to be present by model calculations or some other
means. This is true both for spherical nuclei, where typically tens of levels are found in the
first 1 to 4 MeV of nuclear excitation, and for deformed nuclei, where perhaps a thousand
levels are present in the first 1.5 MeV. We have found that discrete-level sets are not only
important in the description of nuclei at low excitation energies but are also very valuable
in the prediction of a number of calculational parameters, particularly for nuclei off the line
of stability. Discrete-level information can be used to obtain improvements on global pa-
rameterizations of level densities; to predict unknown values of Dob, the average s-wave

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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neutron resonance spacing; to compute correct radiation widths; to deduce absolute El
and Ml gamma-ray strength functions; and to calculate correct primary capture gamma-
ray spectra, especially at the low-energy end. For the calculation of isomer ratios, gamma-
ray branchings among the discrete levels are also required.

When gamma-ray branching information is lacking, we use our PC code, NUSTART,
to approximate the computation of the multipole branching fractions[LGG90]. For a given
set of discrete levels, the general scheme is to calculate the relative strengths of up to 30
of the strongest transitions (up to 20 dipole and 10 E2 transitions) to lower-energy levels
for each radiating level, conserving angular momentum and parity. If an Ml or an E2 pop-
ulates the same final level, their strengths are added. We select the 10 most intense tran-
sitions and create the multipole branching fractions by normalizing the total strength to
unity. We derive the relative strength for the transitions from transmission coefficients of
the form CE1 x ~&ft, CM1 x Ey3, and CE2 x E7^, where E7 is the difference between the
initial and final level energies. The coefficients CM1 and CE2 are constants in the Weiss-
kopf approximation; the coefficient CE1 may be either constant or energy dependent(as
with the giant dipole resonance). These coefficients are equivalent to gamma-ray strength
functions; they may be either relative or absolute in magnitude and must be > 0. In general
we have found that nuclei that are permanent rotors cannot be treated as just described,
but we may modify the decay from their band heads, including K-quantum number restric-
tions if desired.

2. EUROPIUM CALCULATIONS

We have been developing cross-section libraries containing complete sets of excitation
functions for neutron-induced reactions on the isotopes of 145-154j7u and 150-156^^
[GG92b]. The calculation^ modeling in this mass region is challenging for a number of
reasons. The Eu and Gd isotopes lie close to the N = 82 closed-neutron shell but between
the closed-proton shells at Z = 50 and Z = 82, and the deformation of these isotopes
changes rapidly. A deformed neutron-potential that works well for the heavier mass iso-
topes may not be suitable for the lighter, more spherical nuclei. The approach that we are
taking is to achieve best agreement between our calculated cross sections for the stable Eu
and Gd isotopes and experiment using as consistent a set as possible of all necessary
calculational parameters. This set will then be used to predict all required cross sections
for the unstable isotopes. Among the experimental data utilized to determine these param-
eters are:

• P2 values for some 39 nuclei
• FY and Do^ values for 7 nuclei
• s-wave and p-wave neutron strengths for 7 nuclei
• discrete level information for 16 nuclei
• (n, 7) G'S for 151,153EU and 152,154,155cd
• capture 7-ray spectrum for 155Q,J

• total (n,2n) o's on !5lEu and 152,154,155od
• (n,2n) G'S to isomers for 151 ,153E U

• (p,n) and (p,3n) G'S on 151,153]3U

• photoneutron G'S on 151,153gu a n ^ 156Qd
• averaged total resonance data for 151,153j?u and 155Qd.

We had to determine if all target isotopes could be treated as rotors. The even-even Gd
isotopes certainly seem to have a rotor signature. Because the deformation is changing
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rapidly in this mass region, we needed to find systematics that could predict values of the
deformation parameter, $2> f° r the light isotopes. We require P2 values as input to cou-
pled-channel optical model calculations and to our El 7-ray strength function model-
ing[Gar84,GG92a]. The systematics that we used to predict $2 values was based on the
suggested expression, $2^ - constant x ET~1 X A~5/3> where E7 is the energy difference in
MeV between the ground state and the first member of the ground state rotational band.
The value of the constant in this expression was determined by analyzing experimental P2
values for some 39 nuclei from Nd to Tm; an average value of 42.5+/-3.9 was obtained for
even-even nuclei and of 29.6+/-7.9 for all others. More details can be found in Ref.
GG92b.

We used the ECISPLUS coupled-channel code to obtain the neutron transmission co-
efficients and all required total reaction cross sections. Our choice of deformed optical
model potentials were those previously deduced for Eu[MY87] and Gd[YA87]. In the
case of 155(35^ w e needed to invoke the use of a fictitious even-mass, ground-state rota-
tional band[GG92b] following the approach of Ref. Lag+83. The nuclear structures for
these isotopes have not been studied well experimentally, especially in the case of Eu.
Many levels of the Eu isotopes are completely uncharacterized and gamma-ray branching
information among the discrete levels is scant or non-existent. For example, no multipole
branching intensities are available for l ^Eu . Because of the rapid change in deformation,
the Eu and Gd level densities are difficult to model. We found large disagreements be-
tween observed numbers of discrete levels and those predicted by Gilbert-Cameron sys-
tematics.
151,153Eu(n>xn) R e a c t i o n s Several neutron reactions on the ground states of stable
151 ,153E U h a v e been previously evaluated[You86]. Figure 1 shows how well our cal-
culations for the total (n,2n) reaction on the ground state of ^ l g u agreed with the evalu-
ation and with experiment[Fre+80]. We observed similar results for the target isotope
153EU. For these total (n,2n) cross sections the calculations are sensitive to only two as-
pects: (1) choice of the neutron optical-model potential and (2) the modeling of the pre-
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Figure 1: Our calculated total 151gEu(n)2n)150]3u cross sections compared with an
ENDF evaluation[You86] and with experiment[Fre+80].
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compound neutron evaporation. They are relatively insensitive to discrete levels and con-
tinuum-level densities and to gamma-ray competition, except around reaction thresholds.
These calculations do not test the accuracies of computed isomer populations. The latter
depend on how well the discrete levels and their multipole branchings are known.

In this work we consider the 36-y, 5" state of 150gu t0 b e m e ground state and the 0'
state, at 0.042 MeV to be the isomer. We consider the 13-y, 3 ' state of ^ 2 E u to be the
ground state and the 0" state and the 8' state to be isomeric states at 0.046 Mev and 0.148
Mev, respectively. The isotope ^ 2 g u exhibits some band structure, although to what
extent is unclear. This collective property should become more evident for heavier, more
deformed europium isotopes and less so for the lighter isotopes. Initially, we proceeded to
carry out sensitivity calculations by comparing the 153j7u(n,2n) populations of the ground
state and two isomeric states using both the existing experimental gamma-ray branchings
for the 37 discrete levels that we had adopted for 152gu md those computed with our
NUSTART code. In this way we could determine the upper limit of the error introduced
by NUSTART's inability to treat rotational bands properly. For l^^Eu, where measured
transition probabilities are lacking, the NUSTART computations should better represent
the branchings for this less deformed, lighter nucleus. The results of these calculations
compared with data[Bli+90, Han+90, IK90, MDR88, Net87] are shown in Fig. 2a for the
153Eu(n,2n) reaction and in Fig. 2b for the 15lEu(n,2n) reaction. In Fig. 2a, the data are
squares for the long-lived, 3" ground state, open circles for the 0" isomer, and triangles for
the 8" isomer. Note that we have scaled down the experimental data, as well as the cal-
culations, for production of the 8" isomer by a factor of 10 for a clearer presentation. The
solid line shows the calculau'onal results when we used the experimental multipole branch-
es among the levels in 152gU) while the dashed line shows the results when we used
branches from NUSTART. Both sets of branches predict well the cross sections to the
long-lived 3 ' ground state; but both appear to overpredict the 8" isomer population. The

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
En(MeV)

II 13 15 17 19 81
En(MeV)

Figure 2: Our calculations compared with data[Bli+90, Han+90, IK90, MDR88,
Net87]for (a) the reaction '53gEu(n,2n)152£Ju> where the data are squares for the long-
lived, 3" ground state, open circles for the 0" isomer, and triangles for the 8' isomer. Note
that we have scaled down the experimental data, as well as the calculations, for production
of the 8" isomer by a factor of 10 for a clearer presentation. The solid line shows the cal-
culational results when we used the experimental multipole branches among the levels in
152EU ) while the dashed line shows the results when we used branches from NUSTART.
(b) the reaction 1518Eu(n,2n)150Eu, where the data are squares for the long-lived , 5"
ground state, and open circles for the 0' isomer. The solid lines now are the calculations
using NUSTART branches.
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measurements for the 0' isomer production span a factor of 5 range in value, but the re-
sults obtained using the measured branches seem the better of the two calculations. We
ascribe the factor of 2 difference between the calculations for the 0" isomer primarily to
the bands in 152Eu that are not treated properly by NUSTART. In Fig. 2b, the data are
squares for the long-lived , 5" ground state, and open circles for the 0" isomer. The solid
lines now are the calculations using NUSTART branches and appear to be fairly reason-
able.

Table 1 Calculated Cross Sections for the 151SEu(n,2n)150g.mEU Reaction

En(MeV)

8 05
8 25
8 45
8 65
89
9.1
10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1
14 1
15 1
15.3
15.5
16.1
16 9
17.9
18.9
19 9

a to15°8Eu(barns)
(5", ti/2=36 y)

0.0012
0.0085
0.0271
0.0615
0109
0168
0.508
0.803
1.012
1 161
1.260
1311
1.315
1.315
1.278
1.143
0.890
0.660
0.472

c to 15OmEu(barns)
(0-, ti/2=13 h)

0 0008
0.0074
0.0275
0.0619
0 106
0 158
0 397
0 532
0 607
0.650
0.681
0.707
0.705
0.700
0.664
0.584
0.493
0.418
0.367

In our most recent calculations for these two reactions, we have made some modifi-
cations to both the discrete levels and level densities of the relevant nuclei. In the case of
150EU, we observed from the spin distribution of our original set of 27 levels up to an ex-
citation energy of 0.589 MeV that there were too few levels of spins mainly in the range
of J = 0-3. We supplemented the original levels with about 12 more discrete levels to
correct this deficiency and adjusted the level density parameters accordingly. Again, the
NUSTART code was implemented to calculate the gamma-ray branching fractions. The
resulting cross sections for the population of the 36-y, 5" ground state and the 0' isomer
are given in Table 1 and do not differ significantly from the original calculations shown in
Fig. 2b. In the case of 152gu> w e observed from the spin distribution of our original set of
37 levels up to an excitation of 0.221 MeV that the addition of only about 4 levels was
required. However, from the studies of the ^^E\x{n,y)^^E\i that we had made at the
same time, it appeared that the level density parameter, "a", also needed to be increased by
about 5% . Again we used our NUSTART code to calculate all of the gamma-ray branch-
ing fractions for this expanded ^ 2 g u ievej s e t rather than attempt to supplement the orig-
inal experimental branchings. However, because of the recognized inadequacies of the
application of the NUSTART code to deformed nuclei, we decided to allow the 8" isomer
population to decay equally to the 13-y, 3 ' ground state and the 0' isomer. The resulting
cross sections are given in Table 2. Most recently we have begun to investigate the role of
an ad-hoc, trial collective enhancement model[GG92a] for the level densities of deformed
odd-odd nuclei such as 152gu an(j 154j;u \n o u r (n^) cross section calculations. We have
not yet studied the impact of this collective enhancement in the (n,2n) cross-section cal-
culations.
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Table 2. Calculated Cross Sections for the 153gEu(n,2n)152g>mEu Reaction a

En(MeV)

8.7
89
9 1
93
9.5
97
99

10.1
10.9
11.9
12.9
13.9
15.0
15 8
16.0
16.2
17.0
18 0
19 0
20.0

a to152SEu(barns)
(3-, tI /2=13 y)

0.00136
0.0125
0.0457
0.101
0.171
0.252
0 338
0.426
0.768
1.109
1.354
1.522
1621
1.658
1.654
1.642
1.515
1.253
0.983
0.766

o to 152mEu(barns)
(0-, t1/2=9 h)

0.0003
0.0023
0 0078
0 0166
0 0276
0.0402
0.0538
0.0675
0.125
0.192
0.248
0.293
0.326
0.346
0 348
0.349
0.339
0.302
0.255
0 208

a The 8- isomer population was allowed to decay equally to the 13-y, 3- ground
state and the 0" isomer because of recognized inadequacies of the application
of the NUSTART code to deformed nuclei, see text for details.

Table 3: Calculated Cross Sections for the I93glr(n,2n)192g+ml<m2lr Reaction

En(MeV)

8 1
10.1
12 1
13.9
15.9
17 9
19 9

a t 0192g+ml I r ( b a r n s )

0 0673
1471
1.810
1841
1.659
1 103
0 732

CT to 192m2Ir(barns)
(9+ t1/2=241 y)

0 00093
0.112
0 208
0 265
0.297
0 244
0 153

3. IRIDIUM CALCULATIONS

As part of our effort to develop a cross-section library containing complete sets of
excitation functions for neutron-induced reactions on the isotopes of 187jr.l94jrj w e

made a series of preliminary calculations, primarily to identify problems in either the meas-
ured cross sections themselves or in the level information for several of the iridium iso-
topes. The principal problems we encountered in our initial calculations were that most of
the existing experimental reaction cross-section data, as well as the discrete-level infor-
mation are presently incomplete and/or uncertain. The lack of discrete level data for the
odd-odd iridium isotopes presented the greatest difficulties. We used the optical-model
code SCAT[Ber81]and a neutron potential specifically derived for iridium[Ber78]to com-
pute the neutron transmission coefficients; we added isospin terms to the potential to al-
low for changes in the mass number.

We described each iridium isotope above the ground state with a preliminary set of
about 35 to 70 discrete levels, each having associated gamma-ray decay branching frac-
tions[Mey87]. Above these levels, we employed a level-density expression in which some
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of the parameters were modified, based on information we extracted from the discrete
levels using statistical analyses. Our analyses showed that these preliminary discrete-level
sets were incomplete and/or uncertain due to experimental and theoretical structure dif-
ficulties. All of the indium discrete-level sets were missing up to half of the levels that
our statistical analyses indicated should be present, especially above 0.5 to 1 MeV, and
some of the gamma-ray decay branchings from the levels included were open to question.
The level structure of odd-odd indium nuclei is very complex, and simple models cannot
accurately predict all of the levels present. Odd-odd nuclei with somewhat fewer protons
than 77lr, such as 75Re and 73Ta, are symmetric rotors, whereas heavier nuclei, e.g., odd-
odd 79AU, are not symmetric rotors. Models that describe well the 75Re or 79AU nuclei
fail when used to predict the level structure of 77ft. At present, a model such as the Inter-
acting Boson Fermion Fermion(IBFF) model[Par85] is not able to yield complete theoret-
ical sets of levels and is not able to compute El transition probabilities. In the case of
odd-mass nuclei, we truncated the incomplete sets at about 1 MeV and normalized our
level density formulae to these truncated sets. For the odd-odd nuclei, we estimated that
the original level sets were missing about 50% of the levels below 0.5 MeV, and trunca-
tion was not possible.

68 levels
—o ~~~~ 47 levels

I 37 levels
. \—°- Total (n, n')

5 10 15
£„ (MeV)

20

Figure 3: The calculated production of the 10 6-d 193mjj- by ^e. ^^SIi(j>,n') reaction,
using three sets of discrete levels in 193lr, compared with a set of measurements indi-
cated by the symbol. • [Bay+75].

Reactions In our studies, the ^^8>]r(n^a!)^^mlr(ty2 = 10.6 d) reaction was
of importance as well. Because of the structure problems just described, our original de-
scription of 193^ with 68 discrete levels up to an excitation energy of 1.76 MeV, was se-
verely deficient in levels at energies above 1 MeV. We determined that truncating to 37
levels at 1.015 MeV does not greatly affect the calculated isomer production by inelastic
scattering and allows a good prediction of the level spacing, D0(j, at the neutron separ-
ation energy. This is shown in Fig. 3, where our calculations with the original and two
truncated level sets are compared with the measurements[Bay+75]. Neither we nor others
have successfully reproduced the 7.6-MeV experimental cross-section value.

Additionally, we made improvements in the precompound exciton model in the STA-
PLUS code; we modified the spin cut-off parameter, Orp-t used in the precompound
evaporation model in a manner similar to that of Fu[Fu86] and others. It is now a function
of the number of particles and holes, N, in the particular exciton configuration ratioed to
that at "equilibrium," Nc. The new spin cut-off parameter is also dependent upon the en-
ergy, E, in the daughter nucleus by way of the compound limit, ac^(E): Op2(N,E) =
(N/Nc)ac2(E). Like Fu, we have the option of choosing for the matrix element, |M|2 =
262E~1 A"3. The main effects involve calculated angular distributions and isomer popula-
tions because the new model tends to populate lower spin states than the old model. In
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Figure 4: The calculated production of the 10.6-d I9itajt by ^ WSgir^n'j reaction,
using the original spin cut-off parameter in the precompound modeling and the newly
modified exciton-dependent spin cut-off parameter, compared again with the [Bay+75]
set of measurements, indicated here with the symbol: 0 .

Fig. 4, we show the differences in the 193gir(nn')193mjr c r o s s sections due to the use of
the original and the newly modified exciton-dependent spin-cutoff parameter. At En = 20
MeV, the new <jp2 yields only 25% of the value that the original dp^ gave for the inelastic
cross section to the isomer. At En = 14 MeV, the new modeling gives about 1/3 the value
given by the original. At lower incident energies, for example, En = 6 MeV, the effect of
using one or the other Gp2 is only about 5 %. The data are not accurate enough for us to
decide quantitatively whether the new modeling of av>2 is an improvement over the origi-
nal modeling.

For the reaction, ^^Sb(n,2n) producing 192jr m m e grOund and two isomeric states,
we had observed that when we used an original set of 37 discrete levels for 192jr an(j m e j r

accompanying gamma-ray branches in our calculation of the cross sections for the reaction
^ 3 ^ ^ ^ r , we were low by a factor of about two compared to the data at
En ~ 14 MeV. The level set was incomplete with only 37 levels up to 0.532 MeV and the
gamma-ray branchings transferred all of the populations of levels with spins greater than
or equal to 5 to the m2, 9+> 241-y isomer. It appeared that about 30 or so levels were
missing, especially with spins in the range J = 0-3. When we used a preliminary set of 150
levels, calculated with the IBFF model, we again found it to be significantly deficient in
levels in the J = 0-3 range. Since this theoretical set did not include gamma-ray branch-
ings, we computed them with the NUSTART code. The resulting cross sections for
192g+mljr production were only slightly larger than those using the 37-level set.

In an effort to better understand the ^ I r structure, we carried out a preliminary
analysis of recent average resonance capture(ARC) data[Ker+91] for 2-keV neutrons
incident on ^^Ir. We had made similar analyses previously for ^ ^ L U [ G G H 8 5 ] and for
some of the actinides. Using our absolute El, Ml, and E2 strength function systematics
we calculated the intensities of the primary capture gamma-ray transitions to levels up to
about 0.5 MeV in 192ir -phe initial spin distribution produced in ^ I r ^y the 2-keV
neutrons was computed by our version of the COMNUC code and then entered as input
into STAPLUS. The uncertainty associated with transitions to all the final states was also
calculated from the square root of the variance and found to be about +12%. By
normalizing these calculations to several of the experimental transitions, we were able to
make spin and parity assignments for the levels observed in the data. Our transition-
intensity calculations cannot distinguish between level spins of 1",2" and l+ ,2+ .
Transitions to 4 + levels are essentially only E2 in type. The number of J* states from 0 to
3 that we identified in the data agreed well with initial predictions we made about missing
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Figure 5: The calculated cross sections for the total 193glr(n,2n)^2ir reaction(solid
curve) and for the ^^Sli(,n,2oL) production of the sum of the 192^ ground state and first
isomer(g+ml) using different discrete level sets and associated gamma-ray branchings for
192Ir- 37-level set[Mey87], preliminary theoretical 150-level set with NUSTART-com-
puted gamma-ray branches, and our deduced 73-level set. The calculations for the re-
action l^S.Jr(n,2n.)l92&+mlTi are compared with the data of [Bay+75], indicated with
the symbol. O, and with the data of [HMR85], indicated with the symbol: O.

CO

1 9 3glr(n,2n)1 9 2 lr

calculations -with 73 levels m 192Ir

total
g+ml
m2(241 years)

14

En(MeV)
Figure 6: The calculated production of the 241 -y, 9+ 192m2jr state using our deduced
73-level set, along with the calculated production of the g+ml states and the total (n,2n)
cross sections.

levels. Although our calculations for this analysis were as complete as we could make
them, our analysis and interpretation of the data are by no means final. Our principal
interest was to compose an intermediate set of 192^ levels and gamma-ray branches that
was as correct as possible for use in our cross-section calculations.

We assembled a third level set for 192jr m which we took all of the levels that we had
characterized from our analysis of the ARC data, levels having spins with J = 0-3, and
combined them with the IBFF model levels having J equal to 4 and greater, up to level en-
ergies of about 0.5 MeV. This yielded a set of 73 levels, for which we generated gamma-
ray branchings using the NUSTART code. As seen in Fig. 5, this ad hoc level set repro-
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duced the experimental data[Bay+75, HMR85] for 192g+mlir production from the
193lr(n,2n) reaction to within about 10%. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the results when the
37-level and 150-level set for 192ir w e r e used. The calculated production of the 241-y,
9+ 192m2jr s t a t e u s ing this 73-level set, along with the calculated production of the g+ml
states and the total (n,2n) cross sections are shown in Fig. 6 and the partial cross sections
are tabulated in Table 3. We hope in the future to carry out more detailed calculations
near the (n,2n) threshold. Our calculation of the 192m2jr c r o s s sections at around E n = 14
Mev appears to be an overestimate, when compared with preliminary measured values of
about 0.1 barn[Nag88] but this is understandable from the results shown in Fig. 5. The
measured value was obtained assuming a 241-y half-life and may include contributions
from the neutron capture on 191

4. DESTRUCTION CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS

In addition to information on the production cross sections for long-lived products,
nuclear energy development studies also require knowledge about the subsequent destruc-
tion cross sections of these species. As mentioned earlier, we have developed a calcula-
tional capability to provide cross sections on unstable and isomeric targets for reactions
induced not only by neutrons and charged-particles but also by photons. Our modification
of the STAPLUS code to accept photons in the entrance channel, together with our sys-
tematics for absolute gamma-ray strength functions allow us to compute cross sections for
(Y,x) and (7,7') reactions. We have investigated photonuclear cross sections for
151,153Eu a n d 156Qd[GG92a], !76Lu[GGH88], 210Bi[GG88], and 2 3 6 Np and
237Np[GG90]. We have also studied the destruction of the 36-y l5 0Eu and the 13-y
152gu by photoexcitation to the short-lived, beta-decaying 0" isomeric states with half-
lives of 13 h and 9 h, respectively. Specifically, we found that incident photons in the 1-6
Mev range convert about 20% of the 36-y 150gEu, via the (7,7') reaction, to the 13-h
isomer. Once made, the isomer is not readily destroyed by photons; it is converted back
to the ground state by less than 10% . We have obtained similar results for the intercon-
version of the 13-y ground state of ^ 2 E u and its 9-h isomer via photoexcitation. This il-
lustrates how gamma radiation can play a role in nuclear waste disposal, particularly in
nuclei with one or more isomeric states.
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Abstract

The authors give a self-consistent description of experimental yields of the 90Ym(7+)
isomeric level in (n,7), (n,p) and (n,a) reactions using statistical and gamma-cascade models.
On the basis of 175Lu(n,y)176Lum and ll9Hf(n,2nynH.faa reactions, they show that statistical
modelling of the branching ratios of gamma transitions between discrete levels can be used
to calculate the isomeric cross-sections of nuclei with unknown gamma decay schemes.

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical studies of isomer formation cross-sections are of interest

because they enable us to investigate the mechanism of formation and transfer

of momenta in various nuclear reactions and the level density spin distri-

bution for excited nuclei [1, 2]. In addition to investigation of basic

aspects of nuclear reaction theory, there is also a practical need to be able

to predict long-lived nuclide accumulation, both in operating nuclear reactors

and in fusion devices which are being developed.

Over the past years the tendency has been to describe isomeric

cross-sections by modelling low-lying level schemes and the y transitions

between them [3-5]. This type of modelling was necessary because, firstly,

there were no experimental data on the branching ratios of discrete levels

and, secondly, calculations give gross underestimates of isomer yield if the

levels above them are represented as a continuum. A feature of Refs [3-5] is

the construction of rotational bands and transition schemes between their

levels which is equivalent to increasing the number of high-spin states and,

hence, increasing the isomer yields.

Despite the fact that some success has been achieved in theoretical

description of individual isomeric cross-sections [1-6], the situation as a

whole is not quite clear. To date we do not have any reliable systematics
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based on physical principles to describe, with reasonable accuracy, the

isomeric ratios even at individual' energy points for which there is a large

amount of experimental data. This is most likely due to the inability of the

theory to predict isomeric cross-sections with sufficient reliability.

In the present study we show that in order to describe the excitation

functions of the isomeric levels we can calculate the branching ratios for

y transitions between the discrete levels, using the ordinary statistical

correlations, in which the radiative strength functions for El transitions are

calculated from the modified energy dependences given in Refs [7, 8], and the

strength functions for Ml and E2 transitions from the Lorentz dependences. We

can thus describe the experimental isomer yields in different reactions, using

a single approach without any additional individual modelling of the rota-

tional bands. The uncertainties of the statistical model perameters can be

substantially compensated for by means of a self-consistent description of

cross-sections leading to the same residual nucleus.

THEORETICAL MODEL

The excitation function of the isomeric levels are calculated with the

use of the statistical model for nuclear reactions and the y cascade evap-

orative model for decay of the excited nucleus. Since the relations of the

statistical model are well known, we give only the basic relations of the

cascade evaporative model [9].

Population of levels with quantum numbers (E',J' ) by y trans-

itions from levels (E,J ) is determined by the branching ratio, i.e. by

•a ir*
the ratio of the y transition partial width r (E,J ; E', J* ) to the

full widths T(E,J ). The level population W(E',J1 ) after n y transitions

can be calculated as:

Bm rv(E,J
n;E\J'n')

W(E',J'*f)AE'
r(E.Jn)

Pj,(E\J'
n')AE«
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where E is the maximum excitation energy of the decaying nucleus and
m

p (E'.J1) the density of the levels populated with y transitions.

Integral equation (1) is solved numerically for a fixed energy E'.

The radiative width r (E,J ) is calculated in terms of

transmission T as
Y

and the partial width of the y transition between the separated states as

'ry(E,J
n;E'.J"r')= I TyxI_(E-E') (3)

xt

Summation in Eqs (l)-(3) over total spin J, parity *, type x and

multipolarity L of radiative transition takes into account the laws of

conservation of the total angular momentum and parity.

The radiative transmission is calculated by the formula

(2t*l I

where f is the radiative strength function characterizing the average

electromagnetic properties of the excited nucleus and e the photon

energy.

The most common method for calculating radiative strength functions is

based on the Brink hypothesis [10-11], which treats photon emission rates in

terms of photoabsorption cross-sections. In this approach the expression for

the El strength function is written as

rF1uy)= const — j r* 2I2-
E1 r U* - E2) + « yV (5)

where a , r and E are the giant resonance parameters derived from experimental

data on the photoabsorption cross-section. In the case of strongly deformed
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nuclei, where splitting of the cross-section curve is observed, a combination

of two Lorentzian curves (5) with approximately selected paramenters is used.

In addition to El radiation, this approach can also be applied successfully to

Ml and E2 radiation. The theoretically more consistent model for describing

El strength functions based on the Fermi liquid theory [7] yields an

expression which differs slightly from Eq. (5)

,T)= Const = -=-* Ẑ  ^ + s )' V (6)

* 2 2 5* - E2) + *rr(sr)
2 E 5

2 2 2

where s +4n T is the energy-dependent width and T the nuclear

r < V - r r ̂
temperature.

A distinguishing feature of the strength function obtained is that the

calculated f_, (e ) has a value different from zero for e = 0 . Henceforth
El y Y

expression (5) will be called the Lorentzian dependence and expression (6) the

generalized Lorentzian dependence.

A detailed analysis of existing methods to describe radiative strength

functions and their influence on the calculated values of observed photon

spectra, reaction cross-sections and average radiative widths is given in

Ref. [8], where on the basis of a comparison of experimental data and theo-

retical calculations it is concluded that use of the generalized Lorentzian

dependence is preferable to describe the strength functions for El-transitions.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

Population of isomeric levels in the A(n,x)B reaction takes place both

directly after x particle emission and through Y cascades from more highly

excited levels. The Y cascade isomer population is often subdivided into

two stages: Y decays of an excited nucleus from the continuum and y transitions

between discrete levels [6]. The idea behind this division is that Y

transitions are calculated from relations (l)-(4) for the continuum, while for

the discrete levels they are given by the experimental branching ratios.
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Using the mechanism of isomeric level population, we can determine the

model characterstics which influence the calculated cross-sections. They are

the optical potential parameters of particles in the entrance and exit

channels of reaction, the y decay characteristics and the level density spin

distribution for the residual nucleus. In an earlier paper [6] we examined in

detail the extent and nature of the influence of these characteristics. Our

analysis showed that the optical potential parameters had little influence on

the calculated isomeric ratios, which were affected mainly by discrete

transition schemes and by the level density spin distribution for the

residual nucleus. We were able to obtain a satisfactory description of

2
experimental data by varying parameter a for well-known y decay schemes. One

question remained unanswered, however, namely, how to calculate the isomeric

ratios when experimental data for the branching ratios are lacking or

incomplete.

The calculations were carried out by the STAPRE code [9] using the

Hauser-Feshbach formalism and the y cascade evaporative model. The level

density was calculated by the phenomological variant of the generalized

superfluid model [12] of nuclei with parameters taken from the systematics of

Ref. [13]. At low excitation energies experimental schemes of low-lying

discrete levels of nuclei [14] were used instead of the model description of

level density. The particle transmission coefficients were calculated by the

SCAT2 program with different sets of optical model parameters, which were

selected so as to describe the whole set of the corresponding experimental

data for the given range of mass numbers. The radiative strength functions

were calculated using the two approaches described earlier. The giant

resonance parameters were taken from the systematics described in Ref. [8].

An extra feature added to the STAPRE code is that it can be used to

calculate the branching ratios for y transitions between discrete levels, as

in the case of the above calculation procedure for y transitions in the

continuum.
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The branching ratio BR.. shows the probability of transition from a

given initial level i to different levels j of residual nuclei, where %R...= 1.

Calculations generally use experimental values of BR[14], but it often happens

that such data are either lacking or incomplete. In this case, we used a

relation which takes the form

/r _r \ (7)

where transmissions T are calculated from Eq. (4), and summation is

performed with allowance for the conservation laws. After the branching

ratios for the particular level i have been calculated the sum of the

branching ratios for this level are normalized to unity. This method of

calculating the branching ratios for discrete levels in the statistical

approach does not, of course, claim to be a detailed description of particular

transitions. This is, however, not required for the calculation of the

integral populations of isomeric levels as the sum of transitions between

discrete levels. Furthermore, in calculating isomeric populations we are not

interested in the absolute magnitude of the transition strength but in the

relative contribution to this magnitude by photons of different multi-

plicities.

We demonstrate the efficiency of the statistical modelling of the

branching ratios described above on the basis of two examples. The first

example is the isomeric ratio R = <*/(<*+<») of the Co(n,2n) Co (5 )

m m g

reaction. This reaction is characterized by a high threshold (10.46 MeV) and,

consequently, in the neutron energy range up to 20 MeV discrete y transition

schemes have a decisive influence. The second reaction, Nb(n,a) Y (7 ) ,

has a low energy threshold and consequently, apart from discrete y trans-

itions, the level density spin distribution influences the calculated isomeric

ratio to an equal degree. The reactions result in population of isomeric
58 90

levels of the Co and Y nuclei, respectively, for which there are

experimental data on the branching ratios [14]. We used 20 discrete levels in
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58 90

the discrete level scheme of Co and 12 in that of Y. In Fig. 1 we

compare the energy dependencies of the isomeric ratio calculated with the use

of different approaches to determine y transitions. Curves 1 and 3 show the

isomeric ratios calculated from the experimental branching ratios but with

different radiative strength functions for the continuum: 1 - El on the basis

of the generalized Lorentzian dependence and Ml, E2 on the basis of the

Weisskopf theory; 3 - El on the basis of the generalized Lorentzian

dependence and Ml, E2 on the basis of the Lorentzian dependence. Comparison

of curves 1 and 3 shows that y transitions in the continuum have little

influence on the isomeric ratio. Curves 2 and 4 show the isomeric ratios

calculated from the computed branching ratios with different radiative

strength functions: 2 - El on the basis of the generalized Lorentzian

dependence and Ml, E2 on the basis of the Weisskopf theory; 4 - El on the

basis of the generalized Lorentzian dependence and Ml, E2 on the basis of the

Lorentzian dependence. It can be seen from the figure that, even when the

discrete y transitions have a decisive influence on the magnitude of the

isomeric ratio, statistical modelling of the branching ratios yields

satisfactory results in the calculations of the isomeric ratio. Thus, without

claiming to give a detailed description of the branching ratios, we can use

statistical calculations of these values to calculate the isomer excitation

cross-sections. Further development of this approach will evidently involve

refining the radiative strength function ratios for different multiplicities

of radiation, for example, Ml/El and E2/E1.

DESCRIPTION OF 9°Ym ISOMER YIELDS

For many nuclei and reactions good descriptions of isomeric cross-

sections based on theoretical models can be found [1-6]. Sometimes good

agreement is attained without any fitting or variation of the parameters;

in other cases extremely painstaking work is required to construct schemes of

discrete states and the y transitions between them [3-5]. While in the

latter case, experimental data can be described to the required level of
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Fig. I(a). Comparison of model calculations of the isomeric

ratio for the Co(n,2n) Co reaction. Curves I and 3

are the isoineric ratios obtained from experimental branching

ratios and different radiative strength functions for the

continuum:

1 - El on the basis of the generalized Lorentzian dependence

and E2 on the basis of the Weisskopf theory; 2 - El on the

basis of the generalized Lorentzian dependence and HI, E2 on

the basis of the Lorentzian dependence. Curves 2 and 4 are the

isomeric ratios obtained from calculated branching ratios with

different radiative strength functions:

2 - El on the basis of the generalized Lorentzian dependence

and Ml, E2 on the basis of the Weisskopf theory;

4 - EI on the bas i s of the genera I i zed Lorentz i an dependence

and Ml, E2 on the basis of the Lorentztan dependence.

(b). Same as in Fig. I (a) but for the reaction.
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accuracy, it remains unclear how strongly the parameters are distorted and how

valid these constructions are. This can only be clarified through self-

consistent description of the yields of the same isomer in different reactions

in a wide neutron energy range.

A suitable candidate for testing the theoretical model is the

Y (J = 7 ) isomer. For this nucleus there are extensive experimental

data [15-16] on total reaction cross-sections and isomer population cross-

89 90 93
sections in Y(n,-y), Zr(n,p) and Nb(n,ot) reactions, which result in the
90

Y residual nucleus. Thus, a self-consistent description of an entire set

of heterogeneous data can be given.

The optical potential parameters used in the calculations were:

Arthur's parameters for neutrons, Perry's for protons and McFadden's for

a particles. The choice of potentials was based on numerous confirmations

Table 1.

Level density parameters used for self-consistent calcu-
lations of 90Y isomer yields in neutron reactions. The
second column gives the asymptotic level density parameters,
the third column the corrections for even-odd differences,
the fourth column the corrections to the mass formula for
shell effects, the fifth column the energies of the first
collective levels, and the sixth and seventh columns give
NO(UO) - the point above which the model representation

of level density was used.

Nucleus
y4Nb
93Nb
92Nb
91Nb
93Zr
^Zr
91Zr
^Zr
90y
89y "
88y
8 9 S r

a . NeV 1

9.15
8.55
8.56
8.97

10.15
7.84
7.91
8.88
9.32
8.79
8.70
7.16

6,

2
2
2
2
1

0
1

0

2
0
2
1

NeV

.86

.11

.88

.29

.23

.!48

.60

.26

.52

.97

.76
21

6W

-0
-1
-2
-2
-1

-1

- 2
-2
-2
- 3
-1
-2

.NeV

.79

.18

.32

.65

.21

.43

.57

.94

.73

.24

.55

.66

" 2

0 .
1.
1 .
1.
0.
0.
1.

2
1

1
1
1

+ . NeV

89
06
22
39
.92
.93
.56
.16

.51

.47

.45

.33

No

12
11
9
9
6

10

11
12
8

13

U o . NeV

1.297
1.310
1.790
1 . 4 6 4

2.067

3.589
1.417
3.068
0.715
2.707

7.58 2.78 -1.51 1.32 12 1.12?
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Fig. 2. Data on the excitation function for the "Nb(n,2n) reaction.

Experimental data taken from the handbook [15] are shown as points

and the curves represent the results of STAPRE code calculation:

(a) reaction cross-section, (b) isomer excitation cross-section,

(c) isomeric ratio a /(.a + a ) . Curves I are
m (m g

calculated with a rigid-iody moment of inertia and curves 2 with a

semirigid-body moment of inertia.

of their suitability for the given mass number range. The level density para-

meters for all the reaction channels are presented in Table 1. These para-

meters were not varied during the calculations since they are dependent on the

description of the competing channels in all three reactions. In Fig. 2 we

93
compare data for the Nb(n,2n) reaction: reaction cross-sections (2a),

excitation cross-section for the isomer Nb (2b) and isomeric ratio (2c).

The description of the observed cross-sections was obtained without any

fitting of the parameters. Curve 2 shows the results of isomeric ratio calcu-

lations using the semirigid-body moment of inertia to determine the level
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92
density spin dependence parameter for the Nb nucleus. For the latter

nucleus this parameter obviously needs no correction.

The data for the investigated reactions which lead to the formation of

90
the Y nucleus are compared in Figs 3a, 4a and 5a. It can be seen that a

good description of the experimental data has been achieved, indicating that

the parameters in all the reaction channels are well balanced. We note that

these cross-sections are not dependent on the differential characteristics of

90
the y transitions of the Y nucleus since they are the sum of the population

cross-sections for the initial and isomeric states.

Figures 3b, 4b and 5b show data on excitation of the Y isomeric level

in (n,Y). (n,p) and (n,a) reactions. These cross-sections are determined by

Y transition characteristics and by the level density spin distribution

for the residual nucleus if the remaining model characteristics are fixed by

the description of the total cross-sections. Curves 1 give the results of

calculations using radiative transmissions, which were calculated in terms of

strength functions based on the generalized Lorentzian dependence for El

radiation and on the Lorentzian dependence for Ml and E2 radiation and with a

rigid-body moment of inertia. Curves 2 show the results obtained with the

90
same f , but with a semirigid-body moment of inertia for the Y nucleus.

yxL

Evidently, a better description of the experimental data is obtained in the

second case. Figures 3c, 4c and 5c give a similar comparison in the case of

isomeric ratios. When a semirigid-body moment of inertia is used, there is

good agreement between the isomeric ratios in (n,p) and (n,Y) reactions.

Divergence between experimental and calculated data for the (n,a) reaction

90
cannot be eliminated by changing the characteristics of the Y nucleus

(level density and Y transitions) and is most likely due to uncertainties in

a particle distributions over orbital angular momenta in the exit channel of

the reaction.

Thus, on the basis of Y isomer yields in neutron reactions we

have successfully demonstrated how the statistical theory of nuclear reactions
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and the y cascade model of excited nucleus decay can self-consistently

describe all the available experimental data if the model parameters are

selected correctly.

PREDICTION OF ISOMER YIELDS

It would be interesting to check whether our method for calculating

isomeric cross-sections can be used for other nuclei. It would be most

useful to do this in the case of cross-sections whose description has caused

difficulties in the past. One such example is excitation of the Hf isomer

with E = 2.446 MeV and spin J* = 16+ in the Hf(n,2n) reaction. In order to

describe the experimental isomeric cross-section, Chadwick and Young [5]

modelled the rotational band constructed for the isomeric level. It was only
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with modelled y transition schemes: I - with a rigid-body

moment of inert ia, 2 - with a semirigid-body moment of inert ia.

after this procedure had been carried out that a calculated cross-section

value of 2.9 mb was obtained. It is obvious, however, that modelling of the

rotational band leads to an effective increase in the number of levels with

high spins and, consequently, to an increase in the isomeric state population.

1 7 ft Tll9

The Hf isomer is very specific since it is in fact located in

the excitation level continuum and has sequence number 95, according to the
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ENSDF file data [14]. It is difficult to calculate the excitation cross-

sections of this isomer since in the calculations it is necessary to give

input data for all discrete levels and - what is especially difficult - also

the scheme of y transitions between them, which is unknown. The method of

determining branching ratios from statistical correlations (2)-(5) can be used

to calculate y transition schemes and, consequently, to overcome this

difficulty in preparing the initial data for the calculation.

Figure 6 compares experimental data [17, 18] for the excitation cross-

section of the Hf isomer with the calculation results. Curve 1 on

this figure shows the calculation results obtained with the modelled y

2

transition scheme with a rigid-body moment of inertia to determine a and

curve 2 shows those obtained with a semirigid-body moment of inertia. It is

evident that the calculated and experimental data show good agreement within

the uncertainty of the spin dependence parameter. Unfortunately, there are no
179

cross-section data for the Hf(n,2n) reaction and self-consistent

calculations cannot be performed although the agreement obtained for the

isomeric cross-section demonstrates the reliability of the method used to

model y transitions between discrete levels.

Another interesting case is the Lu(n,y) Lu reaction. Isomer

yield data in this reaction are given in Fig. 7. The experimental cross-

section ratio a /a [19, 20] lies in the range of 2-5 for a neutron energy of

m g

25-30 keV (points on Fig. 7). In order to achieve agreement with experimental

data Gardner and co-workers [4] modelled several rotational bands constructed

for known discrete levels. Our calculations (curve 1) of the a fa ratio with
m g

radiative strength functions obtained from the Weisskopf correlations for Ml

and E2 radiation agree approximately with the result of Ref. [4] without

modelling of the rotational bands, when radiative strength functions based on

the generalized Lorentzian dependence for El and on the Lorentzian dependence

for Ml and E2 transitions are used in calculations of y transition branching

ratios, the calculation results (curve 2) are close to the experimental
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values. Curve 3 on Fig. 7 shows the results of calculations using a

semirigid-body moment of inertia. It is clear that the difference between the

calculated (curve 2) and experimental values of cr /o is determined by the
m g

uncertainties of the level density spin dependence parameter.

The results of comparison of experimental and calculated data for

isomer yields in *''Hf (n,2n)'"'"'Hf"M' and '̂"'LuCn.Y) Lu reactions indicate

that statistical modelling of the branching ratios of discrete y transitions

can be used to calculate the isomeric cross-sections of these reactions. This

conclusion seems very promising since these reactions are very sensitive to

the y transition scheme.

CONCLUSION

In this study we investigated the possibility of using current theo-

retical models to describe isomer yields in neutron reactions. We obtained a

self-consistent description of Y (7 ) isomer yields in (n,y)» (n,p) and

90
(n,a) reactions. The level density spin dependence for the Y nucleus

needs to be refined in order to improve the description of experimental data.

It has been shown that we can overcome the fundamental difficulty in

calculating isomeric cross-sections - the lack of experimental y transition

branching ratios for discrete levels - if we employ the ordinary statistical

relations with correctly chosen energy dependences of the radiative strength

functions. There was no need to model or modify the discrete level schemes in

order to describe the experimental isomer yields. Agreement with experimental

data was attained after refining the relationships between the radiative

strength functions of different multipolarities and their energy dependences.

It is suggested that the branching ratios of y transitions between

discrete levels should be calculated with the use of the ordinary formulae of

the statistical model with radiative strength functions based on the

generalized Lorentzian dependence for El and with those based on the ordinary

Lorentzian dependence for Ml and E2 transitions. The method has been val-
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idated in the description of isomeric level excitation in cases where experi-

mental branching ratios are available and in isomer yield calculations in

1 "tr ^ T£L m T 7 Q 1 70 mO

Lu(n,Y) Lu and Hf(n,2n) , Hf reactions, where description has

hitherto required modelling of both the discrete level schemes and the schemes

of y transitions between them. In our opinion, the proposed approach to

calculating the isomeric level excitation functions in neutron reactions can

be used successfully to determine the yields of long-lived isomers in a fusion

reactor.
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Abstract

The authors give theoretical calculation results for the cross-sections of reactions (n,n'7)
and (n,2n) with high-spin target nuclei in the excited state. It is shown that an increase in
the target nucleus excitation energy shifts the cross-section curve to the left along the energy
axis, while an increase in the ground state spin considerably reduces the (n,2n) reaction
cross-section in the threshold region of the reaction. In the authors' opinion, this change in
the excitation functions is due to a sharp rise in the role of gamma competition because of
the effect of the spin conservation law on neutron emission.

INTRODUCTION

The cross-sections for the interaction of neutrons with nuclei in the ground state have
been the subject of intensive experimental and theoretical studies for several decades. It is
well known that the nuclear reaction theory successfully describes observed cross-sections
and predicts unknown cross-sections. There are a number of problems associated with the
lack of development of the theory of non-equilibrium processes and with the uncertainty of
the model parameters. Nevertheless, on the whole, the situation can be regarded as
satisfactory.

Neutron reactions with nuclei in excited states have been studied little, because there

was no practical need for such data in the past and they are very difficult to measure.

However, during the last few years, the situation has changed considerably. In connection

with the design of future fusion reactors, it has become necessary to know, as a matter of

urgency, the cross-sections of neutron-induced reactions with nuclei in isomeric states in

order to determine the transmutations of the long-lived isomers which accumulate during

operation of such reactors.

The purpose of the present work is to show how the (n,n'y) and (n,2n) reaction cross-

sections will change in accordance with the statistical theory of nuclear reactions if the target

nucleus is not in the ground state, but in an isomeric state with the corresponding excitation

and total angular momentum. We also investigate sources of possible inaccuracies in the

theoretical calculations.
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THEORETICAL MODEL

The excitation functions of neutron-induced reactions are generally calculated with the

use of the statistical model of nuclear reactions in the Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer formalism,

which takes into account the laws of conservation of total angular momentum and parity.

If the incident neutron energy is high enough, the contribution of non-equilibrium processes

is taken into account in the calculations in one way or another [1].

The main characteristics of the statistical model are the transmission coefficients for

particles in the entrance and exit channels of the reaction and the density of excited levels

of the corresponding residual nuclei. Cross-section calculations using the above model are

very common and are well described in the literature. We shall therefore not go into details,

but merely note that we used the SCAT 2 program to calculate the transmission coefficients

and the STAPRE program [2] for the statistical calculations. The latter program has been

modified by us in order to give a self-consistent description of the non-equilibrium processes

within the framework of the phenomenological approach proposed in Ref. [3]. Using this

approach, we were able to describe the experimental data on the neutron and proton emission

spectra with a single set of parameters. The level density was calculated by the superfluid

model of nuclei with parameters from the systematics in Ref. [4].

CALCULATION RESULTS

For the well-known characteristics of the models used it is very simple to calculate

the cross-sections, regardless of whether the target nucleus is in an isomeric or ground state.

The calculation results are given in Fig. 1 for reactions 178Hf(n,n'7) and 178Hf(n,2n).

Curves 2 show the results for the excitation functions of these reactions with the 178Hf

nucleus in the ground state. In order to demonstrate the influence of individual

characteristics of the target nucleus, we first calculated the cross-sections of the above

reactions with the target nucleus in the excited state, but with spin as in the ground state
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Fig. 1. Comparison of model calculations of the excitation functions for the reactions
(n,n'y) and (n,2n) with the 178Hf target nucleus in different states. Curve 4 -
neutron absorption cross-section; curves 1 - reaction cross-sections for ground
state; curves 2 - target nucleus with the isomeric excitation energy
of 2.446 MeV and spin I,, = 0+ ; curves 3 - target nucleus in the isomeric
state: E = 2.446 MeV, !<, = 16+.

(curves 3). Curve 4 shows the neutron absorption cross-section for the 178Hf nucleus

calculated with the Wilmore-Hodgson potential. Comparison of curves 1 and curves 2 shows

a perfectly natural shift of the latter to the left along the incident neutron energy scale by the

value of the initial excitation of the target nucleus. Curves 3 in Fig. 1 represent the

calculation results for the excitation functions of reactions 178Hfn2(n,n') and 178Hfn2(n,2n).

The characteristics of the isomeric level of the 178Hf nucleus are given in Table 1. The

reason why curves 3 are shifted to the right in relation to curves 2 as a result of the change

in spin of the target from IQ = 0+ to IQ = 16+ are not so obvious and require separate

explanation. In fact, we have to answer the question why the secondary neutron emission,

if it is energetically possible, becomes strongly suppressed. We should emphasize that we

are talking about the near-threshold region of the (n,2n) reaction, i.e. neutron energies

of 5-10 MeV (Fig. 1).

We now turn to the discrete level scheme for the I77Hf nucleus - the residual nucleus

after emission of the secondary neutron. Analysis of the scheme of Ref. [5] shows that the
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Table 1.
Some characteristics of target nuclei

Notation: Io is the spin of the ground state, Bn the neutron binding energy < Ty >
the averaged radiation width, and T±,Jr are the energy, spin and parity of the isomeric state.

Nucleus

I78Hf

iosAg

I 6 6Ho

To

0+

1+

1"

Bn) MeV

7.63

7.27

6.24

< Ty >, MeV

66

140

-

E, MeV

2.446

0.109

0.006

J*

16+

6+

T

spins of the discrete levels lie within J ^ = 1/2 to J ^ = 13/2. For excitation energies in

the continuum for the 177Hf nucleus the level density model predicts total angular momenta

of the same order. On the other hand, when the spin of the target is IQ = 16, the total

angular momentum of the compound nucleus attains high values, the most probable value

being about J = 16. Thus, for the low-spin levels of 177Hf to be populated by successive

emission of two neutrons, it is necessary that these neutrons should be emitted with a high

angular momentum. The probability of emission of a neutron with a high 1 sharply decreases

as 1 increases and the neutron energy decreases. The latter factor is decisive because the

secondary neutron emission probability is determined strongly by the spin conservation law,

the accessible energy being lower than the excitation energy of the compound nucleus by a

magnitude equal to the primary neutron binding energy. For this reason, in the second

cascade of the (n,2n) reaction, the photons compete noticeably with the neutrons and this

leads to an increase in the (n,n'7) reaction cross-section. As the energy of the incident

neutrons increases, the effect of the spin conservation law on secondary neutron emission

becomes weaker for two reasons: the increase in the energy available for the secondary

neutron and the increase in the effective energy of the residual 177Hf nucleus and,

consequently, its total angular momentum.

Figure 2 shows the calculation results for the spectra of neutrons from the (n,n'y)

reaction, i.e. the spectra of those neutrons after whose emission the residual nucleus will be
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de-excited by the emission of photons. Of course, the part of the spectrum which is of

interest is that of neutrons whose emission is energetically possible after the emission of the

primary neutron. The dotted curve (Fig. 2(a)) shows the neutron spectra from the (n,n'y)

and (n,2n) reactions with a target nucleus having a spin of Io = 0+ , and the dashed curve

those for a target nucleus with IQ = 16+. It can be seen that in the latter case where, as

described above, the secondary neutron emission probability is strongly determined by the

spin conservation law, the primary neutron spectrum is represented by a steeply ascending

curve in the E = 0-4 MeV region. Figure 2(b) shows similar spectra for the incident

neutron energy of E^ = 11 MeV. The difference between the two spectra is not as

pronounced as in the first case, and finally for E,, = 14 MeV (Fig. 2(c)), they differ very

little, so that the cross-sections naturally coincide. The (n,2n) reaction cross-sections exhibit

some difference at the maximum of the excitation function, owing to the decrease in the

neutron absorption cross-section with the increase in energy.

INFLUENCE OF COMPETITION OF CHARGED PARTICLES

We selected the second isomer 178Hfn2 as the target nucleus in the neutron reactions

for two reasons: because of its uniquely high energy and spin and because of its importance

in the accumulation of long-lived activity in a fusion reactor. In addition, there are isomeric

states of other nuclei with long half-lives, whose "burning" by neutrons needs to be

determined with a sufficient degree of accuracy. As an example, we consider the neutron

reactions (n,n'y) and (n,2n) with thej108Ag and 166Ho nuclei in isomeric states. The

characteristics of these isomeric states are given in Table 1. Since the energy of both

isomers is fairly small, the differences between the excitation functions for reactions with

nuclei in the ground and excited states are determined mainly by the spin differences. A

comparison of the cross-sections, similar to Fig. 1, is shown in Figs 3 and 4. It can be seen

that the shift of the curves is similar in nature to that in the case of 178Hf, with the one
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difference that it is smaller in magnitude owing to the smaller spin differences (see Table 1).

In order to demonstrate the influence of the increase in spin of the isomeric state, we present

in Fig. 3 the calculation results for cross-sections when the spin of the isomeric state of the

target is assigned the value of 10+ (curves 3). We note that it is possible to have a situation

where the ground state of the target nucleus has a smaller spin than the isomeric state. Such

nuclei are known. It is obvious that in this case the situation will be the reverse, but the

presence of the excitation energy will reduce the difference in the cross-section curves.

The above calculation results were obtained without taking into account the

competition of charged particles, and there naturally arises the question as to whether the

influence of the neglected competition will not increase for a target nucleus in the isomeric

state, as in the case of photon competition.

The excitation functions for the 108Ag(n,2n) reaction calculated with and without

allowance for proton competition are compared in Fig. 5. The solid curves show three

variants of cross-section calculation, as in Fig. 3, and the dashed curves show similar results,
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Influence of proton competition on the excitation function calculation results
for reaction 108Ag(n,2n). The solid curves show the three calculation variants
similar to those in Fig. 3 and the dashed curves the results of calculation with
allowance for proton competition.

but with allowance for proton competition. It will be seen that the magnitude and nature of

the changes in cross-sections resulting from the consideration of proton competition are, in

all three cases, identical and perfectly normal and do not depend on the state of the target

nucleus. Calculations to study the influence of a-particle competition show that this

influence is negligible.
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Thus, the change in excitation functions for the (n,n'y) and (n,2n) reactions during

the change of state of the target nucleus is caused only by the increased photon competition,

while the influence of the other reaction channels remains unchanged.

CONCLUSION

The study of neutron reactions with target nuclei in excited states is of theoretical

interest, since with the appearance of experimental data it will improve our understanding

of the mechanism of nuclear reactions, and is of practical significance because it enables us

to answer the question whether long-lived isomers accumulated during the operation of a

fusion reactor can be burnt. In the present work, we attempted to ascertain what differences

might exist between the excitation functions for the (n,n'y) and (n,2n) reactions with target

nuclei in the ground and isomeric states. We have shown that cross-sections differ because

of excitation in the isomeric state, which shifts the curve to the left along the energy scale,

and that the high spin of the isomer leads to the opposite effect. In our study we did not

consider the possible differences in the neutron absorption cross-sections for nuclei in the

ground and excited states, since this effect was expected to be negligible.

As the target nucleus, we selected the very interesting isomeric level of the mHfa2

nucleus, which has an anomalously high spin and energy, and the isomeric states of the 108Ag

and 166Ho nuclei, which are important from the standpoint of build-up of long-lived activity

in fusion reactors. The calculations demonstrate that in all the three cases considered the

difference in the neutron reaction cross-sections by comparison with the ground state of the

targets will not be appreciable, particularly if the shape of the neutron spectrum in fusion

reactors is taken into account.
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Various theoretical calculations of radionuclides in the reactions 94Mo(n,p)94Nb,
109Ag(n,2n)108mAg, 151Eu(n,2n)15Om Eu, 153Eu(n,2n)152*+m2Eu, 159Tb(n,2n)158Tb,
187Re(n,2n)186mRe, 179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf, 193Ir(n,2n)192m2Ir are compared. We nor-
malize the theoretical results to the evaluated experimental data at 14.5 MeV, and
take their average. This yields averaged theoretical excitation functions for the pro-
duction of the various radionuclides at neutron energies ranging from threshold to
14.5 MeV. We discuss differences between the various theoretical results, and between
theory and data where they exist. Our theoretical results may be used in conjunction
with experimental data to produce evaluated radionuclide production cross sections
for neutron energies lower than 14.5 MeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Nuclear Data Section has es-
tablished a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on activation cross sections for
the generation of long-lived radionuclides of importance in radioactive waste prob-
lems in fusion reactor technology. A number of reactions of particular importance
were selected, and the CRP organized both experimental and theoretical efforts to
determine production cross sections for these reactions. The first Research Coordi-
nation Meeting (RCM) was held in Vienna in November 1991 and experimental and
theoretical results were presented [1]. On the basis of this first meeting, priorities for
future work were established. Further measurements and calculations were presented
at the second RCM of the CRP, held at Del Mar, California, April 29-30, 1993. A
number of different groups have performed theoretical cross section calculations, and
at the Del Mar meeting a recommendation was made to perform an intercomparison
of the theoretical works. This intercomparison was performed at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.
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A comparison of theoretical calculated cross sections for the production of ra-
dionuclides should play a number of useful roles: it identifies cases where discrep-
ancies exist between calculations and therefore stimulates further theoretical work
to understand (and hopefully remove) differences; the comparison yields spreads in
theoretical calculations which can be interpreted as uncertainties in the calculations;
and the averaged theoretical results can be used, with data where it exists, to provide
evaluated cross sections at energies lower than 14.5 MeV.

As there is often only sparse experimental information on production cross sec-
tions of radioactive nuclides at energies lower than 14.5 MeV, theoretical calculation
of the shape of the excitation functions for the production of these nuclides can be
very useful. Such calculations are often normalized to the experimental value at 14.5
MeV, and then used to obtain cross sections at lower incident neutron energies. To
facilitate this procedure, we compare all theoretical calculations for the excitation
functions of the various reactions considered in this RCM and determine averaged
theoretical excitation functions for each reaction. For some reactions there does exist
experimental data at lower neutron energies. Apart from commenting on how the
calculations compare with the data, we do not include this information in our work.
Thus, in cases where there is data at neutron energies lower than 14.5 MeV, fur-
ther evaluation work is needed before a recommended excitation function for fusion
technology applications can be provided.

The various groups who have calculated radionuclide production cross sections
are as follows: M.B. Chadwick and P.G. Young (GNASH code system); A.V. Ig-
natyuk, O.T. Grudzevich, and A. Pashchenko (STAPRE code system); N. Yamamuro
(SINCROS-II code system); J.W Meadows (GNASH code system); and M. Gardner
and D. Gardner (STAPLUS code system). All these calculations are based on Hauser-
Feshbach compound nucleus theory with preequilibrium emission, and in some cases
include direct reactions with a DWBA or coupled-channels approach. We refer the
reader to the various contributing authors for specific details of the calculations (and
see Refs. [1-6]).

In section II we describe our method of intercomparison, and in section III we
present our results in both graphic and tabular form, and make some observations
on them. In section IV we present our conclusions and recommendations for further
work.

II. INTERCOMPARISON METHOD

Various groups have determined the radionuclide production cross sections with
differing methods, and consequently obtain differing results. We decided to combine
these calculations by normalizing each calculation to the evaluated 14.5 MeV value,
and determine their average. This produces an average theoretical excitation function
for each of the reactions, from threshold to 14.5 MeV. One could examine the various
assumptions made in the calculations (optical potentials, level densities, preequilib-
rium models, etc) and assess the accuracy of each calculation. This would be a useful
task to perform in the future. But for the moment we have used equal weightings for
all calculations when obtaining the average. Our procedure is thus:

• Normalize theoretical calculations to the 14.5 MeV evaluated values of Vonach
et al. [7,8].
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• Produce splined fits of each set of calculated excitation functions and obtain
theoretical values on a common 0.5 MeV-spaced grid

• Average the various theoretical curves on this same common grid of energy values

III. RESULTS

In figures 1-8 we show the various theoretical calculations and the averaged the-
oretical value, for the production cross sections of the various radionuclides. In cases
where experimental data exists at energies below 14.5 MeV, we include these mea-
surements in the figures. The averaged theoretical values are shown in numerical form
in Table. 1.

On the basis of these comparisons we make the following observations:

1. Whilst there are some reactions for which the various theoretical calculations
agree closely, in many cases agreement between calculations is poor. Calculations
vary considerably for the reactions 109Ag(n,2n) 108mAg, 153Eu(n,2n)1525+m2Eu,
187Re(n,2n)186mRe, 193Ir(n,2n)192m2Ir (Figs. 2,4,6,8).

2. Experimental data below 10.7 MeV neutron energy has been recently measured
by the Julich-Debrecen [9] collaboration, for the reactions 151Eu(n,2n)15OmEu and
159Tb(n,2n)158Tb. Furthermore, experimental data has recently been obtained
at 10.3 MeV neutron energy for these two reactions, as well as for the reaction
109Ag(n,2n)108mAg by the Argonne-Los Alamos-JAERI collaboration [6]. In all
these cases the theoretical calculations consistently exceed the measurements.

3. It is interesting to note the very different shape of the 179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf com-
pared to the other (n,2n) excitation functions. This is due to the extremely
high spin (16+) of the isomer, and the calculations of Chadwick et al. [2] and
Ignatyuk et al. [3] agree closely.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical calculations of production cross sections of the radionuclides de-
scribed in this paper can be used to obtain evaluated cross sections for neutron en-
ergies below 14.5 MeV. But before this can be done, a number of inconsistencies
must be addressed. Firstly, the nuclear model calculations should be compared in
detail to understand why differences are obtained in certain reactions. Secondly, the
large discrepancies between theory and experiment near threshold in the reactions
151Eu(n,2n)15OmEu, 159Tb(n,2n)158Tb, and 109Ag(n,2n)108mAg should be understood.
We plan to report on these two tasks at the final RCM of the CRP.
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Table 1:

Numerical values for averaged theoretical cross sections (mb).

E
(MeV)

8.0

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

13.5

14.0

14.5

#1

-

-

-

7.50

77.17

152.22

277.54

366.04

448.87

524.63

586.93

634.37

672.60

708.00

#2

1.16

57.69

212.81

384.60

562.80

732.02

876.89

990.99

1075.60

1138.42

1187.13

1229.44

1261.49

1282.00

#3

-

-

55.19

247.74

525.28

771.46

965.89

1125.82

1251.26

1354.75

1433.15

1495.87

1539.78

1568.00

#4

-

57.87

300.93

680.94

1059.02

1344.51

1535.48

1672.44

1768.89

1834.48

1876.92

1901.99

1917.43

1929.00

#5

26.60

100.00

183.00

254.00

319.00

380.00

429.00

463.00

491.00

515.00

542.00

560.00

574.00

592.00

#6

-

-

0.01

0.12

0.33

0.62

1.01

1.51

2.07

2.69

3.40

4.24

5.23

6.29

#7

3.24

18.70

39.60

63.50

87.10

109.00

125.00

136.00

145.00

154.00

164.00

174.00

182.00

184.00

E
(MeV)

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

13.0

14.0

14.5

#8

0.08

0.95

2.66

4.71

8.56

13.13

19.51

27.85

37.77

47.03

53.03

54.50

Reactions are labelled as follows:-

#1 109Ag(n,2n)108mAg (6+)

#2 151Eu(n,2n)150mEu (5-)

#3 153Eu(n,2n)152S+m2Eu (3-,8-)

#4 159Tb(n,2n)158Tb (3-)

#5 187Re(n,2n)186mRe (8+)

#6 179Hf(n,2n)178m2Hf (16+)

#7193Ir(n,2n)192m2Ir(9+)

#8 94Mo(n,p)94Nb (6+)
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Abstract: The (n,a) and (n,p) cross sections were remeasured for a number of
nuclei with high precision at 14.6 MeV to improve the (N-Z)/A systematics.
Though some discrepancies in the recommended data could be solved further
measurements are needed to obtain any nuclear structure effects in the a(n,«)
and cr(n,p) values.

1. Introduction
Cross sections of (n,p), (n,a) and (n,2n) reactions have been measured

by activation, accumulation and spectrum methods for a number of elements and
isotopes [1-9] at 14 MeV neutron energy. The effects of (N-Z)/A asymmetry
parameters as well as isotopic, isotonic and odd-even properties of nuclei
were observed in the data. The precise knowledge of the different systematics
has a great importance in the estimation of the unknown data and in the
adoption of cross sections among the discrepant experimental values. The
accuracy of the mean neutron energy (~20keV) and the energy resolution
(~ 100 keV) of D-T neutrons of 14.1 MeV rendered it possible to determine
precise data for absolute normalization of the measured and calculated
excitation functions. The main trends observed in the cross sections around
14 MeV neutron energy have been summarized in Ref. [9]. A strong (N-Z)/A = s

dependence was found in the different reaction cross sections.
The experimental data could be well approximated by the following forms of
empirical formulae proposed by Levkovskij [10]:

exp( - a(N - Z)/A) (1)

where a N E is the nonelastic cross section, the C and "a" fitting parameters
are different for the ff(n,p) and ff(n,a) data.

This work was supported by the Hungarian Research Foundation (Contract No.
1734/91) and the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna (Research
Contract No. 6971/RB).
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In spite of the improved methods and more precise decay parameters used
for the determination of the cross sections, the existing data are incomplete
and often discrepant even at around 14MeV. Recently, Cheng and Smith [11]
have given a list of 83 activation reactions whose cross sections are
insufficiently known. The spread is significant both in the old and new data
for (n,p) and (n,a) reactions [4,9], therefore, systematic investigations
were started in Debrecen to improve the accuracy of the data and through it
to check the behaviour of the different (N-Z)/A trends.

2. Experimental procedure
High purity (Goodfellow) samples of 10x15 mm rectangular shaped and

0.06-0.8 g/cm thick were irradiated with 14.6 MeV neutrons. The neutron
fluence and energy were determined via the Al(n,a) Na, Nb(n,2n) mNb and

Zr(n,2n) *>Zr reactions, respectively, taking the cross sections from
Refs. [12-14]. The relative change of flux in time was monitored by means of
BFo long-counters. The activities of the samples were measured by HPGe and
Ge(Ii) detectors.

For the analysis of the spectra the GAMANAL and GRILS codes were used.
The self-absorption correction factors for the given geometries and gamma
energies were determined by experiment. The reactions to be investigated and
the nuclear data accepted for the evaluation of the cross sections are given
in Table I.

3. Results and discussion
The results of our (n,a) cross section measurements are summarized in

Table II and demonstrated in Fig.l as a function of (N-Z)/A In the case of
51 54 55 59

V, Cr, Mn and Co the relative method was used accepting (n,p)
reactions of well known cross sections for normalization. Such (n,p)
reference reactions were selected in which the same residual nuclei were
produced. For comparison the data adopted by Forrest [4] and measured by
Ikeda et al. [8] are also given.

It was found that the simple formula represented by eq.(l) can be used
to estimate the o(n,a) data. Expression for the calculation of o^g data
deduced from a semiclassical optical model can be found in Ref. [15]. The
values of the C and "a" parameters obtained from the fitting for s*0.03 are
summarized in Table III if o(n,a) is given in mb.

According to our results the following simple expression is also
suitable to approximate the experimental data
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Table I Nuclear data used for the cross section determination

45Sc(n,a)42K
5Ori(n,a)47Ca
51V(n,a)48Sc

51V(n,na)47Sc

55Mn(n,«)52V
59Co(ii,a)56Mn
78Se(n,a)75mGe
7 8Se(n^)7 5Ge

^(n^Ge
80Se(n,«)77Ge

^ Y f i y ^ R b

94Zr(n,a)91Sr

^ofoa^Zr
98Mo(n,a)95Zr

100Mo(n,a)97Zr
1 1 4Cd(n,a) l l l mPd

115In(n,«)112Ag

118Sn(n,a)115gCd

Half life

1236 h

4.536 d

1.821 d

3.341 d

27.70 d

3.75 min
2.57 h

47.7 s

138 h

52.9 s

11.3 h

18.66 d
2.81 h

9.52 h

3.268 d
64.02 d

16.90 h
5.5 h

3.14 h

2.23 d

Ey(keV)

1524.6

1297.06

175.36

983.05

103730

1312.05

159.38

320.08
1434.08

846.8
139.54

19839

215.48

211.02

36738

41631

631.79
71433

264.66

1076.6

388.4

749.8

1024.3

909.2

724.2

756.73
743.33

172.2

694.2
617.4

1387.8

492.4

527.9

18.3
74,9

7.47
100

973

100
68

10.08
100

98.9

38.8
1.11

21

292
133
20.6
639
6.77

113

8.78

8226

23.6
33.4

99.87

44.1

543

94.83

33.6

2.0

4 3
5.4

8.03

273

12OSn(n,«)117SCd

12OSn(n,a)117mCd

142Nd(n,«)139Ce
144Nd(n,«)141Ce
146Nd(n,«)143Ce

184W(n,a)181Hf

186W(n,a)183Hf

^ • n o y * ) 2 0 0 ^

206Pb(n,«)203Hg
48Ti(n,p)48Sc

54Fe(n,p)54Mn
74Se(n,p)74As

76Se(n,p)76As

Half life

2.49 h

336 h

137.66 d

32.5 d
1375 d

4239 d

1.06 h
48.4 min

46.6 d

1.821 d

3122 d
17.78 d

1.097 d

Ey(keV)

273.35
344.46

434.18
1303.27

564.4

748.1

860.4

1029.1

1066.9

165.85
145.45
57.4

293.2

350.6

664.6
722.0

133.03

345.94

482.18

783.75

367.9

1225.4

279.19

175.36

98330

1037.50

1312.05

834.83

595.93

634.79

559.08

657.0

1216 14

28

17.9

9.8
18.4

14.7

4.5

7.9

11.7

23.1
79.9
48.4

123

42

3.2
5.6
53

43.0

14.0
853
65
18.9

10.6

81.5

7.47
100
97.5

100

99.97

60.2

15.4

44.7

6.1

3.84
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Table II Recent measured and evaluated data for some (n,a) reaction
cross sections at around 14.6 MeV

Table HI Fitting parameter values deduced from data sets given by different

authors for (n,a) reactions

AC /!'*l45Sc(iyz)42K
5aTi(n/r)47Ca
51V(n^)48Sc
51V(n,na)47Sc
54Cr(n^)51Ti
55Mn(iyz)52Cr
54Fe(n/t)51Cr
59Co(n^)56Mn
7 8Se(iV l)

7 5 mGe
78Se(iyz)75Ge

^Sefaa)7711^

90Ztfaaf7mST
Zr(n,a) Sr

92Mo(n,a)89&
98Mo(n,a)95Zr
inn or10UMo(n^)y/Zr
4 4 i 1 1 1114Cd(n,a)lllmPd

118Sn(^)115gJd
1Oft 1 1T™.12OSn(n,a)117mCd
12OSn(n,a)117gCd
142Nd(n,a)139Ce
144Nd(n,«)141Ce
^ AC - i -146Nd(n,«)143Ce
184W(n,a)181Hf
186W(n,«)183Hf

^ ^ ( n . a ^ g A u
206Pb(n,a)2^3Hg

Forrest [4]

56 + 3

8.75 ± 0.8
16.15 ± 0.75

12.6 ±1.5
27.5 + 4

88.5 + 6

30.0 ± 1

5.5 ±2

17.0 ±6

5.5 ±0.5

43 ±0.6

27.3 ± 1.5
5.8 + 035

3.19 ±0.25

2.4 ± 0.3

6.8 ± 1.5
4.7 ± 1.5

3.1 + 0.5

1.15 ±0.15

0 55 ± 0.07

2.0 + 1 0

Ikeda et al. [8]

53.3 + 4.3

931 + 0.78
16.94 ± 0.87

84.5 ±6

3.65 + 022

4.9 ± 0.42

24.5 ± 12

6.45 ±0.49
2.81 ± 02

0.183 + 0.07

0.227 + 0.079

0.6 ±0.11

present

53.7 ±2.6
8.6 ±0.6

17 ±1

0.09 + 0.005
10.8 + 2.1
22 ±1.6

86 +5
31 ±1

4.5 ±0.7

6.4 ±12

1.1 ±02
3.6 ±03

5.4 ±0.6

3.8 ±02
4.7 ±03

262 ±12

5.9 ±03

32 ±02

03 ±0.03

23 ±02

0.9 ±0.08

021 + 0.09

0.26 ±0.03
5.5 ±0.4

4.0 ±0.3
3.5 +0.3

0.85 ±0.09

0.54 + 0.05

0.37 + 0.06

0.57 + 0.04

C
a

aQ

ao

Table

C

a

ffo
a

0

Forrest [4]

03296 + 0.039

32.9 ±0.78

316.7 +38.9

28.5 ±0.79

IV Fitting parameter
authors for (n,p)

Forrest [4]

0.892 + 0.093

33.02 + 0.69

869 +100

29.03 + 0.77

Ikeda et al. [8]

03868 ±0.07

33.9 ± 1.5

363.3 ±56.7

29.9 ± 1.3

values deduced from

reactions

Ikeda et al. [8]

0.626 ±0.074

31.94 ±1.22

648 +96

28.54 ± 1.56

present

03302 + 0.078
33.6 +1.7

311.6 ±71.0
29.2 +1.6

data sets given by different

present

0.833 + 0.17

32.2 ± 1.4

852 +200

28.0 ±1.6

CO

en
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Fig. 1. Dependence of (n,a) cross sections on (N-Z)/A asymmetry parameter

100 r

0

-J 10

Cr Fe

Nd

45 50 55 60 65 70 85 90 95 100 145 150

Fig. 2. The (n,<z) cross sections for isotopes taking the data from Qaim [1],
Forrest [4], Ikeda et al. [8] and our experiment. Solid lines are
calculated by eq. 2 using Forrest's adopted data.

if the parameter values given in Table HI are accepted. The pre-exponential
term are in agreement within about 15 % while the values of the slopes agree
within the limits of errors independently of the investigated nuclei. As can
be seen in Fig. 1, there is a relatively large spread in the (n,a) cross

80 206
sections around the straight-line. For example, in the case of Se and Pb
our measured data are consistent with the recommended trend while the data
obtained for the Nd isotopes are higher, in agreement with those adopted by

120Forrest. The a(n,a) for Sn in agreement with the data measured by Ikeda et
al. [8] deviates significantly from the recommended straight line obtained by
eq.(2). The a(n,a) as a function of V covers a large interval for the
92,98,100^|o j s o t 0 p e s > these data are in good agreement with the predictions
of eqs.(l) and (2).
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Fig. 4. Isotopic effect in (n,p) cross sections measured in this experiment.
Dotted line was calculated by eq.2 using the parameters, deduced
from the present data.

Pashchenko et al. [13] have demonstrated the presence of the odd-even
effects in the (n,a) cross sections by taking into account the different
reaction Q values of each nuclides. Considering the present status of the
data it is recommended to predict the unknown cross sections by using eq.(2)
with the parameters deduced from the Forrest's adopted values, especially for
reactions in which long-lived or stable nuclides are produced. In addition,
investigations on isotopic effects in the a(n,a) at a given Z are also
indispensable. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the ff(n,a) values as a function of
mass number show a linear dependence in semilog plot for a given element and
these straight lines are almost parallel to each other. In some cases the
measured and calculated data using eq.2 diviate significantly. Fig. 2 clearly
indicates that the observation of any fine structure requires more precise
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Table V Recent measured and evaluated data for some (n,p) reaction
cross sections at 14.6 MeV

48 T i ( D j p ) 48 S c

54Fe(n,p)54Mn
74Se(n,p)74As
76Se(n,p)76As

Se(n,p) As

9 1Zr(n,p)9 1 mY
^ Z r C n j ) ) 9 ^

^ Z r f a p ) 9 ^
^Mofop)92"1!^
9 5Mo(n,P)9 S mNb
96Uo(n,p)96Nb
98Mo(n,p)98mNb
11OCd(n,p)11OmAg
111Cd(n,p)111Ag
112Cd(n,p)112Ag
1 ̂ Cd(n,p) ^ *3 mAg
115In(n,p)1158cd
1 1 5In(n,P)1 1 5 n iCd
1 1 6Sn(n,P)1 1 6 mIn
117Sn(n,p)117In
118Sn(n,p)118In
1 4 2Nd(n,p)1 4 2P r
146Nd(n,p)146Pr

183W(n,p)183Ta
1 8 4W(n,P)1 8 4Ta

Forrest [4]

67±8

315 ± 10

135 ±15
70 ±10
18 ±4

19.2 ±2

10±l

21 + 2

50±15

16 ±3

13±2
7±2

13.8 ±1.1

4.5 ±0.7

5.9 ±0.5
4.1 ± 0.5

3 ±0.4

Ikeda et al. [8]

60.4 ±2.9

287±13

13.28 ±0.89

183 ±1.0

22.2 ±23
8.91 ±0.72

63.6 ±3.1
7.79 ±0.74

24 ±1.2

6.25 ±0.4

10.68 ±0.83

14.01 ± 1.18

present

67 ±4

309 ±17

112 ±7

49±3
19+1.1
133 ±0.7

24 ±1.2

20 ±1.0
7.3 ± 0.8

41 ±2.1

8.2 ±0.6

25±13
5.2 ±0.24
10.8 ±1.4

29 ±2.1
16 ±1.2

17 ±1.0
4.0 ±0.25

7.4 ±2.95

10.8 ±0.7

20+1.2
6.2 ±0.46

13.6 ±0.9

4.1 ± 0.4

6.5 + 0.5
5.0 + 0.4

3.2 ±0.2

measurements, therefore, it is recommended to complete the precise <r(n,a)
data and to improve the systematics.

Our measured cross section values for (n,p) reaction are presented in
Fig.3, together with the results of Forrest [4] and Ikeda et al. [8]. The
parameter values in eqs.(l) and (2) deduced from the remeasured and adopted
(n,p) reaction cross sections are summarized in Table IV. The slopes of the
ff(n,p) vs s functions are the same within the limits of errors, however, the
magnitudes of these cross sections deviate significantly. Our remeasured data
support the adopted values of Forrest, however, both data sets are higher
with about 30 % in the vhole (N-Z)/A range than those obtained by Ikeda et
al. [8]. It is difficult to explain this discrepancy because in the a(n,a)

data excellent agreement exist, similarly to the cr(n,p) values obtained for
the same nuclei in these two experiments. The measured and adopted or(n,p)
values are summarized in Table V. Similarly to the (n,a) cross sections more
data of high precision are required to deduce any fine structures and to
improve the systematics. It is worthwhile to mention that the shapes of the
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a(n,p)-s functions for isotopes of different elements are not similar than
those obtained for the (n,a) reactions. Examples shown in Fig. 4 indicate
that the eq. 2 with the parameter values deduced from our measured data is a
good approximation to extimate the unknown (n,p) cross sections.
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Influence of sequential (x,n) reactions on production
of long-lived radionuclides in fusion reactors 1

S. Kelzenberg
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7500 Karlsruhe, Postfach 3640, Germany

P. Oblozinsky 2
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Abstract
The influence of sequential («, n) reactions on production of long-lived radionuclides in fusion

reactors was studied. Inventories were calculated with the European reference code FISPACT

making use of the novel algorithm (KfK code PCEOSS) that is fully compatible with FISPACT.

For neutron-induced reactions we used the library EAF-2, while recently developed libraries

KFKSPEC and KFKXN were used to handle sequential (x,n) reactions. Calculations were

performed systematically for all single elements up to bismuth (Z < 83). We found increase in

long-lived activities due to sequential (x, n) reactions in almost 40% of all single-element cases.

As a next step we performed preliminary inventory calculations for several alloys. A general

inventory calculation that can fully exploit the potential of the above new libraries, however, is

currently constrained by FISPACT since decay data for 213 isotopes kinematically allowed by

sequential (x,n) reactions are presently still not included into the FISPACT.

Importance of sequential (x,n) reactions in inventory calculations for fusion reactor appli-

cations was for the first time demonstrated by Cierjacks and Hino [1]. Two extensive nuclear

data libraries together with the novel algorithm for inventory calculations were developed in

KfK [2] as a preparatory step for a thorough study of influence of sequential (x,n) reactions on

long-lived radioactive inventories. In the present paper we report on first systematic calculations

using this new data base.

A so-called sequential (x, n) reaction is a two-step process in which charged particles x are

created in a first-step neutron induced reaction A(n, *x) which is followed by the second-step

reaction A(x, n)C producing the residual isotope C (note that A is not necessarily identical with

.4). In the first step the neutron flux is converted into a flux of charged particles via reactions

(n, *x), where asterisk means anything and x = p,d, t, 3He, a. The charged particle flux can be

obtained as

1 Contributed paper to the IAEA Meeting on Activation Cioss Sections for the Generation of Long-Lived

Radionuclides of Importance in Fusion Reactor Technology, Del Mar near San Diego, California (USA), 29-30

April 1993
2 Guest scientist at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Materialforschung in 1991
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175

A i=l
24

x J2fn,x{Eni,EX})AEXjARx{EXk), (1)

where $n(£n ;) is the incident neutron flux given in the 175-group representation of neutron

energies (up to 20 MeV), NA is the initial inventory of nuclei A, (rniX(Eni) is the charged

particle production cross section, fn>x(Eni,EX}) is the normalized charged particle spectrum

and ARx(EXk) is the differential range of the charged particle x with the starting energy EXk

= 0.5, 1.5, ..., 23.5 MeV. In the second step the charged particle x proceeds by inducing the

reaction A(x, n)C and thus creating a new nuclide C. We define "pseudo" cross section as the

average cross section to create a nucleus C per one incident neutron as

1 24

<7d° = J^i E *.(*.>..c(*,J , (2)
* « Jfc=i

where ^l°tal is the total neutron flux and <rXic{EXlt) is the cross section to produce nuclide C.

The quantity of interest, inventory Nc (per unit time and unit volume), can now be expressed

as

NC = ̂ * r ' < T f o , (3)
where N^ is the inventory of intermediary nuclei A.

An important aspect of the above procedure is its formal similarity with one-step neutron-

induced reactions. In the latter case, the rate of nuclei B produced via reaction A{n, *)B is

expressed using "collapsed" cross section as

NB = NA^tal(rc°$ . (4)

Thanks to this feature, inventory calculations using the European reference code FISPACT

[3] can be performed straight away. One should, of course, supply "pseudo" cross sections

in addition to "collapsed" cross sections. Another important aspect of the above approach is

that it can be applied to single elements as well as to complicated alloys provided the charged-

particle flux (see Eq.(l)) does not change substantially during the irradiation, a very reasonable

assumption.

We performed a number of inventory calculations aimed to study effects of sequential (a;, n)

reactions in fusion reactors. For this reason we compared radioactive inventories calculated by

FISPACT with and without these reactions. Calculations were performed systematically for

all single elements from hydrogen up to bismuth [Z < 83). Not considered were initial ele-

ments of Tc [Z — 43) and Pm (Z — 61) since they have no stable isotopes. Incident neutron

spectrum was taken from the first wall of the DEMO fusion reactor, total neutron load col-

lected in 2.5 years of reactor operation was 12.5 MWa/m2. "Collapsed" cross sections needed

to handle neutron-induced reactions were obtained from the European activation file EAF-

2 [5, 6]. "Pseudo" cross sections were calculated using the KfK preparatory code PCROSS
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Tab.l. Single-element cases that show grow of radioactive inventories in terms of dose rates

due to sequential (x,n) reactions. Identified are most important reaction chains, given is fac-

tor of dose rate increase relative to standard calculation (ratio with/without sequential (a;, n)

reactions), and lifetime of produced radioisotopes.

Element

Li

N

0

F

Ne

Na

Mg

V

Mn

As

Y

Zr

Xe

Cs

Pr

Nd

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ho

Er

Tm

Yb

Ta

Re

Pt

Au

Hg

Tl

R e a c t i o n c h a i n

7Li(t,n)9Be(n,j)10Be
15N(a,n)wF
18O(p,n)18F
19F(a, n)22Na
22Ne(p,n)22Na
20Ne(a, n)23Mg(P+)23Na{a, n)26Al
23Na{a,n)26Al
26Mg(p,n)26Al
51V(a,n)54Mn
55Mn(a, n)5SCo(n, 7)59Co(n, f)mCo
75As(a, n)78Br{p+)™Se(a, n)81Kr
89Y(a, n)92Nb(n, j)93Nb{n, ff4Nb
92Zrfan)92Nb
136Xe(a, nY39Ba{p- )139Za(n, 2n)138La
133Cs(n,7)134Cs(n,7)135Cs(a,n)138Xa
141Pr(a, n)144Prn(n, y)145Prn(n, -y)146Pm

many ways to 158T6 and 166mHo

many ways to 158T6 and 166mHo

many ways to 158T6 and 166mJTo

many ways to 176Lu

many ways to 176Zu

many ways to 176Lu

many ways to 176Lu

many ways to 1S2Hf

many ways to 182Hf

many ways to 182Hf

many ways to 192I>

many ways to 192Jr
W6Pt(a, nf"Hg{a, n)202Pb
197Au(d, n)198Hg(n, j)199Hg(a, n)202Pb
199Hg(a, n)202Pb
205Tl(a, n)208Bi(n, 2n)207Bi

Factor of increase

(x,n) only

5.5 * 103

4.1 * 101

1.8*10"

8.4

1.4 * 101

1.5 * 1010

2.9 * 102

1.9 * 103

1.6+ 101

1.9 * 102

9.1 * 103

6.7

2.4 * 101

1.5 * 103

1.9

1.3

1.2

1.8

1.3

1.3

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

3.0 * 103

1.0 * 106

1.3

1.7+ 101

Ti/2 of radioisotopes

1.5 * 106 y

1.8 h

1.8 h

2.6 y

2.6 y

7.4 * 106 y

7.4 * 106 y

7.4 * 106 y

0.8 y

5.3 y

2.1 * 105 y

3.5*107y 2.0*104y

3.5 * 107 y

1.3 * 10" y

1.3 * 1011 y

5.5 y

1.8 * 102 y 1.2 * 103 y

1.8 * 102 y 1.2 * 103 y

1.8 * 102 y 1.2 * 103 y

3.8 * 1O10 y

3.8 * 1010 y

3.8 * 1O10 y

3.8 * 1O10 y

9.0 *106 y

9.0 * 106 y

9.0*106y

2.4 *102 y

2.4 * 102 y

5.2 *104 y

5.2 *104 y

5.2*104y

3.2 * 101 y

[4]. The code uses new libraries KFKSPEC and KFKXN developed for 669 isotopes (all iso-

topes with lifetime Tx/2 > 0.5 day, Z < 84 and A < 210) as well as KFKSTOP developed

for all elements [2]. The library KFKXN contains relative charged particle spectra produced

in (n, *x) reactions while KFKXN contains cross sections for (x,n) reactions and the library
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Fig. 1. Radioactive inventories calculated for single elements. Compared axe dose rates as a

function of cooling time with and without sequential (x,n) reactions. Shown are results for F,

Na, V and Pt.

KFKSTOP keeps differential ranges of charged particles. Calculated "pseudo" cross sections

are much smaller than the usual cross sections, generally in the region of fib and lower. We

note that they depend on the initial material composition. For illustration we quote several

values of apaeudo obtained for an assumed initial material composition of a pure elemental iron:
S6Fe(Pin)(6.36M&), 52Cr(a,n)(O.63/j&), s lF(d,n)(0.11^), and 51F(rf,2n)(0.008/i6).

We found appreciable increase in long-lived activities due to sequential {x, n) reactions in 31

out of 81 single-element cases studied. The effect is most dramatic for the case of fluorine and
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Fig. 2. Radioactive inventories calculated for alloys. Compared axe dose rates as a function

of cooling time with and without sequential (x,n) reactions. Shown are preliminary results for

constructional materials Manet 2, CeTa and stainless steel 316. Differencies between the two

types of calculations axe marginal.

sodium, where it reached as much as 11 and 10 orders of magnitude, respectively. Altogether,

the increase is larger than 1 order of magnitude for 16 elements and lower than an order of

magnitude for 15 elements, see Tab.l for a full list. Fig. 1 shows several selected cases for a

better illustration.

As a next step we performed calculations assuming an alloy as initial composition. This

is of course a more realistic case than the above single-element composition. We studied the

following alloys considered as possible constructional materials in some fusion reactor scenarios:
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Tab.2. Requested extension of the decay data library in FISPACT. A full list of 213 isotopes

is given.

5Li
15Q

27Si
3 7 K

46Cr
60Cu
68As
77Rb
86 Z r

9 6 T h

1 0 7 In
H 4 T e

1 2 3Cs
1 3 0 Ce
1 4 7Tb
1 5 5Ho
1 6 2Yb
173 W

1 8 7 Au
196pb

2 0 7At
2 n R n

6Be
16p

28p

3 8Ca
47Cr
6 1 Cu
6 9As
7 8Rb
8 6Nb
9 7Rh
1 0 8 In
115T e

1 2 4Cs
1 3 1Ce

148 T b

1 5 6Ho

163Yb

174W

188 A u

197pb

208A t

2 1 2Rn

7Be
17p

29p

3 9Ca
48Cr
58Zn
70Se
79Rb
8 7Nb
98pd

109In
116Te

1 2 5Cs

i32Ce
i 4 9 T b

1 5 7Ho
1 6 6Lu
175W

189A u

198pb

209At

2 1 3 Rn

8B
1 8Ne

30 S

4 0Sc
4 9 Mn
59 Zn
7 2Br
7 9Sr

8 8 N b

100 A g

1 0 8Sn
118J

1 2 4Ba
134pr

148D y

156Er

168Hf
1 7 8Re
190Hg

200Bi

2 1 0At

9B
1 9Ne
31S
4 1Sc
S 0Mn
6 0 Zn
7 3Br
8 0Sr
8 8Mo

101 A g

1 0 9Sn
119J

1 2 5Ba
135pr

149D y

157Er

170T a

1 8 00s
191 H g

201B i

2 1 1At

9C
2 0 Na
3 2 Cl
42 T i

50 F e

6 1 Zn
7 4Br

8 2 y

8 9Mo
102A g

n o Sn
120J

i^Ba
136pr

150D y

158Er

171 Ta
182Ir
193T1
202po

2 1 2At

i o c

2 2 M g

33 C 1

4 3 T i

55 N i

62Zn
74Kr

8 3 y

9 0Mo
1 0 2Cd
112Sb
1 2 0Xe
128La
136N(J

i s i D y

i59 E r

1 7 2Ta
1 8 3Ir
194ipj

203po

2 1 3At

" C
2 3Mg
3 4 Ar

44y

5 7 Cu
6 4 Ga
7 5Kr

8 4 y

9 2 T c

1 0 3 Cd
1 1 3Sb
1 2 1Xe
1 2 9La
1 3 7Nd
152D y

1 6 0 T m
1 7 3 Ta
184pt

195 f j

204po

2 0 6Rn

1 2 N

2 4 Al
3 5 Ar

45y

5 8 Cu
6 5 Ga
7 6 Kr
8 4Zr
9 3 T c

1 0 4 Cd
1 1 4Sb
1 2 2Xe
1 3 0La
1 4 0 P m
1 5 3Ho
1 6 1 T m
1 7 4 Ta
185pt

196"jiJ

2 0 5 A t

2 0 9 R n

14Q

26Si
3 6 K

46y

5 9 Cu
6 6 Ge
7 6 Rb

85 Z r

9 4 Ru
1 0 6 In
1 1 5Sb
1 2 2Cs
1 3 1 La
1 4 6 Tb
1 5 4Ho

1 6 2 T m

172W

186pt

195pb

206At

2 1 0Rn

Manet 2, CeTa as well as stainless steel 316. According to these preliminary results, see Fig.

2, the influence of sequential (x,n) reactions on respective radioactive inventories seems to be

negligible.

A general inventory calculation that can fully exploit the potential of the data base devel-

oped in KfK, however, is currently constrained by FISPACT. The point is that decay data for

additional 213 isotopes kinematically allowed by sequential (x,n) reactions should be included

into the FISPACT, see Tab. 2. There is a strong need to extend FISPACT along these lines, a

task to be done by an authorized expert to guarantee FISPACT's continuing role as a European

reference code.

The present work is the first systematic study of the influence of sequential («, n) reactions

on inventories in fusion reactors. Furthermore, this effect was for the first time studied for realis-

tic material compositions (alloys). We have shown that there is a number of single-element cases

where inventories of long-lived radioisotopes increases appreciably. A more thorough study, how-

ever, is needed to establish real impact of sequential (x,n) reactions on radioactive inventories

in a number of realistic material compositions.
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REVIEW OF THE ACTIVATION DATA
FOR FAST CHARGED PARTICLE INDUCED REACTIONS*

B.Ya.Guzhovskii, S.N.Abramovich
Russian National Nuclear Center VNIIEF

607200 Arzamas-16, Russia

The following reactions were considered (see tables 1 -10 below)

1. The fast charged particle sources in Fusion Reactors

1.1. Fusion and "on flight" reactions in hot plasma and at first wall

1.2. Recoil nuclei and charged particles produced by interaction of DT-neutrons with light
nuclei

2. Radioactive residual nuclei, produced by fast charged particle reactions with
light nuclei

3. Principal nuclear reactions of fast charged particles yielding the radionuclides
with half-lives > 10 min

3.1. Nuclear activation reactions in plasma

3.2. Nuclear reactions in the first wall surface

3.3. Nuclear reactions in blanket

3.4. Nuclear reactions in neutron shield

* Was presented at the meeting orally, and the main conclusions were included in the
Summary Report of the Meeting, published as report INDC(NDS)-286/L.
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1.Production of H-3 Nuclei (Tl/2=12.33 y)

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Reaction

H-2(d,p)
He-3(d,2p)
Li-6(d,ap)
Li-6(He-3,2pa)
Li-7(p,pa)
Li-7(d,Li-6)
Li-7(He-3,Be-7)
Li-7(a,2a)
Be-9(d,2a)
Be-9(He-3,2pa)
B-10(d,2pa)
B-10(He-3,C-10)
B-ll(d,B-10)
B-ll(He-3,C-ll)
B-ll(He-4,C-12)
C-13(d,C-12)
C-13(He-3,N-13)
N-14(d,N-13)
N-14(He-3,O-14)
N-15(d,N-14)
O-16(d,O-15)
O-17(d,O-16)
O-17(He-3,F-17)
O-18(p,O-16)
O-18(d,O-17)
O-18(He-3,F-18)
F-19(d,F-18)
F-19(He-3,Ne-19)
Na-23(d,Na-22)

Q,(MeV) Comment

4.033 Plasma, first wall,
-1.461 blanket
2.558
-2.936

-2.468
-0.993

-0.880
-2.468
4.684 First wall, blanket,
-0.810 neutron shield

-1.902
-3.670

-5.197
-2.001
-3.857
1.311
-2.239

-4.296
-5.162
4.576

-9.407
2.114
-2.779

-3.706
-1.787
-1.674

-4.175
-3.257
-6.161 Composite materials

Na-23(He-3,Mg-23) -4.077
Mg-25(d,Mg-24) -1.07
Mg-25(He-3,Al-25) -4.296
Mg-26(d,Mg-25) -4.836
Mg-26(He-3,Al-26) -4.023
Al-27(d,Al-26)
Al-27(He-3,Si-27)

-6.801
-4.830

2.Production of Be-7 Nuclei (Tl/2=53.29 d)

No Reaction

1 He-4(He-3,g)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Li-6(p,g)
Li-6(d,n)
Li-6(t,2n)
Li-6(He-3,d)
Li-6(Li-6,na)
Li-7(p,n)
Li-7(d,2n)
Li-7(He-3,t)

Q,(MeV) Comment

1.587 Plasma, first wall,
5.606 blanket
3.381

-2.876
0.112
1.906

-1.644
-3.869
-0.880

10 Li-7(Li-6,He-6) -4.369
11 B-10(p,a) 1.146 First wall, blanket,
12 B-10(d,na) -1.078 neutron shield
13 B-10(t,He-6) -6.361
14 B-ll(p,na) -10.308
15 B-ll(He-3,Li-7) -7.076
16 C-12(He-3,2a) -5.687
17 O-16(He-3,C-12) -5.575
18 F-19(d,C-14) -7.142
19 Mg-24(He-3,Ne-20) -7.723 Composite materials

3.Production of Be-10 Nuclei (T1/2=1.51E6 y)

No Reaction Q,(MeV) Comment

1 Li-7(t,g)
2 Li-7(a,p)
3 Li-7(Li-7,a)
4 Be-9(d,p)
5 Be-9(t,d)

17.250 Plasma, first wall,
-2.564 blanket
14.782
4.587 First wall, blanket,
0.555 neutron shield

6 Be-9(Li-7,Li-6) -0.438
7 Be-9(Be-9,2a) 5.239
8 B-10(d,2p) -1.998
9 B-10(t,He-3) -0.538
10 B-ll(p,2p) -11.228
11 B-ll(d.He-3) -5.734
12 B-ll(t,a) 8.586
13 B-11(B-11,C-12) 4.729



6.Production of Na-24 Nuclei (Tl/2=14.96 h)

4.Production of C-14 Nuclei (Tl/2=5730 y)

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Reaction

Li-7(Li-7,g)
Be-9(Li-6,p)
Be-9(Li-7,d)
Be-9(Be-9,a)
B-10(Li-7,He-3)
B-ll(t,g)
B-ll(a,p)
B-ll(Li-6,He-3)
B-ll(Li-7,a)
C-12(t,p)
C-13(d,p)
C-13(t,d)
N-14(t,He-3)
N-14(Li-7,Be-7)
N-15(d,He-3)
N-15(t,a)
F-19(d,Be-7)

Q,(MeV) Comment

29.814 Plasma, first wall,
15.127 blanket
10.101 First wall, blanket,
17.252 neutron shield

9.009
20.598
0.784

4.804
18.132
4.641
5.952
1.919
-0.138
-1.018
-4.714

-9.607
-7.142

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Reaction

F-19(Li-6,p)
F-19(Li-7,d)
Na-23(d,p)
Na-23(t,d)
Mg-24(t,He-3)
Mg-24(d,2p)
Mg-25(d,He-3)
Mg-25(t,a)
Me-26(d.a>

Q,(MeV) Comment

13.729
8.703
4.735
0.702
-5.495
-6.956
-6.569

7.752
2.916

First wall, blanket,
neutron shield

Composite materials

7.Production of Mg-28 Nuclei (Tl/2=20.91 h)

Q,(MeV) Comment

Composite materials

No Reaction

1 Na-23(Li-7,2p) 5.818
2 Mg-26(t,p) 6.466
3 Si-30(t,pa) -4.178

8.Production of C-11 Nuclei (Tl/2=20.385 m)

en

5.Production of Na-22 Nuclei (Tl/2=2.609 y)

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Reaction

F-19(He-3,g)
F-19(a,n)
F-19(Li-6,t)
Na-23(p,d)
Na-23(d,t)
Na-23(He-3,a)
Mg-24(d,a)
Mg-24(p,a)

Q,(MeV) Comment

18.629
-1.949
2.834

-10.194
-6.161

8.160
1.962
3.144

First wall, blanket,
neutron shield

Composite materials

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Reaction

Li-6(Li-6,n)
Be-7(a,g)
Be-9(He-3,n)
B-10(p,g)
B-10(d,n)
B-10(t,2n)
B-10(He-3,d)
B-ll(p,n)
B-ll(d,2n)
B-ll(He-3,t)
C-12(He-3,a)
N-14(p,a)

Q,(MeV) Comment

9.450
7.543

7.557
8.690
6.465
0.208

3.196
-2.765
-4.989
-2.001

1.856
-2.923

Plasma, first wall,
blanket



INVESTIGATION ON STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR
FUTURE POWER REACTORS HAS IDENTIFIED THE
FOLLOWING DECIDING RADIONUCLIDES WHICH
ARE INDUCED FROM THE ALLOYING ELEMENTS:

Mn54, C06O, Sc46, K42(Ar42), Na22, and A126.

THE CORRESPONDING NEUTRON ACTIVATION
CROSS SECTIONS ARE:

Fe(n,x)Mn54
Ni(n,x)Co60
Co59(n,g)Co60
Ti(n,x)Sc46
Ti(n,x)Ar42(|5 DECAY)K42
AI27(n,n'a)Na23(n,2n)Na22

THERE ARE ALSO IMPORTANT NEUTRON
ACTIVATION CROSS SECTIONS FROM IMPURITY
ELEMENTS:

Ag(n,x)AglO8m
Al(n,2n)AI26
Ca(n,x)Ar42(K42)
Cd(n,x)AglO8m
Co(n,g)Co60
Cu(n,x)Co60
Eu(n,x)Eul52
Fe(n,x)Co60
Hf(n,x)Hfl78m2
Ho(n,g)Hol66m
Mn(n,2n)Mn54
Mo(n,x)Nb94
Na(n,2n)Na22
Nb(n,g)Nb94
Ni(n,x)Co60
Ta(n,x)Hfl78m2
Tb(n,2n)Tbl58
W(n,x)Hfl78m2

RECENT INVESTIGATION ON THE ACTIVATION OF
SEVERAL NEAR-TERM STRUCTURAL MATERIALS
(NAMELY SS316, IN625, Mn-STEEL, FERRITIC STEEL,
AND Ti-ALLOY) IDENTIFIES THE FOLLOWING
IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTING RADIONUCLIDES:

C06O, Mn54, AI26, Fe55, and Nb94

THE CORRESPONDING REACTION CROSS SECTIONS
ARE:

Fe58(n,g)Fe59(decay)Co59(n,g)Co60
Ni(n,x)Co60
Co59(n,g)Co60
Mn55(n,2n)Mn54
A127(n,2n)A126
Nb93(n,g)Nb94
Mo(n,x)Nb94
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DECAY HEAT FROM SS316 FIRST WALL ACTIVITY FROM SS316 FIRST WALL

(AFTER 1 MW-y/m2) (AFTER 1 MW-y/m2)
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